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ABSTRACT
- _ Unemployment among young people is a serious and,
persistent p oblem in this country. Unemployment rates are especially
high among' members of minority groups, for high school dropoutd, and
in economically depressed " "areas. Vocational education can help to
alleviate the problem of unemployment, and a close link between
schools and employers can help ensure that vocational education
programs are teaching students the skills that employers-will need.
The public elementary and secondary schools shbuld offer
noncollege-bound -students a thorough_grounding_ifi_language-7_skills,__!..___
reasoning, and mathemitics, along with the mechanical and technical
skills and work habits that will prepare them for working life. This
responsibility should not be shifted to the private sector (although
ways employers can help'significantly.are outlined in-this-report).
AlthoUgh some vocational education and training programs do improve
the employability of their graduates, the quality of vocational
educatlon programs is highly variable, and the access of
disadvantaged students is not ensured. Expanded collaboration between
vocational educators and private sector* employers and improved
cooperation be-tiiben vocational-education-and-employment-training
programs are recommended. Work exnerience programs should help, as
would strengthening the capabilities of vocational education teddhers
throughchanges in certification requirements, training, use of
part-time teachers, and pay scales. Three policy changes could
improve the financing of vocational education: modifications in the
formulas for funding programs, strategies for pooling equipment, and
supplemental funding for program improvement. Other approaches include experimentation
with vocational incentive grants to disadvantaged students and attention to consumer

protection vocational, education programs. Selected tables on youth employment and
6 0unemployment are appended: (KC)'
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The Coinmittee on Vocational Education and Economic Development. in
Depressed Areas was established atthe request of the U-S Department of
Education in October 1981. This request reflected the general public con-
ceit' over the country's, deteriorating economic condition, particularly un-
employment and inflation. The charge from the department to the commit-
tee was tp undertake a study of collaboratfve efforts among business,
industry, and community-based organizations and the public sector in the
vocational educationOf residents, particularly minority 'residents, of eco
.
nornically depressed areas.",,We were urged at our first meeting by the
Under Secretary of Education and the Assistant. Secretary for Vocational
and Adult Education to bring a new perspective to the relationships among
vocational education, economic development,-and the_private sector,

When this committee began its deliberations, unemployment among
older teenagers was more than 23 percent and unemployment among black
teenagers was approaching a staggering 48 percent. At the-same time', the
weaknesses in our economy and fundamental changes

on
the patterns of

American employment were having a profound impact on older workers,
such that overall unemployment was reaching the highest levels since the
Great Depression: It was in this environment that' we began our study of
vocational education, whicli is the part oflhe educationenterprise that deals'
most directly with the ties betWeen work and learning and which sho-Uld
hold out significant hope for education to have a long-term impact on the
opportunities .of young Americans throughout their careers.



VI Preface

Within the broad mandate that we received, the committee identified and
addressed those problems -that we saw to be of the most pressink 'and
immediate concern. In particular; we focused on how vocational education,
in collaboration with -private-Sector "employers, can improve the
liloyability of young Ainericans and enhance their 10g-term contribtitiOnS,
to the economy. In doing so the committee chose to examine the role of
vocational education in overall economic develOpment and did not restrict _

itself exclusively to Isspes associated with vocational education In den
iiressed areas. We believe that the challengeS and opportunities facing,
vocational education are not unique to depressed areas, although the sever-.
ity of the problems that must be overcome is certainly exacerbated by Weak.
economic conditions.

We also chose to direct our analysis and recommendations to the educa-
tion and training of young people who are just embarking on their employ-::
ment careers. This emphasis reflects the importance that the committee
placed on the attainment of basic employment and le,arnirig skills that are
necessary for successful participation in a continually changing economy.
The committee considered the important issues concerning the retraining of
older workeks displaced by the changing economy but decided that the
problems of these workers were sufficiently different as to require separate

Just as the committee began its deliberations in an atmosphere of concern
about the national economy, :we are now completing our work in an
atmosphere' of concern about the state of the American education system.
This report focuses on that part of the education system that deals most
directly' with _the lifetime relationship between learning and-work. The
Current circumstances provide an opliclunitY for actions to be taken that °
Can have fundamental and long-term effects on the education system. It is in
this setting- that we put,forward the analysis and recommendations con-
tained in this report.

CciuN.C. KAvDoN, Chair
Committee on Vocational Education and
Economic Development in DepresSed
Areas
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artimary

Unemployment among young people is a,serious and persistent problem in
this country. Unemployment rates_areiespeeially, high among'thembers of
minority groups, for high - school dropoutS; and in economically depressed
areas : The structural changes in the economy in the past 40 years have
far-reaching implications for the skills that young workers will need and for
the educatio nd trainiug.that will increase their Vocational
eilueatimiand othe raining_pron help to alleviate the problem of ;
unemployment among America's young febple-.-And a close linktetween
school§ ana.employers can help ensure that vocational education prograns
are teaching; students the skills that 'employers Will need.

Vocational education is a vital part of the public education-system in'this .
country, one that has Joni heen slighted in favor of academic education.
Basic academic as well as occupational skills are of fundamental impor-F.
.tance in preparing young - people -for productive lives in our society. The,

elethentary and secondary sehools in this 'country should offer
students who will net go to College a. thorough' grounding. not onlyl in
language skills, reasoning, and rnatheinaticg, but also in the mechanical and
technical skills.and work habits that will piepare them for working life. This
responsibility should not be shifted to privatersector empjoyers, :although
employers cp.n help = significantly in ways= we outline in' the'reporti-:-

Evaluations of vocational education and other employment training'pro:-
grams lead to the conclusion that some vocational education programs do
improVe the employability of graduates: But the quality of vocational
education programs overall is highly variable and the access of dis-

1



2 EDUCATION FOR TOMORROW'S JOBS

advantaged stuttents to ogd programs is not ensured.
committee recommends expanded collaboration between vocational

educators and private-secto,r employers as well as improved coordination--
between vocational education and ernployment tfaining programs.
designed work experience programs help to improve occupational skills and
to open employMent opportunities fot vocational education students. We
recommend, several changes intan&d.to strengthen the capabilities of
teachers of vocational education: changes in certification requirements,
pre-serviee and training, use of part-time teachers, and pay scales
of teacheis. We recommend three policy.changes to improve the financing"
of vocational education programs: modifications in tie formulas for fund-
ing programs, strategies forpoolingequipment, and supplementary funding
for program improvement. Because of our concern' about the limited access
of disadvantaged. students to high-quality programs, we also recommend
experimentation with vocational incentive grants to individual students,
which they could use to purchase the training they desire, and attention to
consumer, protection in vocational education prograins.



Youth Unemployment
in a Changing Economy

OVERVIEW
o

Unemployment among young Americans is currently a serious and complex
problem. Some,of the nearly 3 million people ages 16-21 who could not find
fulf:time or part-time jobs in 1982 are 'victims of the ailing U.S. economy.
Presumably some of them will be able to get and hold jobs once the current'
recession has eased. Some of them are simply engaged in looking for jobs
and will find them in time. Others may be *the victims of various social
conditionsstructural changes in the economy; lingering discrimination on
the basis of racial or ethnic background, gender, or, age; or an education
. system that has not kept pace with technological change or has not taught all
students basic educational or occupational skills. These latter° young peo-
ple, many of whom are high-school dropouts, are unemployedand ,
perhaps unemployablebecause they lack the basic skills, the occupational

. skills, or the attitudes necessary in the workplace. They represent a major
failing of the education system, even though some may have passed
"successfully" through that system. It Is this system, in particular vocation
al education in the public high schools, that is the focui of this report. _

Our goal-in this report is-torecOmmend 'ways in which the education
system, particularly the 'public vocational System, can be im-
proved in order to enhance the employability of its graduates. We recom-
mend trengthening the ties between vocational education and employers as
a means of improving vocational- education, programs. We outline in-
stitutional changes that will be required of the vocational education system
before effective collaborative efforts with business and industry can be
made: We believe also that eduCation and"training constitute a lifelong-,
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endeavor to keep every person's knowledge and skills up-to-date and that
education and employment policies should be MadeConsistent with tliat
view. Because of the rapid rate of technological change in our society, it is
no longer practical or feasible to consider that people receive all the training
they will need throughout their careers while they are young and in school.

We begin by presenting the economic context of t'he study. In this firSt
chapter we discuss structural changes in the U.S. economy, changes in the
nature of jobs, and changes in the skills required in jobs that affect people's
employment prospzets. We then narrow the scope of the discussion to youth

-unemployment, descrihingits nature and extent and putting it in the context
of-national economieconditions. We highlight the education implications
of these different types of employment conditions. We try to portray the
complexity and severity of the problem by examining employment ex-
periences for different groups of young people, their educational back-
grounds, the types of work they are seeking, and other relevant social
factors. Clearly, unemployment has vastly different meanings for different
groups of young people. For example, a 17-year-old high-school student
living with his or her middle-class parents may be looking for a part-time job
principally to earn extra spending money. In contrast, unemployment
would have much more serious implications for a 19-year-old male high-
school dropout trying to support his family and himself or for a 20-year-old
divorced mother trying to support her child and herself.

We go on to describe the current vocational education system in Chapter
2, highlighting the diversity of offerings and the variable quality of its
programs. We describe the institutional and administrative arrangements
typical of vocational education programs. Working from recent evaluative
studies, we describe those programs that tend to expand and improve the
education and employment prospects of their graduates. 'We observe that
good vocational education programs are often distinguished by theirclose
ties with buiiness, a theme that is developed more fully in Chaptet 3. We
also analyze problems-relating to limited access to high-quality programs
available to the students most in need of education and employment oppor-
tunities.,

In Chapter 3 we discuss collaborative 'ventures involving vocational
`education; private-sector employers,-labor unions;-and community- based
organizations.organizations. Collaboration is not a novel idea; such efforts have been
made for years, but they could be expanded considerably to improve the
education and the employability of the students. We utline some economic
development strategies involving education and trai g that are intended to
accommpdate technological changes and restore heal to the economies of
depressed areas. Such strategies are characterized by collaboration between
vocational education programs and private-sector employers.
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The committee then presents its conclusions regarding the strengths and
__weaknesses of the vocational education system and its diverse programs in.

Chapter 4. We present our raurnent for using an improved system of
vocational education' as an available, practical, and effective means of
combating the employment problems of many American young people. We
present recommendations for strengthening vocational education so that it,
in turn, can help young Americans and, ultimately, the economy. We argue
that links between school and work should be strengthened because they

will-help improve the quality and increase-therelevance of thetraining that
vocational education students receive. We desdribe features of the many
forMs of collaborative efforts that appear to be necessary for success, and
we outline measures designed to reduce rigidities within the vocational
education system so that collaborative efforts can occur without impedi-
ment.We emphasize our belief in the value of supervised work experience
for vocational education students by describing the important features of
beneficial arrangements, recommending expanded opportunities for stu
dents to work, and recommending some modifications in work experience
programs.

We present4wo sets,of recommendations for improving vocational
cation, especially in high schools. The first concerns teacherstheir.
certification, their training (both pre-service and in-service), their 'pay
scales, and the useOf part-time teachers. The second deals with the financ-
ing of vocational educationfunding formulas,, pooling equipment, and

furiding for program improvement, We 'conclude by suggesting ex-
perimental approaches to improve the access of disadvantaged students to
high-quality vocational education programs.

STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN THE ECONOMY.

Fundamental changes in the American economy over the last 40 yearsin
the types of goods manufactured here, in the ways in which those goods-are
produced, in the types of services that are rendered, in the balance between
the manufacturing and service sectors, in the position'of the United States in
the world economy, and in the responses of the private sector to technologi-
cal innovationhave had dramatic -effects on the nature of jobs.- Many
education and training programs have not kept pace With, these structural
changes and with technological advances affecting, large. numbers of
occupations.

The Shift from Manufacturing to Service Jobs

DiscussiOn about unemployment. currently turns rather quickly to the topic
of changes in the types of jobs in the .American economythe widely
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discussed shift from manufacturing to service jobs. Manufacturing isgener-
ally taken to include the production of goods (everything from paper clips,
bakery goods, and automobiles to industrial equiiiment) as well as the
processing, of materials (petroleum, products, metals, plastics, and chemi-
cals, for example). The service, sector includes such a diversity ofjobs that
some economists discourage grouping them together under the term service
sector because of its illusion of uniformity (see Stanback et al., 1981). One
clasSification scheme, used by_ the committee on National Urban. Policy
'cHanson, 1983), divides the service sector into the following categories:
distributive services, the complex of corporate activities and producer
services (such as, finance, insurance, real estate), nonprofit services (health
and education), retail services, Consumer services (for example, hotels,
auto repair, amusements), and government and government enterprises.
Furthermore, as we shall see, not all jobs in the manufacturing sector are
directly involved in the production process; some of them are very similar to

jobs in the service sector.
The proportion of jobs in the manufacturing sector has been declining

since the end of World War II, while the proportion in the service sector has:
been increasing (Table 1). In' 1940, 34 percent of nonagricultural workers.

were engaged in manufacturing. This proportion decreased to 22 percent in
1980. Between 1940 and 1980 employment in the service sector rose from

59 percent to 72 percent of all those employed outside agriculture. From

Table 1 we can calculate.that approximately 84 perc-enr of all new: jobs
introduced into the economy between 1940 and 1980 were in the service
sector.

Changes in union membership over time give further testimony to these

economic shifts. The National Commission for Employment Policy (1982)

noted that in 1960 the Worker :And the United-Steel-workers of
America were the two largest unions in By 1980 the two
largest unions were the United Food ana ,nmercial Workers and the
American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees.

Compared With the period before .Workl War H, manufacturing indus-
tries currently employ proportionately fewer workers to 'actually make
products, while more workers are involved in invention, design, manage-

___ment, and,sales. And the changes continue, many say at 'an accelerating

rate. Some jobs currently filled by workerswill be performed by robotsarid-'--
other jobs will involve working with the robots. An increasing proportion of
manufacturing jobs require some educatiOn or training, and there are fewer

jobs for low-skilled manual laborers (Hanson, '1983): Some jobs now
require more knowledge, while others are being broken into disciete,
routine Components that require little thought and eyen less imagination.
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TABLE 1 Percentage Distribution of Employees on Nonagricultural
Payrolls, by Industry Division, 1940-1980

7

Industry Division 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980

Total ' 100 100 100 100 ' 100
(32,361) (45,197) (54,189) (70,880) (90,406).

Goods-producing 41 . 41 37 33 28
--(13,221)---(18,506)-(20,434)-- (23,578) ----(-25,,658)

Mining 3 2 1 - 1 . 1

(925) (901) (712) (623) (1,027)

Construction 4 5 5 5 5
(1,311) (2,364) (2,926) (3,588) . (4,346)

Manufacturing 34 % 34 31 27 .. 22
(10,985) (15,241) (16,796) (19,367) (20,285)

Service-producing 59
5

62 67 . 72 ,
(19,140) (26,6991) (33,755) (47,302) (67,748) .

Transportation and 9 9 7' 6 6
public utilities (3,038) (4,034) (4,004) (4,515) (5,146)

: . ..

WhOlesale and 2-1- . 21. 21 -- 21 22
retail trade (6,750) (9;386) (1.1,391) . .(14,040). ,(20,310)

Finance, insurance, 5. 4 5 5 I-- 6
real estate (1,48:-.) (1,888) (2,629) (3,645) (5,160)

ServiCes

Government .

Federal

II 12 14 16 ' 20
(3,665) (5,357) (7,378) (11,548) (17,890)

13 13 15 18. 18
(4,202). (6 ;026) (8,353) (12,554) (16,241)

3 4 4 4. 3
(996) (1,928) . (2,270) (2,731) (2,866)

State and local 10' 9 11 14 15
(3- ,206)- (4,098) --(6,083)- (9;823) (13;375)

NOTE: Numbers in parentheses represent thousands. , ,

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1983. Employment and Earnings 30(3) March:
__Table. B-1

There is diversity and change in the service sector as well. Some jobs
,require considerable knowledge or education, but others do not. The more
knowledge-intensive jobs, having higher status, offer good incomes and
opportunities for advancement. Stanback et al. (1981) present an analysis of
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data from. the 1970 census Showing that in general-those. employed in
service jobs'fiave higher educatioh levels thanthoSe working in manufactur-
ing (Table 2). Of course in some service jobs, such as cleaningand--,,..,
maintenance of dwelling's and other buildings, education levels are roughly
the same as or lower than levels in manufacturing jobs. They conclude that
most young peoplettoday enter the labor Marketthrough jobs in retailingand
consumer services ruttier than through jobs in farming or manufacturing, as
they-did-before World-War IL SinCethese service-jobs-generally-require--
more education than those in manufacturing, we conclude 'that structural'.
shifts in the economy will probably require, on the average, more rather
than less education of employee's than in the past. . .

It is not clear that young people need a great deal of education and training
for the. jobs they will hold while they are young. According to analysis of the
spring 1981 survey of the National Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) of. Youth
Labor Market ExperienCe (Borus, 1983), abOut 28 percent of thejobs. held
by pedOle ages 16 -21' required only an elementary:school education. Just
over half required less than a high-school diploma, about .14 percent
required a diploma, and 7 percent required some college. education.

According to the NLS, alinost half the jobs held by .people ages .16-21'
required no more 'training than a short demonstration, 22. percent required

\
less than 30 days of on-the-lob trahing, and another 19 percent demanded
no more-thanthree.nrionths oltraining._This means that _8'7_Percent_of the .

jobs required less than 3 months of training.1 \- ..

It is not safe to conclude from these data; hovfever, that,dung people do
not need or would not benefit from more educa Orpand training. Given the
'aspirations of most people to advande in their ca eers and given the Structur-.
al changes in the economy affecting the skills r quired in jobs, it may well
be'that young people need better education and training to prepare for their.
careers. The jobs they hold as teenagers ofyoungadults are likely to require
less ethication and training than the jobs they .Will hold later.

TABLE 2 Percentage Distribution of Employed People, by
Employment Sector and Nurnber of Years of Education

Years of.
Elementary and Years of
Secondary School College

Years of
Graduate
Work

Sector 0-8 .9-12 .1-2 3-4 1-2

Manufacturing 28.8 57.7 3.0 6.0 4.0

Services 15.1 45.6 10.5 15.3 13.6

SOURCE: Stanback et al. (1981: Table 4.9)Reprinted by_permission._
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Technological Changes in the Workplace

Virtually no part of the U.S. economy has been untouched by technological
advances. One indication of the pervasiveness of technological change is
the September 1982 issue of Scientific American, which is devoted entirely
to the mechanization of work.: Among other topics, the articles discussed
the mechanization of agriculture, mining, design and manufacturing, com-
merce,-and office work:: Vocational education programs are available in all
of these areas. The importance of technological innovation for vocational _

education programs can scarcely be overestimated.
While all agree that the nature.of jobs changes as a result of technological

innovation; there seemto be little agreement among analysts regarding the
. likely nature of those changes over the next 20 years or so and their effects

on the education and training required for the new or altered jobs. On one
side those who argue that the adOptionof technological innovations will
increase the skill levels required for jobs (Ayres and Miller, 1981). They
argue that the workers so displaced will be thelower-skilled workers and
that the newly created jobs will require more sophisticated technical train-
ing or managerial or other typically white-collar skills. (Whether the Work-
ers who are displaced can be retrained' for the new jobs that would presurn=
ably be created is another question.) On the other side are those,who believe.
that the Widespread, use of computerized systems will routinize jobs and
increase the demand for low-skilled workers (see Levin and Rumberger;
1983; Vedder, 1982). Levin and .Rumberger note. that; while- the fastest
growth may be in computer-related occupations, the figures on percentage
growth may be misleading because such jobs account for a very small
proportion of the total work force. They cite figures from the U.S. Depart
ment of Labor projecting that 150,000 new jobs for computer programmers
would be created in the 1980s; however, the estimate for janitors, nurse's
aides, and orderlies is 1.3 Million new job-s. They argue further that most of
the jobs altered by computers will require only the most rudimentary of
skills and certainly no high level of competence with computers. As
computers become more sophisticated, those who use them can be less
sophisticated. -

The potentially disruptive effects of the automation of manufacturing on
workers 1:as been aptly described by the National.Commission for Employ- .
ment Policy (1982:7):

Workers may be threatened in the short term by loss of theirobs due to rapid
automation of manufacturing plants and in the long term by the possible crippling of
whole industries if manufacturers fail to automate rapidly ehough or-otherwise
change their production techniques or wage costs to meet foreign competition. That
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thc'nation's unemployment rate exceeded 10 Percent forthe first time in 4 decades
in September. 1982, reflects not only the current recession, but also the
appearance of thousands of jobs in traditional "smokestack industries" such as iron,
rubber, andsteel,,as wellas inautomobile manufacturing and other basic industries.
Many workers in these industries who previously enjoyed both security and high
salaries have consequently been left without work and often withoutapplicable
skills to compete in an emerging high-technology economy [emphasis added].

The potential effects of technological Change on-jobs:are-much more
complex and pervasive than they may at first appear. The work of assembly-

.. line employees., productdesigners, inventory clerks, managers, and execu-"
fives can. be revolutionized..Gunn (1982) notes that adopting new methods
in one part of the manufacturing process has implications for other parts and
for the cost and efficiency of the entire process. For example, using
computers to facilitate the design of products' is estimated: to improve
nroduetivity in the drafting room by a factor of three or more. In addition, it
results in higher-quality components that can be assembled faster and more
easily and that ultimately result in a:better-product.

The increasing use of robots in industry raises concerns about the Ills-
. .

placement of workers and the reshaping of training programs. Industrial
robots are not the humanlike androids seen in science fiction movies.
Instead, they are machine tools that can be prograrrimed to move parts Or-

--_tools-through-a-specified-series-ofinotions,=-Some=robots'can be reprbgram-
med to perform different tasks without changing their hardware. Robots are.
best used-in highly structured manufacturing situations. in which there is
virtually no variability or. need for making decisions. The Most common
current applications include spot welding, spray painting, and loading and
unloading metal cutting or forming machines, all of which have historically
been taught in trade and industrial programs .in vocational education.
Robots are valued because of their predictability, reliability, and relative .

'insensitivity to unpleasant environments. One of their major disadvantages
is that, unlike.humans, they are unable to react to unexpected situations or
changes in their routines or_environments, and.they do not learn from.past
experience. Although robots are available that have rudimentary. "senses"
Of sight and touch and that "learn" in a faited-way, they are not yet .

commonly used in industry. .

The Robotics Institute of Carnegie-Mellon University surveyed the
members of the Robot Institute of America (robot users and producers)
regarding. their use of robots in various occupations, almost .all, in
metalworking (Ayres and Miller, .1981)TTlfe results showed thatrobots are--
used most in nine occupations, which currently employ 3 million workers:

. A predicted half million of these workers could potentially be replaced by
the type of robots currently used in industry. The most severely affected
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would be production workers engaged in welding, 'Sainting, and operating
machine tools. One million more could possibly be replaced with the more
sophisticated sensing robots.. The researchers estimate that as many as .3
million workers in the areas of assembling, packaging, grinding, electro-

. plating, and inspecting could potentially be. replaced by sensing robots but
that this displacement would take at least 20.years: They also note that six

, metalworking .occupational categories for which vocational education
offers training-aredikely to be seriously affected by robotization. These six
categories accountedfor approximately 3 percent of all vocational educa-
tion enrollments in 1978 (almost a half million .students).

While some 'believe that the widespread use of robots will lead to
unemployment, others are not convinced and focus instead on the retraining
of workers displaced by robots. As noted in a staff report on robotics and the
economy prepared for the Joint Economic Committee of the U.S.Congress,
"the challenge to policSrmakers due to increased use of robots is not unem-
ployment but retraining" (Vedder, 1982:2). Vedder argues that robots will_
not increase unemployment but will instead improve productivity and
thereby create more jobs. He reasons that the people who will be displaced
by robots can be retrained to manage them or repair them or to do other
production jobs that cannot be accomplished by robots.

Others see potentially far-reaching and long-term benefits of the in-
creased automation of American industry (National Commission for Em-

-ployment Policy, 1982). If manufacturers can decrease theoprice of goods
by increasing the efficiency of production, the demand for such products
could actually increase employment. (But the skill requirements of the new
jobs, of course, would differ from those of the old.) If robots assume the
most difficult and dangerous jobs, working conditions for people could be
improved. In addition, automation could help, to .restore America's in-
dustrial base.

Regardless of which analysis one prefers, there are education and train-
ing implications for educators and students as well as the people currently
employed in affected industries. clearly, educators should maintain close
contact with 'employers who use or are likely to begin using robots to
determine the training implications for their programs.:

Changes in the ways in which information is proc8sed are also affecting
o a large portion of jobs in the U.S. economy. The National Commission for

Employment Policj, (1982) cited one estimate of the -pervasiveness of
telecommunicationand computer technologies on .occupations: approxi-
mately_55 percent of_all_U.S.rworkers in_1980_were employed in inforrna-

. tion-related occupationsgenerating,-storing, transmitting, or manipulat
ing data: The effects of changes in information processing on jobsand their
skill requirements are complex arid changing. For example, file and billing
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clerks and operators of older office machines are finding themselves with
obsolete-skills, while computer programmei.'s and 'installers of cable televi:
sion lines,are in high demand. Yet not all computer-related jobs are increas-
ing in number. As computerized equipment becomes more sophisticated,

some of the earliest computer-related jobs, such as keypunching, are being

phased out.
Some analysts view these technological clianges with great optimikn,

both for specific-geographic areas-and-for the health of-the entire U.S.
economy. A report ok economic trends in New York. City (Design 'for
Academic Progress for the 80's Task Force #5, no date) expresses the View

that jobs created by the "information revolution" can help revitalize the
economy of that city . The jobs that have expanded in the last decade or so in
New York City have been related to the creation, processing, and distriku-
tion of information the media, telecommunications, printing, publishing,
banking, insurance, the stock market, and others. The report notes that,
although New. York has lost many of its routine manufacturing jobs to
overseas locations such as Hong 'Kong and Taiwan, the knowledge-
intensive components of thoseindustries--Managing, design, marketing,
and clerical workhave remained in New^-York. Thus, the nature of the
jobs in the city has changed and has resulted in a change in the skills needed
from employees. The need for unskilled workers has been reduced and that
for technically skilled workers- has increased, posing a challenge to the

- education system to train residents to fill the newly created jobs.
-In order to learn about current practices in education and training relating

to automation in manufacturing, the, Office, of Technology Assessment
conducted a survey" in 1982 of firms likely to use programmable automation
in manufacturing (those making electric and electronics equipment, in-

- dustrial machinery,' and transportation equipment); producers of pro-
grammable automation equipment and systems;..and educators and others
involved in instruction, including labor unions. Results of the-survey are
reported in a technical memorandum (Office of Technology Assessibent,

41983). About 40 percent of the manufacturing firms use programmable
7----automation and about,?22 percent sponsor or conduct training in the new

technologies. Of thok who do not offer training, only about 18 percent plan'

to do so. in the future. ThiS figure, the report notes, seems surprisingly low,
given that virtually-all the respondentsmanufacturers and those involved
in education or trainingfelt that indukries should bear the costof training
employees to work with the new technologies. This finding could indicate
that, while industries are reluctant to conduct their own programs, theyare
willing to pay for training conducted by others. AlterrfatiVely, it could mean
that the'.changes in jobs caused by automation are not yet sufficient to

<-Warr' ant establishing formal training pro'grams.
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YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT IN TI1E 1980s

ACcording to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), in 1982 the annual
average unemployment rate for the country as a whole was 9.7 percentiand
the rate for people ages 16-19 was 23.2 percent. The unemployment rate for
blacks in that age bracket reached a :staggering 48.0 percebt and that for .

people of Hispanic origin was 29.9 percent. (see Table 3). These .1982
figures represent a seasonal adjustment of the monthly data gathered in the
Current Population 'Survey- of households. across the-United-States:

Table 4 gives the 1982 BLS figures for people ages 16 -21, showing a
slightly .different picture. The unemployment rate for the entire civilian .

labor force for that age group is 20.5 percent, while that for blacks and
others is 38.5 percent. The figures are lower than those citedabove becaust
people ages 20 and 21 as a group are unemployed less often than those ages
1G-19. Of those ages 16-21 who report that their major' activity is going'to
school, almost 24 percent are unemployed. The corresponding figure for
blacks and others is 47.3.percent. Of those unemployed while in school,
mostWfflObking-for.part-time work-about 85 percent of whites and about
74 percent of blacks and others: While it is undoubfedly*true that many
students who are looking for work are doing so ptimdr*ify so they.can have
more spending money; thereare.also some who need the money to support

themselves or .their families for whom the lack of a,part-time job is quite
serious.

TABLE 3 Annual Unemployment Rates by Gender, Age, and Race or
Ethnic Origin, 1981 and 1982 (Household Data)

Total . -White --Black______Hispanic

Total, age 16 and over
1981 7.6 .6.7 15.6 . 10.4
1982 9.7 8.6 18.9 13.8

.Ages 16-19
1981 . 19.6 17.3 41.4 24.0
1982 23.2 20.4 48.0 29.9

:- Males, ages 16 -19..
1981' 20.1 17.9 40.7 24.3
1982 24.4° 21.7 48.9 31.2

Females, ages 16:19
19.0, 16.6 42.2 23.5,1931

1982 21.9 19.0 28.2

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Stathtics, 1983, Employment and Earnings 30(1) January:
Table 51.
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TABLE 4 Employment Status of the Noninstitutionalized Population
Ages -16 -2 r, Annual Averages for 1982 (Numbe'rs in Thousands)

Total White
Black
and Other '

Total noninstitutionalized
population 24,690' 20,520 4,170

Total labor force 15,240 13,233' 2,007
Percent of population 61.7 64.5 -.48.1

c

Civilian labor force .14,547 12,706 .1,841
Employed 11,561.. 10,429 1,132

Agriculture 557 524 33
Nonagricultural industries

'Unemployed
11,005 9,905 1,100
2,986 2,227 -, 709

Looking for full-time work .2,018 1,499 519
Looking for part-time work 968 . 778 190
Percent of labor force 20.5 17.9 38.5

Not_in. labor force 9,450 7,287 2,163

Major activity going to school
Civilian laborforce . 3,476 3,100 - 376 Ri

Employed . 2,646 2,448 198

Agriculture . 119 115 4
Nonagriculture. industries , 2,527 2.333 194

Unemployed 830 652 178
Looking for full-time work 142 96 46

688 556 132Looking for part-time work
Percent of labor force 23.9 21.0 47. a

Not in labor force 6,397 4,973 1,432"

Major activity other
Civilian labor force 11,071 9,607 1,165

Employed .8,915. ' 7,981 934
Agriculture 43'7 409 29
Nonagricultural industries 8,478 7,573 905

Unemployed 2,156 1,625 531
Looking for full-time work 1,876 1,403 473
Looking for part-time work 280 222 .-- 58

Percent of labor force 19.5 16.9 36.2.
Not in labor force 3,053 2,313 740

SOURCE: Bureau ofrtabor.,Statistics, 1983, Employment and Earnings 30(1) January:
Table 7.

The BLS unemployment figures cited above, which are the ones most
often seen in the media, are calculated by diyiding the number of unem-
ployed individuals by the number in the labor force--thatis, those either
working or looking for work. Using instead ratios calculated by dividing the
number of employed people by thstotal population for a given group gives a
rather different picture,lieaae-of-differences-in-the proportionpfpeople in
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any group who are in the labor force. Table5 gives employment /population
ratios by age andrace for 1981 and 1982. In all grOUps there. are at least
modest decreases in the employment, ratios between 1981 and 1982. All
people ages 16-19 are ...employed at about 60 percent the rate, for the
population as a whole, at least in°part because the teenagers are in school.

, The teenagers may lack the skills for available jobs or they may not be able
to work the hours required because of conflicts with school schedules. The
employment/population ratio for black and other teenagers. ages 1-19 is- ,

about halrthat for whites in the same age group. If wefocused instead on'
unemployed people and calculated unemployment/population'ratios, we ,

Would find that the difference between white teenagers and black and other
teenagers is markedly smaller than that differende in the BLS unernplOy-
ment rates cited above. These differences are attenuated by the differences
in the proportions of the two groups that are in the labor force: proportion- .
ately fewer blacks and others ages 16-19 are either working or looking for
work.

Analysis of a different data set, the spring 1981 survey of the National
Longitudinal SurVeys (NLS) of Youth Labor Market Experience, enriches
our picture of youth unemployment. This section draws on a paper prepared
for the committee. by Michael E, Borus (1983). SeleCted tables'rom this

paper-.-are-presentedTin-Appendix-A.
- The unemployment rate for this grouP.,composed of people ageS 16-21 at
the time' of the interview, was 20 percent, a slightly higher rate than that
found for the same time period in the Current Population Survey by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics. The figure from the NLS implies that about 3.5
million young people ages 16-21 were unemployed in spring 1981. Al-
though the unemployment rate for young men was generally higher than
that for young women, some groups of_young women have especially high

TABLE 5 Employment/Popillation Ratios.by. Age and Race 'tot 1981
and 1982 (Household Data) .

1981. 1982

Total .70 ..67

Total, ages 16 -19 , .44 .41

White. ages 1.649 ..48 .45

Black and other. ages 1649 - .23 '..21

SOURCE: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1983. Employment and Earnings 30(1) January: Table
2 and Table 6.
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unemployment' rates: 'blacks; high2schooi dropouts; those with less than a..
high - school education those who were Married, divorced; or separated;
those with children.in theliousaold; and those in the Northeast. Borus also
found that thel-ateOf unemployment declines as' the young people, grow
older: 16-year .ola have a 31 percent uneinployment rate, Compared with a "
13'percent rate for 21-,year-olds. ,

Borus's analysis. revealed a direct relationqiip between-unernploy,rhent
rates and. lack' schooling, indicating that young people who drop 'cut of
high sch'dol.shave *eater difficulty finding jobs. thalt dn,their pears who ,

graduate. High- school dropouts have4extrotVely :high u'nemploynient ,

ra'tes-37 percent for'female dropouts and 2° percent for male dropouts..
They are'often seen as lacking iheSkills,,disciptine, and' motivation neces-
sary to hold jobs, The unemployment rates'for high-schoOl students areonly
Slightly lower -26 percent for fentales :and 29 percent *males, Presum-
ably students have difficulty getting jobs, in pan. because the hours th$y can
&rk are constrained by...theit Schociling and study.*

The less education'YOung people heave, the.moretroUble they have.in the
labor market. The unemployment, rate for'ih?se as 16.-21. with less than
one year of high school was 40 pircent in-tbeSI.,S sample; the rate for those
whohad not finished.high schoolVaS.28 nerceniia-Fid-it-was-11.nerCen't for
highschool gfaduates: Those who had completed college.*(albeita7yerT
small group of those ages 16 -21) was only 3 percent. These firstlings are:.
consistent with those Of MeYer"and Wise (1982a,' 1982b) and Ellwood and
Wise (1983). . .

.Unemployment rates for minority young'people in thesnring 1981 NLS..
sample are higher than those for whites, The rate for blacks was 37 percent; ps,.

fot Hispanics; 24 percent; land fo'r whites, 18 percent. Blacks constitutod,23
pe<cerif of the uner;mloyedbut only 14 percent of the population of those
age 16-21.

As be expected, youth unemployment rates are generally,higher in
localities with higher unemplornent rates' for the population as a whole and
lower in areas with lower unemployment.IBOrns's analysis fails to
support the commonly held view, however, that youth unemployment Is ..-

shighest in inner cities. Bonis,foun that the youth unemployment, rates. in
central cities of standard mttropolitan atistical areas (SMSAs)nre approx..
,imately the same as the, rates in the areas of SIvISAS outside the central
cities. As we shall see bell", however, the cent a91 cities haVe higher
percentage .of hard-core unemployed yoOnipeople..;
' Bbrus defined the hard-core. Unemployed as those who were
school, who live either on their own or in a household in.whichithefainilY
income is below the poverty level, and who have. been looking for work for

.' Itror more -weeks. Akita 9 percent of the unemploYed meet this 'definitioe!:
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----There were about as Many men as women, but there were few 16- or
17-year-oldS. There were about equal numbers of people ages 18, 19, 20,

. and 21. The rates did not vary greatly by race or ethnic background. About
21 percent of those with no education past the eighth.grade were classified
as hard:core unemployed, compared 'with 5 percent of those with some
high-school education 7(presumably-inany of whom were- still in school),
and 14 percent of those who had graduated from high 'school. Of -these
unemployed, 13 percent in the central city of an SMSA were hard-core.
unemployed, compared with 6 percent of those in an SMSA but not in the
central city.

What factors tend to distinguish discouraged workersthose no longer
loOking for work presumably because they believe no jobs are available
from the young people who are.loOkingfor Work? hi Borus's analysis, more
discouraged workers were dropouts'arid-fewer were high-school graduates.
Proportionately.more lived in theSouth, intlaTireas, or outside SMSAs.
They tended re be concentrated in areas with high unemployment rates for
the population as a whole..

The NLS sample includes questions of the young people regarding their
reasons for looking for work, the types of jobs they sought, the lowest wage
they would accept; and their perceptioa-of barriers to employment. About
half the young people said they were looking for work because they needed
money. An additional 20 percent had either lost Or quit their previous jab.

. Only 'about 7 percent said they needed to support themselves Or help with
family expenses.

Not 4uite.half the young people who were unemployed were looking for
full-time jobs: They tended to be older. and not in school:

The NLS queried young people about their -perceptions regarding' the
main reasons for their ownsunemplopnent or difficulties in getting a good A
job. About 45 percent of the respondents said they had been-affected by age
discrimination, the percentages unclerstaridabiy declining as the age of theeti,.
respondents increased. High-school dropouts who were 16 or 17 years olorr
perceived age discrimination rriere-frequently than other groups: Sex dis-
crimination was cited by 14 percent of the young women and 5 percent of
the men. About 20 percent of the blacks and Hispanics felt that they had
suffered racial or ethnic discrimination. , .

Lack of transportation *as the most frequently mentioned structural
bather to employment; cited by 30 percent of the young people.-Lack of
experience was cited by 14 percent of the sample.. Interestingly, lack'of
experience becaine a more commonly cited problem for the older respon-
dents. Lack pr education was said to be a proble; by 6 percent of the sample
overall. and b I percent of the high-school dropouts,

In general', orus's analysis of the NLS data on -youth unemployment
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reveals that unemployment among Americans ages 16-21 is concentrated
among certain groups. The groups with the highest unemployment rates
include 16and 17-year-olds, blacks, Hispanics, and high-school dropouts.
The jobs typically held by young people require little education or specific
training7One-cannOt-conclude-froin th i s-analysisThoweverTthat- education-
and training are unimportant factors in youth unemployment. Unemploy
ment rates tended to drop with increasing educational attainment, suggest-
ing that education and training are important in helping young people'
prepare for jobs.

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT

Finding jobs may be difficult for young people for a variety of reasons.. They
may lack bask skills (such as facifitiwith spoken and written English,with
reasoning, and with basic mathematical computations). They May lack the
general or specific skills demanded in certain jobs. They may lack appropri-
ate work habits and attitudes. And they may not have contacts with employ-
ers or know how to locate suitable jobs and apply for thein. Some .young

°people may be handicapped by deficits in, one or another of these areas, and
- others may be deficcierit in several or all of them.

To read with' underStanding, to write clearly, to speak and listen effec-
tively, and.to perform basic mathematical computations me abilities gener-
ally considered essential to adequate performance in many if not most jobs
today. These same abilities are necessary to satisfactory performance in
'most postsecondary education prograins, which young people may choose
in lieu of employment or as a means to better jobs. While most would agree

- that the ability to interact knowledgeably with 'computers is an important.
communicationnr computation Skill, whether it is.a.basie.Skill is open to
debate. Certainly; familiarity with computers is an asset in many education-
al and employment settings, but it is` far from a universal requirement for 7'
'either education or employmenr in the early 1980s.

Virtually all agree thatihese basic skills should be taught to students in
elementary and secondary. schools and that a high-school diploma should
'signify competence in these skills (see, for, example , the report of the
National Commission on Excellence in Eclti,ltion, 1983, and the report of
the Twentieth Century Fund, 1'9.$3). For many entry -level jobs, employers
require a high-school diploma or a demonstrationntdoinpetence in basic
skills. Some jobs inarguably require those skills; M other cases; a .high-
school diploma may be a proxy for other attributes that employers want,
su-eh as reliability, ability to get alOng with coworkers, or willingness to,'
accept the authority of a supervisor .(Corman, 1980). Regardless of,the
reasons for these requirements or their validity; this committee is concerned

.9.
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that many young people lack the basic skills so often required inentry. -level
jobs. We are not alone. in our concern. A report of the Task Force on
Educationsfor Economic GrOwth (1983) concludes that the poor qurility-dr
American educationits inadequate job of preparing students for work
threatens this country's economy.

Schools face immense problems in trying to keep their education
programsgeneral, vocational, or academic=current at the elementary,
secondary, and postsecondary levels. In this era of rapid technological .

change and its similarly rapid diffusion into Virtu.ally all aspects of life, it .
has been argued that the skills that constitute basic cbmpetence Or functional
literacy change. Not only have new occupations opened up and others
declined markedly, but also many jobs that have existed for decades have
Changed in nature. In an increasing number of jobs, employees must be able
to interact with computers on at lea'st a rudimentary level. While not
everyone must be able to progiam a computer, knowing how to interact with -
them (or with thoSe who ppgrain"thero) is important in an increasing
number of occupations. For example, secretaries who use word processors
work most effectively and efficiently if they understand at least a little about .

how the central processing unit of the systemwork .t`reasons "; real
proficiency with such systems involves more than tire. rote following of
rules in a users' ,handbook. Parallekstatements could be mode about many
other computer-driven systems, such as industrial robots, computerized
devices for the diagnosis of automotive problems;, and computers used in
banking.

The Center for Public Resources (1982) conducted a national survey of
corporate, school, and trade union personnel to measure their perceptions'of
the competencies in basic skills needed by employees. The areas of compe-
tence listed in the survey included reading, writing, speaking and listening,
mathematics, science, and reasoning. In general, corporate personnel iden-
tified deficiencies among employees in most job categories listed in the
survey, 'While school personnel believed that theirgraduates were adequate-.
ly prepared for employment in.terms of basic' skills. Corporate and union
'personnel reported a serious problem regarding mathematics, science, and
speaking and listening skills, which the educators did not perceive. Most
business and union respondents noted that basic skill deficiencies liMit the
possibilities of job advancement for employees. Most companies repre-
sented in the survey had not estimated the business costs of these deficien-
cies in their employees but believed them to be high.

The fact that employers ,think that schools have the responsibility for
teaching-basic skills has been do'cumented in a survey sponsored by the
Conference Board (Lusterman, 1977). While employers mhy be reluctant to
teach their eniploYees basic skillsthat is, to provide education that they
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believe ought to be provided by the public schoolsome do so. (Luster-
man reports that about 8 perc_ent_Of_the-610-companies-with-500-ormore--
employees surveyed provide education in basic skills.)

The American Society for Training and Development has estimated that
employers spend about $40 billion a year on education and training pro-
grams for employee's; the figure includes fees for instructOrs, administrative
costs, equipment costs, and employee travel expenses. The Center for
Public Resources (1982) recommended collaboration between educators
and employers to improve the basic skills of students. Such collaboration
would complement collaborative ventures focusing on vocational educa-
tion,

Some employers are increasingly reluctant to hire people directly out of
high school and with no work experience. These employers belieVe they
have no assurance that young people are responsible and reliable until they

. have a sound employment record. They feel that, while some teenagers
have acquired these qualities at home or in school, many have not, and a
high-school diploma offers do reasonable assurance that its holder will
possess basic attitudes essential to good work habits. Supervised work
experience during the school years appears to offer students an escape from
this Catch-22 situation.

Clearly, high-sthool dropouts or other people with inadequate grounding
in basic skills are handicapped witt, especially serious problems in seeking
education and, training for'employment. A few programs--the Job Corps
and the Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot Projects, for examplehave
been aimed specifically at these groups and'are discussed in. Chapter 2.. The
Job Corps is a federally funded program for disadvantaged young people
who are not employed. As a group, participants tend to have relatively, low
levels of education and employment, fo be dependent on public. welfare
relatively often, and to _have relatively high rates of arrest or conviction. In
addition.tc; vocational training, a fundamental component of the Job. Corps
program is remediation in basic education. Most participants in the program
leave their homes to live in residential centers in order to remove the
negative influences of their current environments. In addition to education
the participants are offered a comprehensive set of services, including
health care, health education, and counseling. Participants are encouraged
to work toward -a- general educational development (GED) certificate,
which is recognized by state educational agencies as equivalent to a high-
school diploma. Many analysts credit the success of the program to educa-'
tion and training in a supportive environment. While some may think such a
comprehensive program expensive, analyses have shown that the benefits
of the program far exceed the costs under a wide range of assumptions and
estimates (Mallar et al., 1980).
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in the past, work experience programs for people- with a history of___.
employment difficulties have not had a-stron-g-tiiiiiing component. Many of

the programs funded under the Comprehensive Employment and Training
Act (CETA) fit that description. Now, in part because of the success of the
Jch-Corps, it is generally believed that training is an essential componer of
such programs. Most programs today, including those outlined in the Job
Training Partnership Actthe successor to CETA.combine training and
work experience in their attempts to increase the employability of their
participants..

As effective as the Jobs Corps, the Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot
Projects ,orsimilar programs may he, however, it is important to emphasize
that they are means of providing a second chance for people who were not
successful in the regular system of public education. Most would agree that
Spending money on a second-chance program is better than leaving- people
to be dependent on welfare or to engage in criminal activities. The existence
ef.suCcessful remediation programs,.:however, does not decrease the im-
portance of the public schools as the principal institutions to provide
education and training.

.3

CONCLUSION

The fact that approximately 3 million Americans between theages of 16 and
21 were out of3Work in 1982 is a matter of grave concern. The lack of
appropriate habits>, attitudes, and requisite skills both basic and job-
relatedcontributes to the problem of securing. jobs for both young and
displaCed Workers. Public schools across the county can help in solving the
problem, but only if they offer strong* grounding for all students in basic
skills and up-to-date occupational skills. All students, whether they plan to
work immediately after high- school graduation or notshoUld be prepared
to reenroll in education or training programs as necessary thpughout their
lives in order to update their job skills. Structural changes in the economy,
especially.those changes brought about by technological innovation, make
the task of the schools harder, but a close link between schools and
private-sector employers can help educational programs stay current.
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Vocational education is defined in the Education Amendments of 1976
(P.L, 94-482) as "organized educational programs which are directly re-
lated to the preparation of individuals for paid or unpaidemployment, or for
additional preparation for "a career requiring other than a baccalaureate or
advanced degree" (20 U.S.C. 2461, Section 195).-That is what weMean in
this report when we use the phrase vocational education.

In some sense, however, all education can be viewed as having a
vocational-component: the skills most essential to working in themajority
of jobs are also the most fundamental skills that all students should learn
being able to read, write, speak, reason,_andute....As Ginzberg
(1982:75) notes°, An increasingly' white-collar economy has nOplOrfo?
functional illiterates." This is not to say that vocational education should be

limited to teaching basic skills. Quite.the contrary, vocational education
courses or programs can help students acquire occupational skills----which
virtually all will need, at least in the most general sense. Most people will
work at some time during their lives, even if they do not plan to do so
immediately after high school. They,should at school age be introduced to

the variety of einployment options' available in the American economy and
receive guidance on how to find appropriite jobs, how to applY for jobs, -

how to behave in a work setting, and how to upgrade their skills if they need

to.
In this chapter we describe vocational education as it exists in the early

1980s:--its "programs, students, schools, and the administrative arrange
ments supporting it. We-then review evaluations of vocational education
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programs at the secondary and postsecondary levels, paying particular
attention to their effects on the employability of graduates. We also briefly
consider evaluations of the Job Corps, a federal program for disadvantaged
people that includes a iarge training component; the :Youth Incentive
Entitlement Pilot Projects, which combine education and employmentrto
help disadvantaged young people; and 70001 Ltd., a largely private effort to
train and place disadvantaged young people in private-sector jobs. We
identify characteristics that are associated with program success and effec-
tiveness.. Finally, we discuss the question Of access to vocational education
in order- to determine whether those people who might otherwise have
difficulty getting good education and training, and-subsequently getting
good jobs, can enroll and participate in beneficial vocational education
programs.

° VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN THE 1980s
.

Vocational education provides. occupational training to millions-of people
in many different types of educational institutions across the United States.
In 1980-1981 (the'most recent, period fOr which data are-available), the
National Center for Education Statistics estimated that 16.9 million' people
were enrolled .in vocational education programs supported in part by the
VoCational Education. Act. of 1963 as amended (Table 6). .About 10.5.
million students were enrolled in high-school courses or programs and
about 6.4 million were in postseCondary 'or adult education courses or
programs. (As the terms are defined by the Vocational Education .Data
'System, postsecondary programs lead tb an associate degree and adult
education programs may lead to a certificate, a credential, or simply
completion.) .

It is generally agreed that the figures cited above give an inflated estimate
of vocational enrollments, since they count people enrolled in just one or
two vocational education courses as well "as those enrolled in programs
comprising of a Systematic set of courses and possibly.work experience. Of
the 16.9 million vocational students, about 5.8 million were enrolled in
programs designed to train individuals for specific occupations: Occupa-
tionally specific prograrhs 'are offered in grades 11 and 12 as, well as in
postsecondary' and adult education schools:

This figure does not include students enrolled in the many institutions that are privately
controlled. Including those students raises the total to nearly 19 million. However. informa-
tion

-.-

on students in programs not supported by the Vocational Education Act is sparse and is
not included in our discussion.
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lments _in_Vocational_Educkion_Programs and
Occupationally Specific Vocational Education Programs, by Program
Area and Level, 1980-1981 (Numberi in Thousands)

Program Area

All programs
. Agriculture

Distribution- ,
Health occupations

'Nonoccupational
home economics

Occupational"
home -.:conomics

Industrir 1 arts
Office occupations.
Team; -11 1

Trade ._ ..ialustrial
Other

All occupationally
specific programs

Agriculture
Distribution
Health occupations
Occupational

home economies
Office occupations
Technical
Trade and industrial
Other '

Total Secondary
Postsecondary
and Adult

16,861 10,466 :6;396 i

883 664 179
930 378 551
950 192 757

3,189 2,550.- 640

574 377 197
1,900 . 1,894 5

3,615 2,081 1,534
506 34 472

3,222 1,344 1,877
1,134 . 952 182

5,793 2,858 2,935
.

376 304 73
560 287 273
455 96 . 359.

.

256. 167 89
1,969 1,043 925.

. 389 20 \ 369 ,

1,728 904 825
37 23

. . .
NOTE: Occupationally specific enrollments include students above grade 10 enrolled in
programs designed to train individuals for specific occupations.

SOURCE: National Center for Education Statistics, Vocational Education Data System,
,

unpublished data.
a

\
\

,.
Programs

The vocational education programs supported with federal funds covet
education in the following categories identified by the U.S. Department of \
Education'p National Occupational, Information Coordinating Committee:
agriculture/agribusiness and natural resources, business' nd office occupa;
lions, health occupations home economics (both occupational and nonoc-
cupational), marketing and distribution, technical occupations, and trade
and industrial occupations. Typical areas of study in these programs are
listed opposite. Industrial arts, which is not included in the list, is not an
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Typical Areas of Study Urider Eight Vocational_EducationTrogramAreas

25

Agriculture /Agribusiness and Natural Resource's Education
Agricultural production, supplies and services, mechanics, products; horticulture; conserva-
tion and regulation; fishing and fisheries; forestry production and processing.

Business and Office Education
AccoUnting, bookkeeping; banking;' business data processing; office suprvisioti and man-

.

agement; personnel and training; secretarial; typing.

Health Occupations Education
Dental services; diagnostie and treatment services; medical laboratory technologies; mental
health/human services; allied health services; nursing-related services; ophthalmic services;
rehabilitation services. .

Home Economics Education
Interior design; consumer and homemaking home economics. (nonoccupational); child care
and guidance management, and services; clothing, apparel, textiles management and produc-
tion; food production, management, and services; home furnishings and equipment manage-

iQ.1,axl_production; institutional, home management, and supporting services.

a

_

Marketing and Distributive Education
lastiffilional management; marketing management and research; real estate; small business-
management and ownership; entrepreneurship; marketing of apparel and accessories, busi-
ness and personal services, financial services, floristry, farm and garden supplies, food,
home and office productS, hospitality and-recreation, insurance, transportation and travel,
vehicles and petroleum, advertising.

Technical Education
Communication technologies; computer and %formation sciences; architectural, civil, elec-
trical and electronic, environmental control, industrial production, quality control and safety,
mechanical, and mining and petroleum technologies; biological, nuclear,.. and physical
science technologies; fire protectipn; air and water transportation; graphic arts technology.

Trade and Industrial Education .

Drycleaning and laundering services; brickmasonry, stOnemasonry; carpentry; plumbing,
pipe fitting, and steamfitting; electrical and electronics equipment repair; heating, aircondi-
tioning, and refrigeration mechanics; inaustrial equipment maintenance; drafting; graphic
and printing communications; leatherworking and upholstering; precision food production;
precision metal work; woodworking; vehicle and equipment operation.

SOURCE: National Occupational-Information Coordinating Committee (1982).

occupationally specific program but includes courses surveying occupa-
tions as well as metalworking and woodworking shop.

On the basis of enrollments in occupationally specific programs, the two
most. popular programs are business and office programs and trade and
industrial programs, in which a total of more than 60 percent of all vocation-
al education students are enrolled (Table 6). This pair of programs domi-
nates enrollments at all levels.

At the secondary level the largest programs overall are nonoccupational
home economics and trade and industrial programi. Youhg women in high
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--school-enroll-predominantly_in_health,_nonoccupational_and Occupational__
home economics, and business and office programs. Young men in high

school enroll predominantly in agriculture, industridl arts, technical; and
trade and industrial programs. At the postsecondary and. adult;levels, the
prograins, with the largest enrollments are business and office and trade and
industrial programs. . .

Members of minority groups enroll mainly in nonoccupational and occu-
pational home economics and business and office programsareas tradi-
tionally dominated by women.' They "also enroll, in moderately high num-
bers relative to their\proportion in the population, in trade and industrial
programs, an area traditionally dominated by men.

N,Vocational education programs generally start at the high-school level.
However, career education, introduced 10-15 years ago,.begins in kinder-
garten (see' Bell. and Hoyt, 1974k Where such programs are offered,
elementary-school chi Idren.are exposedto information about different sorts
of jobs and careers with the intention that they begin.e. arly to think about
them. Presumably with the help of guidancunselors, they'can start to see

__ the relationshiii between their school studies: and jobs they might later take.
Students who are not academically inclined might become interested in
schoolwork in this way, becoming convinced of\its importance and' rel-
evance;:they _then may be'rnotivated to learn the bisic skills they will later
need. Worthington (1981,' 1982) notes:that emph sis on prevocational
guidance and career exploration is important at the.el

\
mentary-school level

to provide both vocational and nonvocational students\ with the information

° necessary to make realistic career and education ch ices.

Work Experience

% Another aspect of vocational education involves work 'experience. Two
types of work experience programs are supported in part by federal funds:
work-study and cooperative education programs. Another type of work
experience is participation in apprenticeship programs!, which, are generally
jointly sponsored by industries and unions. I

Work-study opportunities are provided by local education agencies to
full-time vocational education students who need money in order to begin or .
to continue ;heir vocational education study. Students in these programs
work for the local education agency or for anothier public or nonprofit

.private organization, not for private-sector, profit-making employers.,Stu-
dents are paid witirvocafional education funds, not ttunds from the employ-

7!ers. Thesintent'of the program seems to be, much ore to provide students
the opportunity to'work for pay than to increase their work experience or

. work skills. \ i,

The secondif the federal programs providing ''',,;ork experience and the
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much larger of the twO is cooperative vocational education, which is
intended to provide supervised work ex'perience that is related to a student's
school program. In the 1979 -1980 school year, over 520,000 high-school
students were enrolled :in cooperative education programs(] _S-.5DePart::
ment of Education, 1981). Cooperative educationts not a program in the
sense that agrieulture or marketing and distribution is, but rather an arrange-
ment, plan, or a method of instruction that can be applied in any occupation-
ally specific program. In cooperative education; _written agreements:ate
made between' the school and tbn employer regarding planned and school-'
supervised employment of .v,s.1.1. onal education students. The students hold
paying jobs at the. employer's place of buSiness and also participate in
classroom instruction relating to their. aceupational experience. Compensa-
tion is scaled either to the minimum -wage laws or to a student-learner rate
established by the U.S. Department of Labor. These students are typically
in school part of the'day and at work 3-4 hours a day outside school in any of
a wide variety of occupations. In the 1976 Education Amendments, priority

_

was given to funding cooperative education programs in geographical areas
With large numbers of school dropouts or high rates of youth unemploy-
ment.

Cooperative education is designed to offer considerable benefits to par-
ticipating students in addition to the wages that they earn on the job (U.S.
Department of Education, 1981). The intended benefits include an oppor-
tunity to try working in an occupation before taking a full-time job, facilitat7-
ing the transition from school to work, fulfilling personal needs and goals,
acquiring appropriate work habits and job skills., and establishing an.em-
,ployment record. Employers benefit frorri cooperative arrangements ge-
cause they gain access to a poOl of potential employees who can be trained at
relatively low cost and who can be observed at work before a job offer is.
Made. Schools may save money they, would otherwise have to spend on
equipment with which to train students, and by careful scheduling they may
be able to enroll more students than they could if all students were in school
full time.

Apprenticeship training one of the oldest, and many sa3, one of the best,
methods of providing training for many skilled occupations. Apprentice-
ship-programs provide Specialized training in a skilled trade, craft; or
occupation and on-the-job training. They are generally run jointly by .
employers and unions: Apprentices are taught a variety of skills so that they
can move with relative ease within a set ofirelated occupations: Apprentice-
ship offers several advantages'for the young people who are able to enroll
they earri.money while in training, they learn by doing, and they haVe direct .

,contact. with employers and regular workers at the work site while they are
learning;

The Smith4lughes Act of 1917, which commenced the federal role in
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° vocational education, also provided partial 'reimbursement from federal
funds for teachers of related training in apprenticeship programs. The
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training in the U.S, Department of Labor
regigters apprenticeship programs that meet ceitain standards, which, for
example, set the minimum age of apprentices at 16 years; prohibit dis-.
crimination in selection, employment, or-training; require a schedule of
work and training; and require relaleckstudies of a minimum-length, an
increasing schedule of wages, proper supervision and evaluatimpf aiDpren-
tices, and 'recognition of successful completion (Glover, 1982).

Vocational education schools sometimes provide ome of the basic
training but do not become involved in the on-the raining in apprentice-

',ship programs. Cumently the most common arrangement requires that
people work and train as apprentices for-a specified period of time, after
which they become journeymen. -

Since the 1960s, apprenticeship programs have been criticized for dis-
criminating against women and members of minority groups. Federal
regulations to promote equal opportunity in the programs have reportedly
resulted in gains for blacks in the construction trades (Glover, 1982), but
membership in the construction unions has changed more slowly and the
representation of minority group members in apprenticeship programs
varies considerbly by trade. The situation regarding women is different
because, with the exception of cosmetology, apprenticeship training is s

generally, availab,1F only in jobs traditionally -held by men. Glover reports
that some progress has been made in the enrollment of women in appren;
ticeship programs across the trades but that 'dqta on their retention-and
completion are not yet sufficient to judge the success Tofithe affirmative
action efforts.

There is also criticism that apprenticeAhip programs are too long and that
ton few have the flexibility to give apprentices credit for previous work or
education. Some unions are working to modify apprenticeship systems so
that completion of these programs should be determined on the basis of
competency rather than time; prOgress toward, this goal is slowed by
competing demands for the personnel and financial resources necessary to

the required changes.
The Bureau'of Labor Statistics estimated that alrndst 324,000 people

were enrolled in appOnticeship programs at the end of 1979. An Office of
Technology Aslessment report (1983) cited unpublished BLS figures
showing a steady decline in enrollments to a level,of 28,000 in 1982. The
report attributes the decline to reductions in public and private funding
rather than to declining interest in apprenticeship programs..They also note
that economic conditions in the industries that cosponsor the programs may-
also have contribbtedto the decline: ,
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Students

29

How do high-school vocational students compare (Witfi Students enrolled in
.general or academic (college preparatory) high-sehool progrants? Accord-
ing to the National Center for Education Statistics (1981), they are more like _
the students in. general programs than those in academlic programs, Their
fathers tend to have 1pvier educational attainment than the fathers of aca-
demic students. They tend.to score lower on standardized achievement tests
than do academic students They also tend to work more outside school
during their school years than do academic students. Their work is related to
their studies more often than is $e after-school work ofacademic students.

As an explanation of the comparatively low schOlastic abilities and
socioeconomic status of vocational education students in secondary
schoolS, Evans (1981) notes that high-school vocational educatiots
thos students who are pot interested in or who are .rejected by college
preparatory programs. If vocational education is serving the populations
identified by Congress, its students would indeed be expected to have lbw&
scores on standardized ability tests and lower socioeconomic status than
those high - school students planning to go to college.

Meyer (1981a, .1981b) found that blacks and Hispanics, on the average,
take more vocational education ih.high school than do whites. However,
among individuals with comparable scares on standardized achievement ,
tests and with comparable levels of pare\ntal income and education, blacks
and Hispanics in high school take far less vocational education than whites. .

This finding is consistent with the finding that among people with dirnpaia-
blescores on standardized achievement tests, blacks are more likely than
wliites to go to college (Meyer, 19.81c; Meyer and Wise, 1982a, 1982b).

Vocational programs at the postsecondary level .tend to sene a 'more
h-Efe-rogeneous clientele than at the high school revel. rn public and private
froncollegiate postsecOndary schools, about 20 percent of the students are
over 30 years of age. PriiportiOnately more female than male Students are
under 20 years of age, and slightly more are between ages 35 and 39. Nearly
all vocational students (91.7. percent) whb are enrolled in postNecondary
noncollegiate schools have completed high 'school, and some (27.7 percent)
have some postgecondary education or even an associate or baccalaureate
degree (National Center. for Education Statistics, 1981),

Schools"
r

According to the National Center for Education Statistics, almost 28,000
public and private institutions across the country offer vocational educa-
tion. These include public .comprehensive and vocational high schools,
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public area vocational centers at thenhigh-school level, private high schools,
public and private noncollegiate postseconddy schools, correspondence
schools, two-And four-year colleges and universities, and state correctional
facilities. Nearly two-thirds of the schools are at'the secondary level, most
of them public high gchoOls. Nearly a quarter of the institutions were private
noncollegiate postsecondary schools often called proprietary ,schools,

___,_even though many are nonprofit institutions (National Center for Education
Statistics, 1981)7

Comprehensive is a label 'attached to MI-at-most of-us_th1111___Lofas regular
high sChOdls;" this term Was used in the Smith-Hughes Act Of f9-17-.-The,..
National Center for Education, Statistics (1981:3) defines a coMprehensive

.high school as ".a general, high school offering programs in both, vocational
and general.acadeniic ;ubjects.,Iiiit in whiCh the majority of the students are
not enrolled in prograths of vocational *duCation. A vocational la,gh
school is defined as "a specialized secondary school that offers a Alt-time
program of study in both academic and vocational subjects and in which all'
Or a Majority of the students are enrolled in vocational education programs."
An area vocational center"isa.secondary-level "shared-time facility that

. provides instruction only in vocational education to, students from through-
out a school systeth or region. Students attending an area vocational center
receive the acadenlic portion of their education progrdm in regular high
schools 'or other institutions."

.

In' site visits to seven large, cities, Benson and HOachlander (1981) found
that specialized schools such as vocational high schools and area vocational
centers are popular`with students and_ offer programs of generally higher

. quality than comprehensive high schools;They note that this may be causea
in part by the decay of and 'violence in inner-city comprehensive thigh.
schools, which these, students.would otherWpe attend. They also note that
the specialized schools attract highly qualified. students, many of whom go
,on to college. Admission to.somespetialized schools is highly competitive,

some of them require admission, Costs.
In some citiesthere is rivalry between the shared-time vocational sChoolS

and the comprehensiye high schools (Benson and Hoachlander, 1981).
Administrators of comprehensive schools are sometimes reluctant to let.

' students take their vocational courses in shared-timefacilities because they;
fear the loss of revenue. They may lose 'support directly, if resources are
-allocated by the numbers Of students in a school (capitation funding), or
indirectly brreductiOns of staff no 'banger needed to teach vocational'.
courses. Benson and tloachlandee also observed`in inner cities what is true
of vocational program -across.the country: Some programs have kept pace
with technological ad,ianCes and benefited thereby, while others are ill-
equipped, understaffed, and poorly matched to the labor nriarket. They
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concluded that the local economy is a determining factor in the success of
vocational programs in placing students in jobs, suggesting that placement .
rates are not always the best measure of-success of vocational programs.

Where are the institutions that offer vocational education? About 60
percent of the secondary schools offering five or more vocational programs
were located in areas with populations under 100,000 (U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, 1978); only about 27 percent of the,

_
-population - lives in such areas. -The-distribution of postsecondary institu-
Lions is more even with respect to population density. From this inforniation
it is not safe to .conclude,. however, that small towns and rural areas are
oversupplied with yocational schools and Centers. Evans (1981) states that
residents of rural areas seldom -have access to vocational education for a
large variety of occupations. Their high schools most often offer programs
only in agriculture, business,*and nonoccupational home economics.
Rosenfeld (1981). notes that rural schools also cannot afford to offer pro-
grams that require expensive equipment. -With cautions about economies of
scale and lower pay scales in rural areas, he notes that on the average rural
school districts spend less per pupil than 'urban school districts. .He Con-

. .
-dudes that vocational education, because of its demands for relatively high_.
expenditUres" and for 'flexibility to adapt to the changing labor market,-is
extremely limite'in rural "settings. .

'Sirr61.aly, community colkges in sparsely populated areas do not offer as
great a dIversity of programs as do those in urban areas. Obviously, sparsely
Populated areas take advantage of economies of scale in providing
educational opportunities to their residents in the same way as large metro-
politan areas. Rural areas need to haKe more schools to serve fewer people

'and cannot support a large diversity of f;rograms. Area or regional vocation;
. al schools or centers are often found in sparsely populated areas, serving
several towns or communities in a relatively large geographical area:

Teachers

In 1978 there were more than 354,000 vocational education teachers at the
secondary, postsecondary, and' adult levels (National Center for Education.
Statistics, 1981). This figure represents an increase of more than 50 percent
since 1972, reflecting the growth of Vocational education programs and
enrollments in that period: In 1978 nearly half these teachers (47 percent)
taught at the secondary level, almost 20 percent taught at the postsecondary
level, and about 32 percent taught at the adulr level.

At the postsecondary and adult levels a larger portion of the teachers _

teach only part time, compared with those in high schools. The National
Center for Education Statistics 0981) estimates full-time-equivalent p-osi-
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tions by assigning a value of one-thina to part-time teachers. At the second-
ary level; using full-time equivalents reduces the estimate of teaching staff
to 84 percent of the total number of fnlI- and parmime teachers for the
.1978-1979 schoOl year: At the postsecondary level the percentage is abOut
70 percerie,'and at the adult level it is about 43 percent. On the' basis of these
*figures, one can compute thesercentb =-,...s of the part-time teaching staff at
each level: secondary, 24 percent; p7;tii. .ondary, 45 percent; and adult, 85
percent.- Many of the part-time 1:24...tit;* hold regular positions in private
irtdustry (U.S. Ilepartment of Educw::':1, 1981).

Part-time' teghers usually have contracts to teach certain courses, and
most 'often these-contracts are renewed yearly. By contrast, full-time
teachers at all 16els derive job security by attaining tenure. Pt:gat-bless of
the benefits Of theienure system, the fact that most high-schOol vocational
education teachers are full-time employees, many of whom haVe tenure,
reduces the fleXibility of the secondary schools. In order to adapt vocational
education programs and staff to changipg occupations; high schools must.,
relylmtich more on retraining their currently employed teachers than on
getting rid of teachers with obsolete, or unneeded skills and hiring teaCheis.

,with the needed skills,

Administration

The public schools that Provide vocational education are governed and
operated by states and localities, but they are affected by federal as well as
state and local poilcies. Tlw final report of a study of vocational educatiOn
by the National Institute of Education (1981)-give'S a detailed description of
administrative arrangements,. funding patterns, and federal priorities..
Several points from that report that' are particularly relevant to our sV,dy are
outlined in this section. - . -

The federal role in vocational education is defined largely by the Voca-
tional Education Act of 1963 as amended. The amendments of 1976 contain
explicit exp;',,ssions of federal, priorities for vocational education programs.
They emphasize overcoming sex-tole stereotyping in education and ern7..
ployment and serving certain groups betterAmerican Indians, dis-
advantaged studentsin areas with high youth unernployment and school
dropout rates,7anc1bilingual students. The legislation authOrized funds for,
remodeling or renovating facilities. as well as constructing residential
sChoolr: :n urban and rural areas that are unable to undertake such projects on
their own. The planning of programs receives increased emphasis and the
importance of state and lwal advisory .,;.:ouncils is stressed. Work-study and
coopeeative education programs, also receive increased emphasis in the
1976 legislktion ProvisiOn is made fort collecting data on programs and
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student's that would allow for better evaluations and judgments, of '-' count-ac
ability of the programs.. Many items that had been treated separately in the
1963 act were consolidated in the 1976 amendments,,but nonoccupational
home ec.bnomics maintained its separate Status.

The Education Amendments of 1976 require that all states receiving
federal vocational education funds establish a state advisory council. The
text of the legislation states that the majority of the council's members shall
not be educators or educational administrators, but the.20 areas of expertise
or interest listed, for required membership are mostly in education: They
include business, labor, economic development, corrections, and public

. and private vocational education at various levels (11 of the 20 categories).
Interestingly, state licensing and professional Certification boards are not

required by law to be represented on the state' or local advisory committees.
Yet vocational education' must accommodate licensing and
requi-,nnents in its programs if its graduates are-to pass those examinations
and work-in compliance with the law or. with Professional standards.

The state advisory councils are charged with advising-the state education
-agency ate. the development of five-year plans .forvocatiOnal education
within the state, in evaluations of vocational education, and in identification
of vocational education needs within the state. Each local education agency
that receives federal vocational education funds is also required to establish
a local advisory council, again with broad community representation. The-
local advisory council's mandate is to advise the local education agency
regarding local employment needs and the extent to which vocational
educatiOn is meeting the training needs of the community.

These state and local advisory, committees for vocationaleducation could
be cont-llsted with the state job training coadinating councils and the
private lustry councils', established by the Job TrainingTartnership Act.
(JTPA 97-300). Under theactboth types of councils have more direct
responsiollity than the advisory councils in vocational education. The JTPA
councils are not merely advisory bodies. The-private industry councils, for
example, are responsible for the developmentOf the job training plan for the.
local. area.p most of their members come from the private sector. Other.
members represent educational agencies, organized labor, rehabilitation
agencies, community-based organizations, economic development agen-
cies, and the public employment service (Section 102 (a)(1) and (2)).

The Job Training Partnership Act outlines provisions for coordinating its
employment training programs with the existing vocational education 'sys-
tem. The aet requires that its-training organizations_go first to the education
agencies for the provision of education in the basic skills and that local and
state education agencies be represented on the private industry councils and
thestate coordinating councils. The CETA system; which was replaced by
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the JTPA syStem, was most often separate from and independent of the
public schools but sometimes arranged for training to be done by public
vocational education programs. JTPA allows the state. coordinating coun-
cils under its authority to assume some of the activities of the state vocation-
al education advisory councils;: by the Vocational Eduration
Act and its amendments.

The Education-Amendments of 1976 and the Comprehensive Employ-.
ment.

1 and Training Act Ainendments of 1978 established national and state
occupational information cOordinating committees, which were charged
with the development and use of state occupational information. systems..
The JTPA provides for continued suPport of these occupational inforMationo
committees. These systems were designed to help state and local adminis- -
trators plan vocational education programs to meet the demands for trained
labor. Several states also received special funding to develop career in.-
formation deliwry systems to provide students and young.people not in
school with information they might need in planning their :careers.

Funding

The purpose .of the 1976 amendments to the-Vocational Education Act of
1963 is to provide federal funds to assist states (Section 10I ):-

(I) to extend, improve, and where necessary, maintain existing programs of.
vocational education;
(2) to develop new programs of vocational education;
(3) to develop and carry out such programs of vocational education within. each
State so as to overcome sex discrimination and sex, stereotyping in vocational
education programs (including programs of homemaking), and therebyfurnish
equal educational opportunities in vocational education to persons of both sexes;
and
(4) to provide part-time employment for youths who deed theearnings from such
employment to.continue their vocational training on a full-time basis.

The funds appropriated under the authority of these amendments for 1979
are outlined in Table 7. In effect, each of the sectional allocatiOns is a block
grant that can be used for a wide variety of purposes; howeverspecified
portions of the sum of the Section 120 and 130 allocations to each state must
be used to provide vocational education for people with handicapping
conditions; disadvantaged people, people with limited English-speaking
ability, and people who are no longer in high school. In addition, some of
these portions can be expended only on the difference between the costs of
educating people from these groups and the costs of educating othersfor
example, the costs of modifying equipment or 'instructional materials for
people with handicapping conditions.
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TABLE 7 Federal Appropriations for Vocational Education, Fiscal
1979

Purpose Appropriation

___.
$474,766,000

Program improvement (section 130) .112,317,000

Programs of national significance (Section 171) 10,000,000

Special programs for the disadvaniaged (Section 140) 20,000,000

ConiuMer and homemaking education (Section 150) 43,497,000

State advisory councils (Section 105) 6,073,000

Bilingual vocational echication-(Section 183) 2,800,000

State planning (Section 102(d)) .5,000;000

Smith-Hughes permanent apPropriation 2_7,161,455_

Total $681,614,455

SOURCE:, U.S. Department of Education (198I:Table I).

Clearly there are constraints on the use of the federal money that affect its
use for program improvenient and ,extension. The National Its titute of
Education ,(1981) argues that the two sets of purposesprogram improve
ment and extension, on one hand, and service to target populations, on the
otherare incompatible,. The report states (p. xxxvi);

If the purpose is to enable poorer districts to maintain programs of the same quality
as those offered in wealthier districts, the poorer districts should not be expected to
spend an appreciable portion of their Federal funds year after year on program
improvement projects. Similarly, if (Federal dollars are to be -used to provide
programs and services for students with special needs, it is unlikely that they would
be deployed to improve and extend services.

The National Institute of Education report (1981) observed that the 1976
amendments do notinclude provisions that effectively channel funds to the
purposes stated in the amendments. Tracing the actual uses of funds is
extremely difficult, in- large measure because it is seldom possible to
distinguish federal, from state or local money once funds are applied to
specific purposes. Nevertheless, the report concludes that localities use
only :a small portion of their funds to improve programs. Less than half the
funds for program improvement and supportive services (guidance and
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counseling for students and in-service training of teachers, for example) is
used for improvement, and states generally provide more money for
supportive services than for program improvement. /2,,

Overall federal funds account for about 10 percent of the total expended
for vocational education throughout the country; the remaining 90 percent is
supplied ley state and local sources. However, the ratio of 'federal to state
and lOcall'unds varies considerably by the purposes or uses of the funds. As
noted above, although procedures vary somewhat across states, funds are
allocated to secondary schools or programs generally on the basis of school
enrollment or attendance.' Such funding formulas, called capitation fund-
ing, at the secondary level generally dO not accommodate factors such as

____program_costs, the costs of modifying progrAmLto meet.the_demands_of..the____
labor market or changing occupations, the costs of providing rethediation to
educationally disadvantaged students, and the like. Vocational program
funding at the postsecondary level is most often more flexible and can take
into account factors that affect program costs:

EVALUATIONS OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

How effective has vocational education been? A number of studies, some of
them quite, ambitious, have addressed this question and are reviewed in this
section. But before_ we look in any detail at thOse results., there is a larger
question to consider: How effective is AmericansecondarY education? The
decline in.& scores on college entrance examinations since the mid-1960s .
has been well documented and publicized (College Entrance Examination
Board, 1977). Only in the last two years has thellecline slowed or perhaps
begun to .reverse itself (Washington. Post, SeOternber'22, 1982, A3). ..:

. Data from the National Assessment of Educational,Progress deepen the
worries about the quality tif the high-.sclioOl eisluOation this country's young
people receive. Gad.,waY and Wilson (1976) reported that 8 percent of white
high-school students 'and an astonishing 42 percent of black students could
be considered functionally illiterate. Martin. (1981) summarized the results
for, the 1970s: While some gains were made by.91year-olds, the results for
17-year-olds showed declines in mathematical skills, reading comprehen-
sion, and knowledge about science and social studies over the decade of the
1970s. These data 'support complaints by employers and college teachers
about theJack of basicsskills.of America's highzschool graduates in recent
years. It seems that while the nation's elementary schOols are doing as well
.aS or, even slightly better than in the recent past, the high schools are not
preparing young people adequately for further schooling or for work. .It is
little wonder, then, that vocational edUcation at the high-school level has
become involved in concerns over teaching basic skills. There continues to
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be some tension between teachers of vocational education and teachers of
general education over who.should be responsible for providing remedia-
tion in the basic skills for vocational education studentS.. All agree, how-
ever, that all high- school graduates need. tohave,mastered the basic skills.

Vocational Education. Programs

Most detailedstudies of the effects of secondary vocational education show
wide variation in the effectiveness of programs. Meyer (1981a) found no
net increase in lifetime economic benefits across all programs. He did find,-
however, that some programs seem to give participants some advantage the.
first eight years after high-school graduation. Participation in.buSiness or
office courses tends to raise the income of women during the first eight years
after graduation but does not seem to have similar positive effects on the
income of men. Enrollment in trade and industrial programs tends to
generate initial gains in income for men following high-school graduation.
The poSitive effects of Office programs for women' and of trade and in-
dustrial prOgrams for men decline after the first feyv years. Course work in
nonoccupational home economics is associated with a significant decrease
in income fof women in the eight years following high-school graduation,
but there is no evidence that this is a causal effect (Meyer, 198 I d).

The National Irttitute of Education (1981) concludes that there ,is
sufficient evidence to support a conclusive statement regarding the effec-
tiveriess. of nonoccupational home economics education. A few studies
cited in that report do indicate that students' knowledge increases after they ,
have taken specific home economics courses; however, since the courses
areexplicitlynonoccupgional, no measures relating program completion tO
economic or, occupational results are cited.

'Grasso and Shea (1979a, 1979b) 'present evidence that 'vocational educa-
tion tends to decrease high-schoOl dropout rates, thereby potentially giving
participants the long-term economic benefits associated with a high-school
diploma. Lewis and Mertens.( 1981) also report that most studies show that
vocational education reduces high-school dropout rates. They also cite
evidence that work experience programs may help motivate students to stay
in school.

Summarizing findings from many evaluations of vocational education,
°Lewis and Mertens report mixed but generally positive findings regarding
the effectiveness of secondary vocational education in reducing unemploy-
ment, generally positive findings regarding vhether graduates found em
ployment related to their training, but inconclusive and even contradictory,
findings regarding the earnings and'occupational status of graduates.

A comprehensive study evaluating the effectiveness of secondary-school
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vocational education in placing graduates in jobs 'related to their training
was conducted by McKim, ;:y et al: (1981). The research was based on
literature reviews, analysis of existing data, case studies in 7 states, and a
mail questionnaire received from over 5,000 people in 62 local education
agencies itithe 7 states. The repor stressed the importance of vocational
educators--adrninistrators, counselors, and 'teachersworking to help
place graduating students.,in jobs relal'.,:d to their training. Additional factors
that seem to distinguish successful programs from others include participa-
tion of students in vocational education student organizations, 'students'
mastery of basic educational skills, and the appropriateness of the curricu-
lum to the employment opportunities in the area.

Arecenrreporthe Nation-al Ccnter m Vocational
Education (Gardner et al., 1982) examined employment 'experiences
associated with different concentrations of participation in high-school_
vocational education programs. 1lnlike most earlier evaluations, the report
Considered whether students had enrolled in extensive vocational programs .
of just in a few vocational education courses. Gardner and his c011eagues
also examined intervening factors, such ,as the methods ofjobsearch used,;
unionization, type of industry and occUpation, and job tenure, which could
affect earnings and could differ between vocational education graduates and
others. In general they fourW ,117,1" differences in the earnings of vocational
and other students were atteiltr.A!zd by several conflicting factors: Students
who concentrate in vocational programs tend to hold their jobs for a
relatively king time and tend to work in industrieS that pay well, but they
tend not to work in unionized jobs or to enroll in postsecondary education
institutions as often as others.

The investigators attributed differences in the effects of vocational edu-
cation for men and women to the different labor markets into which they
move. Women who concentrate in vocational education in high school tend
to go on to postsecondary schools less often .than men. Concentrating in

, vocational education tends to help women more than men in moving into
higher-paying jobs than those held by others of tbe same sex without
vocational training. Vocational graduates tend to work longer hours and for
more weeks per year than others, a fact that helps account for their higher
average annual 'earnings.

A survey of manufacturers' views of vocational education was conducted
by the NatiOnal Association of Manufacturers (Nunez and Russell, 1981).-
The findings must be interpreted with extreme caution because less than 40
percent of the manufacturers polled responded to the survey, and the report
gives no information on which to judge the nature and extent of response
bias. Over half the respondents indicated that their companies had benefited
from vocational education, and about 60 percent said that graduates of

48\
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,Vocational programs needed less training than did other new employees in

. similar jobs. In general, vocational education is more highly regarded in
companies that are currently involved in collaborative projects with voca-
tional education. 'Among various types of collaborative efforts (examples Of
which are discussed .more fully in Chapter 3), respondents most favored ,

providing Work experience for vocational. students. .

There are far fewer studies of postsecondary vocational education; but
they show .soinewhat more impressive, positive results, especially for
blacks and for some program areas. Both Mertens et al. (1980) and the
National Institute of Education study (1980) found lower- rates of unem-
ployment for graduates of postsecondary programs in busineSs occupations,

. trade and induStry, and technical areas than for people in nOnvoc.ational
postsecondary programs or those with no postsecondary education: These
two studies also showed that graduates of postsecondary programs are more
likely than graduates of secondary programs to find employment related to
their training. In general, studies of the earnings of postsecondary vocation-
al education graduates have.been inconclusive. Grasso and Shea's planning
paper for the National Institute of Education study (1.979a) reported benefits
for postsecondary vocational, graduates, but Mertens et al. (1980) 'con-
chided there was insufficient evidence to draw conclusions.,

A word of caution regarding the results of evaluations of vocational
education is in order. _Vocational education is provided in many different
institutional setting under a rather loosely coordinated system of control.
The quality of programs.and intensity of instruction vary considerably, even
within a given occupational field. Many evaluations of vocational educi-.
tion, in which earnings of graduates of vocational programs are compared
with earnings of control groups, do not seek to distinguish between the
returns for the 'Stronger and weaker programs. One exception is a study
conducted by the National Commission forErnplOyment Policy (1981). In
that study,_ economic returns to gradtiates of area vocational schools or
centers, which are generally assumed to be in the stronger set, were found to
be higher than returns to 'graduates of vocational education Orograms in
comprehensive high schools. Distinctions among programs are also made
in -several studies cited here (Meyer, 1981d; Meyer and Wise, 1982a,
1982b). Failure to account for differences in program quality, which results
in showing only modest economic gains for all programs taken together, is a
reason torquestion whether the evaluation 'studies estimate accurately the

"'returns to the better-trained graduates.
The findings of evaluation studies may also be rendered somewhat

ambiguous by the fact that some unknown proportion of vocational students
until in vocational courses or programs for nonoccupational reasonsto
learn how to run a household or to do electrical work; for example. These

O
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, people .may enter the labor force looking for work intentionally unrelated to,
their vocational education. We do not judge whether the development of
avocational skills is an appropriate use of pUblic funds, but the fdct that
vocational education serves this dual function renders evaluation of eco-
nomic-returns difficult.

Most of the evaluation studies focus on benefits accruing to graduates of
vocational programs to assess the worth.of vocational education. However,
as Grubbl 1 979) notes, employers are tiftarth-Fiiiimary beneficiary, since
they can shift some of the costs of training employees(eyen in firm-specific
skills) onto governMent. Thus, ignoring benefits to employers underesti-
mates the value of vocational programs..

--

Other Training Programs

Assessment of the nature and effectiveness of several other employment
training program's is relevant to the committee's work because of the
emphasis they give to training their participants. The programs we cite in
this section are the Job Corps, the Youth Incentive Entitlement Pilot
Projects, and 70001 Ltd. Other federal employment programs, such as the
Manpower Development and Training Act and other portions of CETA,
have paid relatively less attention to training and instead have emphasized
giving participants work,.experience, which has been shown to be less
effective than .cld§sroom or on-the-job training in increasing postprogram
earnings (Bassi, 1982). The Job Training Partnership Act, which continues
the support of the Job. Corps, emphasizeS training in its other programs as
well. '

The Job Corps is a federally funded program aimed at reducing imem-
ployment among disadvantaged, unemployed, out-of-school young people
ages '16-21. The Job Corps was originally established under the Economic
OpportunitrAtrof7-1964;-- later it was- §upPorted-under Title IV, of the
Comprehensive Employment and Training et of 1973. It operates about
100 residential training centers in which participants receive remedial
education in the basic skills, vocational training, support services such as,
health care, and' general preparation for work. A number' of different
organizations become involved in various aspects of the. Job Corps pro-
gram. International unions participate inreciuiting, placing, and training
participants. Employment services work in recruiting and placing partici-
pants. Local schoOls train participants under contract to the Job Corps
'centers. And volunteer or community-based organizations work to recruit
and` place participants in jobs and also to provide support services to them.

More quantitative data are available on the Job Corps than on most other
federal training programs for disadvantaged people (Bendick, 1982).
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Probably the most robust evaluations of the Job Corps have been conducted
by Mallar and his associates (1978, 1980): The first evaluation,(Mallar et
al., 1978), whiCh followed participants for seven,rnonths, showed that, on,.
the average, Job Corps. participantS earned more.per week than those in
comparison groups, and' more 'of them 'obtained employment, attended
college, or joined the military services. They also showed other benefits,
such as better health, and reported reductions in criminal behavior and drug
or alcohol abuse.

The second evaluation (Mailer et al., 1980), which followed participants
for two year§, showed an increase in the amount of employment, earnings,
military enlistment, and the probability of getting a high-school diploma
and a reduction in reliance on public assistance, such as unemployment__
insurance. These,results seem even more-impres-siVeWlfell one remembers
that .the Job Corps serves severely disadvantaged peoplethose most in
need Of help and those least likely to make similar attainments without such
assistance. The .notable success of the program is attributed largely to its
emphasis on training and its provision of a supportive environrpent for.
participants.

70001 Ltd. is a nationwide private enterprise (which has received some
money from CETA) that has grown from a privately funded project. in
DelaWare in 1969.70001 Ltd. serves high-school dropouts in 45 communi-
ties across the country; The participants, who have been screened on the
basis of abilities and attitudes, agree to work toward specific individual
'goals. They are given a 2- to 5-week period of training in work habits and.
attitudes and job-seeking skills, Participants are encourageCrio work toward
a generfreducational development certificate. They participate in a national
.youth organization associated with 70001 Ltd., modeled after the Distribu-
'five Education Clubs of America (an organization for vocational education
students), which provide§ peer-group and motivational support. The train-
sing for 70001 Ltd, programs is Usually conducted by community-based
organizations with assistance from the national 70001 Ltd. office.

.A coordinator, determining that indiVidUal participants are ready for
employment, arranges job interviews for appropriate occupations with
private-sector employers. Coordinators try to ensure a good match between
jobs and participants. The youth organization associated with 70001 Ltd.
provides recognitiOn for educational and occupational achievements,
teachesorganizational and leadership skills, and helps participants develop
a sense of career and community awareness and responsibility.

\ Evaluations show generally positive results, including gains_in earnings
for 70001 Ltd. participants. An evaluatiOn by Public/Private Ventures
found that gains in earnings actually increased over time rather than declin:
ing, as is usually the case with such programs (Sullivan:, 1983). About
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three-quarters of the enrollees complete the program, and about 'three-
quarters of those who complete the program are placed in unsubsidized jobs

in the private sector.
Another federally funded program is the Youth Incentive Entitlement

Pilot Projects (YIEPP) demonstration, which was authorized by the Youth
Employment and Demonstration Projects Act of 1977'. This program corn-
bined education and work in order to help reduce youth unemployinent, to
increase labor force participation, and to reduce school dropout rates of
teenagers. The target population was people ages 16-19 from low-income

or--welfarelfoii-seholds who had not graduated from high school. The v
program offered each participant a guaranteed job at the federal minimum

. wage, part-time during the school year and full-time during the summer,
prOvided the participant remained in or returned to school or worked toward
a general education development certificate. Continuing participation in the
program was contingent on maintaining both school and work performance
standards. The program subsidized the jobs of participants, usually at a rate,
of 100 percent. At two sites, subsidies of 75 and 50 percent were tried to test
the effects of varying subsidy levels on employers' willingness to partici-
pate.. Participation of private-sector employers was found, to be highly
dependent on the level of subsidy offered. Employers were abOut four times
more likely to participate with a 100 percent subsidy than with a 50 percent

. ,
subsidy.

The YIEPP demonstration program began in spring 1978 and-ended
full:scale operations in August 1980. Over 76;000 young peofile partici-
pated in the program at 17 sites across the nation operated by competitively

.selected CETA prime sponsors. The program was evaluated by the Man-
power Demonstration Research Corporation, which has issued a series-of,
reports on the program. Two are of particuiar relevance to the current study
(Diaz et al., 1982; Farkas et ai., 1982). 'Selected finding& of those evalua-
tion reports are presented here. In general', the prime sponsors were able to
secure jobs for all participants, but they did haVe some difficulty at a rural
site in Mississippi. Overall the quality of the work experiences of the
participants was judged adequate or better, meaning that the young people
were kept* busy, that they were held to theii 'performance standards, that
they received adequate supervision, that their work was varied, and that
there was a low ratio of participant's to supervisors. The quality of thework
experience did not vary substantially among the private, public, and private
nonprofit sectors.

Establishing and enforpingschool performance standards for participants
proved difficult And time consuming. However, anecdotal evidence sug-
gests that enforcement of the standards gave the program needed credibility
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among school administrators. It also was used in several instances to effect
the provision of educational remecliation when students' perforinance de-
clined. In general, cooperation between the schools and prime sponsors was
good. SchoOls 'complied with monitoring requirements; they, effectively
recruited students for participation; and; as best they could, they provided
flexible scheduling of classes to accommodate students' work schedules.

..Application and participation rates in YIEPP were high, indicating the
eagerness of disadvantaged young people to obtain'minimum-wage jobs,
even though that also meant adhering to Performance standards and either,
going to school or pursuing an equivalen4 certificate. Of those, who had
heard about the program, about 80, percent had applied, and about 56
percent of those eligible at the beginning of the program had participated by
its termination. Participation rates at the end of the program were_22 percent

_____forwhitesc_38 percent-forHispanics;--and 63 perceriffocs. Diaz et al,
(1982) hypothesized that the greater particIpation rates for black and His-
panic young people may be attributable to the limited employment opportu-
nities for them in the unsubsidized labor market. Analyses of youth employ-
ment data by Borus (1983) suggest such a limitation for black young people,
particularly in jobs paying the federal minimum wage.

A Congressional Budget Office study (1982), citing Stromsdorfer (1979)
and Taggart (1981), draws five niajor conclusions regarding a variety of
employment and training programs for disadvantaged young peopleFirst,
considerable gains in employability can be made by young people who
participate in programs offering remedial education, training, and well
structured work experience:The gains appear to be, statistically related only
to the amount of time spent in education and training, but work experience
seems to act as a motivator for people to continuen the programs. Second,
success in the workplace seems to be closely related to competence in the
basic skills of reading, writing, speaking, and computing. Based`on their
analysis of data frOm the National Longitudinal Surveys of 1972 High
School Seniors, Meyer and Wise (1982a) draw similar conclusions regard-
ing the importance of basic skills. Third, work experience alone, even when
well supervised and highly supportive, does not appear to iinprove, the
employability of disadvantaged young people. To,be effective., work ex.pe:-
rienee must be combinediiith other services, such as skill training and
placement,services. Fourth., to be effective, programs must be well man-

. aged, atid participants whb do not conform to minimal, standards of 'be-
-havior should not be allowed to continue in the prograths. Fifth, placement
services and training in.hoW to look for a job seem to increase the short-term
employability of program participants. The work of Gardner et al. .(1982)
confirmsihis fifth conclusion for vocational education high-school graduates.
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---,z4They Cited four reasons for this limited access. First, some of the
prOgrams are geographically isolated; programs may be offered in facilities
far from the neighborhoods in which Members of 'minority groups or
disadvantaged students live. Second, limitations inay be placed on program
enrollments. The corination of insufficient funds to expand programs and

_intense competition Mr the most popular programs may tend to exclude
stu-dents who do not possess the basic skills needed and virtually to elimi-

. nate the incentives for the programs to offer remedial eduCation. Some-
times, too, program enrollihent is restricted to match labor market demand.
Third, prograM admission requirements may exclude proportionatelYinore
disadvantaged students, even though this exclusion may be unintentional.,
Admission requirementS may include scores on standardized ability or

° inielligence tests, grade point average, school attendance record, and per-
sonal characteristics. Some programs may also require certain course work.
Fourth, perceived restrictions in job entry may deter some students from
applying to some programs. For 'example; female, black, or Hispanic
students may avoid programs leading to careers in which they see that
employers seldom hire others like themselves. This avoidance, of course,
perpetuates the problem of underrepresentation of those groups in those
occupations.

o - As we observed earlier, it is dot just large cities that face difficulties in
offering enough good-programs to students°. The provision of a variety of
high-quality programs in rural areas is also very difficult because sparsely
populated areas cannot take advantage of economies of sale in establishing'
and operating programs (Rosenfeld, 1981).

CONCLUSION

We conclude this chapter as others who have studied education have
donewith a mixture of optimism and grave concern. We believe We know
what is important for vocational education students: mastery of the basic
educational skills, exposure to a variety of occupations, mastery of the basic
occupational skills, adoption of appropriate work habits, and ,participation
in well supervised work` experience that is closely related to the school
studies. Like others before us, we believe we know success when we see it,
but we have no formilla for making all prograMs successful:

As this chapter notils. entry into the most effective vocational programs is
highly ompeiitive. Those students who have not mastered the basic educ.a7
tiona skills or who have not developed disciplined work, habits cannot

ete effectively for places in the programs. Because of the high demand
for places, high4luality' vocational programs have no incentives ko offer:
remedial education to students who need it. Those students may have to rely
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. on generally effectiVe but expensive programs like the Job Corps or 70001, .

Ltd. for their second chance. .

FrOm our reviews of vocational education progranis and other e.mploy-
ment training programs and from our collective experience with various
aspects of such programs,; we conclude that fundamental changes are
needed to 'improve 'some vocational education programs to a significant
degree. Those programs geneially regarded as being most in need of
improvement are often in public comprehensive bighschools , anct:it is there
that we concentrate our attention. We believe that those programs could be
improved dramatically by strengthening the teaching staff and by increasing
the flexibility of funding arrangements. We believe these changes, put
forward in Chapter 4, are both desirable and possible, but we fully acknowl-
edge thdt. some of them will require enormous-changes in institutions not
noted for- their willingness to change. Adoption of our recommendations
will require considerable courage but should result in substantial improve-
rrient in educationaland ultimately in employment opportunities for Amer-

ica's young people.
Evaluations of vocational education and other training programs fairly

consistently show that. supervised work experience in conjunction: with
education is important tg success. This is the oldest and perhaps the best
reason for collabofation between vocational education and business and
industry, _which is the subject of the twit chapter.



Vocational Education
and the Private Sector

In Chapter 2 we saw that' close ties between schools and the workplace can
benefit students. The vocational education prctams that have higher eco-
nomic and occupational -benefits generally also have close and effective
relationships with employers. Students who participate in supervised work
programs while they are in school tend to fare better once they graduate and
work on their own. Further support for this conclusion comes from experi-
ence with employment training programs outside the public education
system: Virtually all of the effective special training and service programs
designed for disadvantaged people operate in conjunction with employ-
ersand some with unions and community-based organizations as well
Who initiates c011aborative efforts? How do they work? What institutional
or administrative arrangements do they require? What do they accomplish?

In this chapter we present information on collaborative effort§ involving
vocational educators and students and private-sector employers. We dis-
cuss a number of specific collaborative activities that have been viewed as
successful and the institutional and administrative arrangements of the
vocational education system that affect collaboration. We also discuss the
role of vocational education in economic development efforts, principally
the tailoring of education and training programs to meet the needs of
employers moving into an area.

The collaborative efforts of principal concern to the committee are those
linking high-school vocational education and the private sector that seek to
improve the employability of stuct,,:nts. All involve cooperation and com-
munication between ethication and business, and many involve organized
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labor, community-based organizations, chambers acommerce, and local .

government. Some ofthe material in our discussion has been drawn from a
paper written. for the committee by Sean Sullivan"(190), "Private
tives to Improve Youth Employment," which reviews several Collaborative
efforts.

A.7

.

EXAMPLES OF COLLABORATIVE'PROJECTS

Up to this point this report has focused primarily on a traditional model of
providing education ancrtraining 'for employment:. students learitipg the
basic education and occupational skills in public schools offering voCation-.
al education programs and gaining work experience at an employer's place
Of business. In this section we discuss theThiarielY Of forms collaborative
ventures can takethe. many wus employers, and .edfiCators can work.
together to improVe the education and employMent experiences and pros-
pects of students. We also describe a number of specific collaborative
efforts that have been viewed as successful by those involved the
projects. We caution that judgments of success are not based on rigorous
evaluations of program procedures or outcome measures but rather on the
opinions of those who have worked with the projects or who haVe partici-
pated in them. .

.' Different institutional arrangements for providing occupational educa-
.

n trainingon and training and different mechanisms for collaboration are appropriate
for different situations: The variations involve who actually does the teacht
ing, who pays the teachers' salaries, who pays for-facilities and equipment,
and where the facilities and equipment are located. In the case of new and
expanding industries, it may be appropriate for employers to take themajor
responsibility for training students, since schools may not ge prepared, in
terms of equipment or teachers, to train entry-level employees for those
industries. In such cases, employers can obtain the skilled workers they
require by providing access tai their facilities and equipment for in-
structional purposes: Employers C:m also provide their own personnel as
instructors. These arrangements can be initiated by one firm or a combina-
tion'of firms needing workers with similar skills.
- If the industrial equipment is movable or exists in sufficient supply,
employers may instead place the necessary equipment in the school. Under
this arrangement, the intructors maybe employees of the firm or they may
be 'voCational education teachers from the school 'system.

Collaborative efforts offer several advantages to eMployers. "lhey may
participate in such prnjects in order tOincrease the pool of qualified workers
from which.they can draw. Such arrangements, allow employers to screen

11iFsitdeng before hiring them for jobs. They may also reduce job turnover,
- ,
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since the students learn what is expectecLof them on the job while in
training, thus effectively reducing the employers' recruitment, hiring, and
training costs.

ComMunity-based organizations can often contribute significantly to
. collaborative ventures, particularly. those aimed at young people who are
economically disadvantaged or mempers2-Of. minority 'groupsthe con-
stituents of the organizations. Communitybased organizations are espe-
cially valuable in recruiting eligible young people, developing jobs-3-
perhaps with minority-owned or minority-operated businessesand
supervising work experience (SER/Jobs for Progress, no date)..

Schilit and Lacey (1982) described 55 diverse programs involving
collaboration between educators and private-sector employers. Although .

the evaluation data were not presented-and the evaluations were generally.
not rigorous, all 55 programs were said by school administrators, teachers,
students, and employers to have been successful at their particular, goals.
Most started with a small pilot effort, often initiated by a single firm or
school, and grew to accommodate more students, schools,or employers.
Some businesses became involved in additional projects after their initial .

experience with the schools. Most collaborative efforts relied on local
initiatives; federal funding served as the impetus for very few. Most of the
programs cited by Schilit and LaCeywere not new. About one-fourth of the
55 projects had existed for 10-20 years; only 5 had started less than 2 years
before the study. .

. In some situations, local chambers Of commerce, business associations,
or other organizations are needed to coordinate the efforts of several firms.
For example, the Training bppOrtunitieS Program places junior and senior
vocational students in part-time jobs. throughout New York City. Business
and labor advisers identify groups of jobs in small firins that are expected to
contribute to the economic development of the area. The board of education
supplies the-funds for the salaries of the student workers (New York City
Public Schools, no date; Schilit and Lacey, 1982). ,

In other'places, students run their own businesses with assistance from
established local firms. In. Montgomery COunty, Maryland, for example,
with the financial and technical support of local business executives and

. private foundations, vocational schools establish businesSeSThITre .run
entirely by students. Students have constructed and sold houses, and they '
have operated a small automobile' dealership. The profits they make are
used to support the programs,.

Collaborative efforts need not be limited to senior high schools, though
that is the focus of this report. In Los Angeles, Atlanlic Richfield (ARCO)
"adOpted" elementary schools and allowed several hundred employees to
volunteer during working hours to tutor, conduct short courses, and super-

59
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vise. ARCO-funded field trips to.businesses and cultural sites. Fonte and
Magnesen ,(1983) reported on a cooperative, program in which Triton
College in Illinois and community colleges in other states served as training
sites for the General Motors Automotive Service Education Program.
Apprentice mechanics enroll in the two-year program to learn mathematics,
electionics, communications skills, and a variety of automotive topics. '

Not all collaborative programs at the secondary level are aimed at
vocational students or have as their goal the teaching of vocational skills.
For example, Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation established
reading 'and math centers in the schools in Oakland, California, to help
students master these basic skills (Levine and Doyle, 1982). The centers.
featured individualized instruction and tutoring from peers. Students who
made the most progress in the learning centers were offered part-time jobs
as a reward for their achievements.

In the following pages,. we describe nine examples of collaborative
ventures that are generally viewed as successful. Material for these descrip-

. tions was drawn largely from Schilit and Lacey. C1982), Sullivan (1983),
and Robison (1978). The first three examplesSuccess on the Move,
Opportunities Industrialization. Centers, and the Career Intern Program
were developed by private parties but involve funding from either the U.S.

ti Department of Labor or the U.S. Department of Education. The other
examples do not involve federal funding; they are strictly cooperative
ventures between business and education at the local level.

Success on the Move

In 1979 Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corporation worked with the high
schools in Oakland, California, to/create a program called Summer on the
Move, which was designed to improve the basic academic' skills of dis-
c !,',antaged high-school students while giving thern summer work experi-
: t.-.e in local businesses. In 1980 the program was expanded toayear-round
operation, Success on the Move, .through the efforts of YOuthwork, Inc., a
nonprofit organization, and a grant from the Edna McConnell Clark
Foundation to test a private-sector/education partnership approach national-
ly...The program's curriculum emphasizes improvement of basic communi-
cation, computational, and problem-solving skills in ways that students can 1

relate to workskills that employers had identified as important in employ- 1,

ment.
Participants in Success on-the Move are given part-time and summer jobs

with local employers. Work experience exposes them to the demands and
discipline of a job, allows them to apply the skills they have been learning,
and acquaints them with the kinds and requirements of entry-level jobs
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available. In the six-week hummer program,sstudents get classroom instruc-
don in the morning and work in the afternoor. The school-year PrOgrarn
involves an extra hour of daily classroom-study plus an averageof10 hours
paid work each week for 15 weeks. Students are selected through interviews
and recommendations.

The difficulties encountered in developing this kind of cooperative ven-
ture include generating enough jobs; establishing

.
and maintaining contact

between employers and educators; and involving employers in plaoning,
curriculum developrnent, instruction, and evaluation:

Opportunities Industrialization Centers

Opportunities Industrialization Centers (01C) is a network of over 100
organizations that provide employment training and other services to mem-
ber, of minority groups and to economically disadvantaged people across
the nation (RObiSon, 1978). Each local center is an independent affiliate of
Opportunities Industrialization Centers of America (01C/A), located' in
Philadelphia:which provides technical and.administrative assistance to the
local centers. OIC was foulKled by the Reverend Leon H. Sullivan, who
chairs the national board of directors of 01C1A. One distinguishing charac

- teristic olOIC is its commitment to provide trainingonly where guaranteed
employment opportunities exist. A second is to serve the needs of the
"whole person" by offering assistance in recruitment, counseling (including
not only job-seeking skills and work,habitg' but also basic skills education),
prevocational training, vocational training, job development, and follow-
up of individuals once they have jobs.

To ensure communication and commitment from businesses at the na-
tional and local levels, the National Industrial Advisory Council, composed
of leading business people from diverse industries, waS2formed..The coun-
cil helps inform businesses ,about OIC and helps keep OIC programs
current. There are at the local level advisory cduncilscorrespondifig-lo the
national council: Firms belonging to the local councils help OICs by
donating equipment and funds, lending supervisors and ,instructors,
organizing fund-raising activies, and providing 6n-the-job training and
jobs. OlCs also give employers classes in awareness training so that
supervisors can learn some aspects of the culture of the minority groups
represented by the program participants with whorn.they will be working.
Because OlCs train for :jobs that are known .to exist, they deyelop and
maintain close relations with employers and develop specialized training
programs to meet their needs.

The Office of Vocational and Adult Education in the U.S. Departmentof
Education is-currently promoting the work begun by Sullivan and carried
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forwardby the 01 Cs, The office is currently ru ning a national Task Force
/-on Entrepreneurship Education and Training. One of its emphases is on
management training for members of minority roups who own or operate.

. small businesses.

.The Career Intern Program

The Career Intern Program (CIP) was develop d by Opportunities In-
dustrialization Centers in cooperation with school yards in five cities, with
fundingsby the National Institute of Education, as ariplternative high-school
program to keep potential dropouts in school. The fist program was located
in Philadelphia, and other sites were added after seve al years of experience
at the first. Courses are coordinated with thereguia public school system
and stress basic academic, skills and attitude improve ent. Classes are held
at sites away from the schools because the organizers believe (on the basis of
evidence from the Job Corps) that the young -people\ learn better outSide--_-
traditional_classroorns..The subjects taught-hit-o-cationally related, and

.. = . classroom study is supi)leinented by visits to work sit s. Interns are given .

intensive counseling as well as instruction to prep-a e theth to behave
appropriately in the workplace: As they accrue more c edits, their course
work contains more specialized career-oriented subject rnatter. They also

' spend more time at work sites observing and, where regulations allow,
I

. performing. some tasks. As -graduation approaches they are assisted in
looking for jobs or enrolling in postsecondary institutions.

Sullivan (1983) notes that an evaluation of the program in Philadelphia
found that participants were significantly more likely to stay in school. than

.. were members of a control group, and studies of the other\ sites concluded
. that the approach could be replicated. OIC has a design for implementing
the Career Intern Program nationally, but funding from the National In-
stitute of Education has been depleted and no new sources have been found.

\

The South Central Connecticut Regional Council \

on Education for Employment .

The South Central Connecticut Regional Council on Edueation for Employ-
- nnent begins the process of career education in elementary school. It grew

from an earlier progiam, started by, the Olin Corporation, tcil allow New
Haven high-school vocational education students to learn work skills direct
ly on the job. The Conneclicut Foundation for School/Corriminity Rela-
tions brought together firms, schools, and public agencies, with financial
support from -Olin and from the .state department of educatioh. A novel
example of its efforts is the school-bank program, which inv Ives nine
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banks workini directly with nine inner-city classes of primary-school
students and their teachers. The curriculum, developed jointly by teachers
and bank 'staff,- allows each class to spend several hours each week in the
bank, using knowledge of arithmetic while learning about bank 'Operations
and using calculators and computer terminals. A three-year evaluation of
this program found'that participants had significantly higher math achieve-
ment levels than control-group members.

The .St. Louis Work-Study Program

About 2,500 students have taken part in the St. Louis Work-Study Program
since its inception in 1967. High-school students spend mornings on aca-
demic studies and afternoons on paid jobs. Both sessions .take place at
Cusiness locations_Students can explore careers, learn business skills and
ehavior, and gain experience on-the modern equipment available in large

firms. Conducting classes at the work.site is,.thought to promote communi-
cation among teachers, work supervisors, and students; it also allows
feedback on-the relevance of the academic program to the job.

A grant from the Danforth Foundation helped establish the first part-
nership, between-the schools and the Ralston-Purina Company, which still
has the largest program: As many as 40 high-school seniors from inner-city
schools participate each year The St. Louis board of education assigns two
teachers to the Ralston-Purina program, one to teach academic and the other
business courses. Corporate personnel have the main responsibility for
'training and supervising students on the job, but the teachers remain on the
site to help coordinate work experience with classroom instruction and to
monitor students' job performance. Students are screened by the schools
and matched with particular jobs and are paid the minimum wage for a
20-hour work week. They earn academic credit for the training as well as for
the course work. Company supervisorswho are volunteersrate the
students after each of four 10-week periods on atrendance,-punctulity,
work habits, skills. and knowledge, attitudes, and personal characteristics.
These ratings help the teachers to refine the curriculum and to work with
students on individual needs, An average of 75-80 percent of the students
have been placed annually, and another 15-20 percent have continued their
education; the annual attrition rate is less than 5 percent.

The Continental-Illinois Bank

Continental-Illinois Bank in Chicago has employed more than 1,000 stu-
dents in part-time jobs since the beginning of its work-study program in
1972. The bank has found work-study participants better motivated and
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better adjusted to the work world when they become full-time employees.
The bank and public high schools jointly screen and place applicants.
Students are chosen on the b'a;is of their school attendance records, abili-
ties, attitude, appearance, and desire for a business career. They may begin

4' working the summer before their senior yearand typiCally continue working
20 hours a week during the school year, usually as clerks and typists.

In 1981 Continental-Illinois Bank hired 80 percentlof the students as
full-time employees after graduation. An internal evaluation in 1977 found
that work-study employees had a higher retention rate, a better attendance
rate, and somewhat superior performance ratings than other employees at
their level.

The Skills Training EducationProgram

The Skills Training Education Program (Project STEP) is, a partnership
between the.Security Pacific National Bank and the 11 California Regional
Occupational Programs that were established to help 72 of the state's school
districts provide vocational training prograMs. Aimed primarily at high-
school students (although some older adults area's° served), Project STEP
offers about 100 class8 in a variety of' banking skills: The courses are taught
at 30 bank. branches throughout the state, mostly in the Los Angeles. area.
Bank employees who have obtained state teaching credentials'after taking a
60-hour. teacher training Course conduct .the classes on. weeknights and
Saturdays and are paid by the local school districts..

Students enroll in the classes as electiva on the recommendation of their
advisers and.receive school credit and grades. Classes range from 70 to 180
hours per semester,. depending on the skills and equipment involved.
Training is given to about 2,500 students. each school year, at least 90
percent of whom are in _high school. Security Pacific has hired at least'25
percent of the program's graduates, and other banks have hired many more:
There is no formal placement assistance, but studentspractice filling out
applications, taking clerical tests, and preparing for job interviews. Gradu-
ates receive letters of completion signed by bank-vice presidents to help
them. Project STEP, is one. of Security Pacific's Community Education
Development programs, which reach 4,000 students annually. The bank
also sponsors a career awareness program for children in 10,Los Aggeles

- elementary schools-. Each about.200 students visit the main bank office
to learn about opportunities and career requirements in banking. -Twice
annually bank employees visit junior high schools to encourage students to
stay, in school. Through the Exploratory Work Experience Education Pro-

. gram, 100 students visit bank offices each year to observe various jobs. And
twice each summer 20.teachers, admihistrators and counselors take - part -in
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a Summer Career and Economic Edtication Work.hop for Educators. The
workshop gives them a .close look at banking careers and functions- and,
helps them to develop a career education curriculum foftheir.owti.sChoOls.

The banking industry seems particularly, well suited for collaboration
. with vocational education prOgrarns. Banks are presenn virtually every

community, the job functions vary little. from one. place to another: and
e because of high turnover rates banks Often have large .naribers of entry-
'level positions to fill These jobs such as teller, datantry operator, .

typist, clerk, stenographer: and word processor operator-all requiring
skills taught in various vocational education programs. .

The Philadelphia Academies 0

In 1969'a prototype industrial academy was started in Philadelphia for
inner-city young people wta; could not qualify for vocational schools
because they. had approximately fifth-grade-level baSic skills. The \pro-
totype, became the Academy of Applied Electrical Sciences, directed (:)-

ward students entering high school, since the greatest dropout rate occur
during tile high-school years. This model three-year educational program
has since given rise to three more academiesthe Philadelphia Business
Academy, the Academy of Applied Automotive and Mechanical Sciences,
and the Philadelphia Health Acaderhy. All are alternative schools within the
Philadelphia school. system, serving some 650 ,students. .

, The electrical sciences academy was conceived by a team with,,rePresen-
tatives from .business and industry, labor, and education.'The curriculum
was designed to help students see the need to improve their reading and
math abilities in order to gain specific occupational skills and thereby to
motivate them to stay in school. There is also a "factory" at the academy to"'
Provide after-school and summer work experience as well as some income.
The attendance rate at the academy has been 90.percent compared with 55'
percent for the high schools overall, and its dropout rate has been only I or 2.
percent compared with 30 percent Overall.

The other academies 'have been modeled after the electrical sciences "
academy and supported by corporations: Each academy has a full-time
'director on loan from or paid by 'a major firm. Part-time instructors from.
industry and regular teachers from the schools work as a team. The prO-
gram's key elements are its emphasis on the linkage between .basic and
vocational skills and its efforts to find jobs for the students after school and
during the summer.
...The Philadelphia academies' approach is now being tried in California.
Many entry-level jobs were found to be going unfilled in the San Francisco
area becanse public schools were concentrating on college-bound students

-4
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and failing to prepare potential semiskilled workers for .the labor market.
The Peninsula Academies have been established to upgrade the basic skills .

of disadvantaged students.while motivating themb finish high school. by--
combining academic and vocational education with job training.

The Training Opportunities Program

A newer initiative is the Training Opportunities Program, developed by the
Office of Occupational and Career Education" in New York City. The
purpose is to provide on-the-job training opportunities in private businesses
to high-school juniors and seniors: The first-year program involved about
1,000 students, selected' on the basis of interest, occupational goal§,
handicapping conditions; limited English-speaking ability, and interest in
nontraditional careers. A total of 15 occupational clusters were identified on
the basis of expanding employment needs requiring technical and heavy-
equipment skills and were matched to occupational training progranis in 14
participating high schools. Commitments for training slots in private indus
try were developed with a focus on companies with 50 or fewer employees.

Each high school selected 65-7.0 students who alio participated in a
workshop on employability skills one class period per week throughout the
training:period. For the first six week's' student's participated in vocational
exploration at the work.site, during which they were paid stipends by the
program equal to the minimum wage. (This period was shortened to two
weeks in the 1982-1983 program.) Throughout the training period employ-
ers paid half the stipend, for a maximum of 15 hours on site a week. Firms
made the final selection of students .and evaluated them formally twice
during the year. Trainees received vocational academic credit-Canada-9ton
satisfactory ratings by their supervisors. The program was e4;:01,;:e..ko in
1982 to accommodate a ,500 juniors and seniors firm 25 high sch-.431%.
funded by local taxes as well as by theemployers, who contribuie
facilities and equipment and pay half the stipend.

ADMINISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS

Asthapter 2 describes, a diversity of institutions offer vocational education
programs, all with their own policies and procedures.aWe believe that some
of these institutional-characteristics affect both the quality of the programs
that schoolS'offer and the collaborative efforts that they might undertake
with the private sector. In this section we discuss,those chafacteristics and
some additional administrative details independent of the schools them-
selves.
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In their study of vocational education in large cities, Benson and Hoach-
lander (1981) found that vocational prograIns in specialized schools (re-
gional vocational celiters or vocational high schools) were generally Super-
ior to those in comprehensive high schools. They identified five interrelated
characteristics of progranmuality: (I) intensity of instruction, (2) attitudes

° and experience of teachers and counselors, (3) relationship beteen teach-
ers anduemployers in relevant industries, (4) availability of current equip-
ment and instructional Materials; and (5) probability of graduates' finding
employment-with relatively high wages. Benson and Hoachlander pro-
ceeded' to identify four factors that seemed toaceount for the higher quality
of vocational programs in'specialized schools: ( I ) greater depth of program
fining, offering students a full sequence of courses covering a given occupa-
tion; ,(2) the ability to hire and retain more experienced instructional staff,
those with trade certification in some cases rather than teacher certification,
and those who want to teach part - time;. (3) higher priciiity for vocational
education than in comprehensive high schools, -Where it is most often seen
as having lower status than academic education; and (4) greater opportunity
for collaboration with busine,± and industry.

Several types of organizations already in'exiStence can foster collabora-
tion between vocational education and private-sector employers. Two that
we discuss below are vocational education student organizations and
industry - education -labor collaborative councils.

Student Organizations

There are nine major national student organizations in secondary and
vocational education, with student memberships totalling

0 over 1.7 million in 1980 -1981. The organizations recognized by the U.S.
Department of Education are the

American. Industrial Arts .Student Associati x...
Distributive Education Clubs of America,
Future Business Leaders of America, Phi Beta Le..11.,-,da,
Future Farmers of America,
euture Homemakers .of America,
Health Occupations Students of America,
National POstsecondary Agriculture Student Organization,
Office Education Association, and
Vocational Industrial Clubs of America.

Their goals are to the development vocational competencies,-
civic responsibility, and '.'.,-f..dership skills in their members. These student
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organizations are niit mandated by law, nor are they supported' by public.
funds; but they Often play an important ,part in the, of 'vocational
education students. The student organizations are supported by members'-
dues, donations from' indiiduals and bbsiness. and industry6 and. by the

. proceeck of ,prajects they undertake. Sortie of-the national organizations`'
were formed over 50 years ago, and some local clubS are More than 70 years
old.

The involverfient of business, InduStry,,andlabo-r is an important compo-
nent in these student orianizations Business and union leaders donate their,
time and money to them. They provide information on employment, needs.
sand education' requirements.. Corporate and lloor leaders serve as'tnembers
of their boards of directors and partiCipate in wbikshops Or lecture series..'
They also judge. activities that serve has the basis of awards 'given to
vocational club members, which are commonly-Used as incentives for
outstanding achievement in the clubs. The clubs actively solicit employers
to participate with them and encourage busing's, industry, ,and labor leaders
to provide work and on-:the-job training opportunities, to serve on advisory
committees, and, conduct career workshops fOr students: In 1982, for
example, the National Advisory Board' f the Distributive. EdUcation Clubs
of America sent a flyer to employers encouraging theiroinvOlvement in
vocational education: The brochurelisted 57 employers (including the U.S.' ;
Armed Forces) that are actively involved with, vocational education. Simi-
lar promotional activities have taken place at the state and local :levels'as
well

Collaborative Councils

In the late 1970s a'number olocal collaborative councils were formed to
enhance cooperation among business and industry, labor, and education!
Not all the councik have started so recently; some date back to the 1960s
and one was initiated in 1947. The National Institute for Work and Learning
published a directory of 150 such councils in 1981 (Gold 'et al., 1981).'
These councils have been lOcally initiated and depend on local leaders.for
their support and effectilieness. However, other broad -based groups, such
as the local advisory councilsfor vocational education (discussed in Chap-,
ter 2), the private industry councils initiated by the federal Comprehensive.
Employment and Training Act and continued under.the Job Training Part-
nershipAct, and career education action councils started under the federal
Career Education Incentive'Act of 1977, are similar to the local collabora-
tive councils catalogued by the National Institute for Work and Learning:
Many of these broad-based councils have 'received widesprcad recognition

,as.initiatorsqf effectivOollaborative efforts between vOcationalfedtication
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and the private sector in recent years. Councils that coordinate education
and employment effectively, however, do not exist in all local areas.

Elsman reported the results of a study by the National Institute for Work
and Learning (Elsman and the National Institute for Work and Learning,
1981). He observed that there'is no typical pattern in the gesis of a
collaborative council. They have been started by schools,7chambers of
commerce, businesses, other existing advisory boards, and elected offi-
cials. They are extremely diverse in their operations, their goals, and their
activities as well as their beginnings. He notes that they all have broad-
based membership representing more than two sectors, usually education,
industry and business, labor, government, and other organizations serving
young people. They are self-organized and responsible for their own con-
tinuation. They serve as neutral ground for the discussion and resolution- of
issues concerning members with different institutional affiliations and
allegiances. Strong leadership within the council that is reflected in its
dealings with the community is essential to the formation and effective
functioning of a collaborative council. Some are affiliated with national
groups, such as the National Work-Educatio Consortium or the National
Association of Industry-Education Cooperation. There are also several state
and regional associations of local collaborative councils.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

In Chapter 1 we described some of the changes in the nature Of jobs since
World War II; more recently there have been marked geographic shifts in
the location of jobs. Formerly prOsperous centers.ofinductry have become
economically depressed because of declines in those industries. Perhaps the
most notable examples are- the Amer4-an automobile and steel industries,
although manufacturers of many otha goods-durable and nondurable--:-
have suffered as well. Within depressed areas,. the economic impact of
massive layoffs or plant closings spreads to.other parts of -the local
economYto the places those workers would be -spending their money if
they were employed. In addition, declining industries are likely to curtail
their training and apprenticeship programs.

In respdrise to declining or unfavorable economic conditions, some
regions ofthe country, all states ,indsome localities have adopted econom-
ic development strategies. Generally the goals are to attract new industries,
revitalize existing industrieS, expand or diversify a states economic base in
order to increase tax revenues, and increase the employment :ate for
residents of the area by either retraining workers or expanding job opportu-
nities. Sortie states house 'the adminiStrative responsibility for economic
development in a single agency, and others set up arrangments that rely, on
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the coOperative efforts: of several existing agencies. In most cases, adminis-
trators give form to their belief that a strong education and training system
positively influences location decisions by including vocational education
in their economic development strategies. Educators or training profession-
als assess employers' needs, plan trainingprograms, develop ctinicula ;and- --
training materials, and sometimes condUct-the-trainiiii-programs: Employ;
ers often arrange for the education and ttaining they need for tbeir workers
under contract with schools or local education agencies.

Economic development StrategieS have turned to researchers studying the
creation of jobs to try to determine which firms to try to attract in order to
increase employment in a, locality. Birch is often cited in the eFonornic
development literature, but his work has been severely'criticized yArming.-
ton and Odle, ;1,982). Birch concluded that small firms account for the
creation of a majority of jobs in this country. He used establishment size as a
proxy for firm size, thereby counting a local franchise of a natiolial corpora-
tion, for example, as a s all business. He also neglected to/consider the
failure rate of small bu inesses, which is very highland /accounts for
significant job loss.' /

A report by another .committee of the National Research Council;
Rethinking Urban Polic : Urban Development in an Advnced Economy
(Hanson, 1983), present detailed analysis of the effects of these geo-
graphic and economic Oifts on American cities. The report suggests that
citiesplan their economic development strategies to take adyantage of their
available resources. For example, in several cities the large commercial
banks that had previpusly served primarily the localit, have worked in-
creasingly on the naltlional and international levels? Sipilarly,, the Boston
area has for many years taken advantage of its strength in highereducation
institutions to attract high-technology firms and other IcoMpanies that iely
heavily on a highly educated work force. On a regional scale, it has been
proposed that New ngland use its concentration of colleges and universi-
ties to attract firms especially high-technology or research firms, as manu-
facturing in the area declines (Commission On Higher Education and the

,

Economy of New England, 1982). -,

In 1982 the Cominittee fOr Economic Developme t released the results of
. its study of publictivate paimership in American cities (Committee
for, Economic Nv lopment, 1982; Tosler and Berger, 1982). The seven:
cities studi..;..:- ...,-t ,e,` resenting purportedly successful experiences in solv-

a large varifitY of loc I conditions into account, f.ised to full advantage the
ing urbani:.,:`,1c: n ns, re examples of ways iwhich civic leaders have taken

andstrengths available, and acitr,oved success. Local initiative supported by
strong civic leaders has proved essential in all cides.:frt Ealt;.r.nore and

Chicago, for example, \a
\

political system it.
,

;1 strotig mayor in a central

\
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role may have accounted for a portion of the success ofthe urban revitaliza-
tion programs. The presence of large corporate headquarters favored Pitts-
burgh as well as. Minneapolis and Saint Paul. Other factors, such as
geographic location, economic base, or the age df the city, work to the
advantage of other cities. However, the absence of these favorable charac-
teristics notfimply failure in other cities. For example, Baltimore has
hid a declining economy and houses no major corporate headquarters but
has nonetheless had some successful projects to revitalize portions of the
downtown area. Education and training were by no means at the heart of the
strategies of the seven cities, but they played a role in the communities'
response to economic and employment conditions.

In 1981 the American Vocational Association a handbook for
vocational educators to use in assisting with economic development straw:-
gies. (Paul and Carlos`; 1981). In preparing the book, the authors visited 1.7
sites with active economic development projects involving vocational edu-
cators. From the diversity of activities they encountered they extracted
guideline for vocational educators to use in working with economic devel-
opment and industry personnel. The varied functions of a "linking agent," a-
person coordinating the activities of educators and business peopte, are .

described. -The handbook also gives instructions on how to plan industry
training programs and how to secure funding, and technical' assistance° for
economic development activities.

Bushnell (1980) stressed the importance Of vocational education in
economic development activities. His paper has a decidedly optimistic
tone; 'he notes the numerous examples Of active involvement of vocational
educators in planning and implementing such state and local programs.
However, a position statement of the National Association of State Direc-
tors of Vocational Education (1981:4) offers a slightly different perspec-
tive, noting

The role of vocational education in economic developMent is not mentioned in
federal legislation [on vocational education]. It is not included in most state plans
for vocational education. It cannot be found in the annals of accomplishments of
vocational education. Even the dramatic accomplishments in econoinic_develop-
ment documented for some, vocational edUcation programs go unnoticed and
unheralded by the national leadership.

The document suggests ways in which vocational educators should improve
program offerings and assert themselves in order to play a more active role
in economic development. Taken together, these two documents (Bushnell,
1980; National Association of State Directors Of Vocational Education,
19.81) suggest that in many cases the involvement of vocational educators in
economic development activities may have been less the result of their own
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assertive efforts than recognition by others of the importance of a stiorlg
education and training system closely tied with businesses. Wnil^ some
vocational educators have initiated an active role in economic develtym&it
efforts, many have not. Opportunities exist for more vocational educators to
become actively invoNed in economic development efforts..

CONCLUSION
. .

There is enormous Variety in. the types of activities that schoOls and busi-
nesses can collaborate to accomplish and in the arrangements they choose
for. doing so. The success of vocational education .prograins and their
collaborative elementsdepends in large measure on their abilityto respond
and adapt .to the changing economy and to local situations. In addition,

. federal and state laws and regulations, such as those regarding certification
of teachers or corporate taxes, can positively affect vocational education
programs and facilitate collaborative efforts.



Strengthenink Vocational
Education: Conclusions and.
Recommendations

VOCATIONAL EIWCATIONAND THE-CHANGING ECONOMY

Human capital is this country's greatest natural resource. At a time when
many newly industrializing countries are upgrading the capabilities of their
peoples at an unprecedented rate and when older,industrial nations, now
fully recovered from the effects of World War II, are challenging the
technological predominance of the United States, the` qualities and capaci-
ties of the American work force cannot be allowed to deteriorate. In this
chapter we call on the nation's public education system to do its part to
strengthen the U.S. economy and its position in the world economy. We

present conclusions and recommendations derived from our. analysis of the

material in the preceding chapters.
Underlying our analysis and recommendations is the belief that vocation-

al education has characteristics that distinguish it from other kinds of
education in fundamental and important ways. Vocational programs are
often conducted in settings different from those. of academic or general
education. Vocational education teachers frequently gain their occupational
training and experience in industry, not in schools ofeducation, as do most
academic or general education teachers. The funding requirements of
vocational programs may well be different from those of other programs.
Our recommendations derive from these and other distinctive characteris-
tics of vocational education and are intended to accommodate, and to use to

. .

k5vantage these differences.
We believe that vocational education suffers from being conferred gener--

ally lower status than academic education, particularly at the high-school

63
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level. The status problem affects vocational education at.the federal level,
in state governtrients, and in the administration of vocational programs in
local school districts. The detrimental effects of this inferior status are
nowhere more apparent than in comprehensive high schools everywhere, in
which vocational &Ideation is often overlooked or slighted in favor.of

o

college preparatory education. Some of the problems are overcome 'in
special vocational high schools and postsecondary vocational programs, in
which many programs are of relatively high quality and their status is
generally higher and more conducive to effective operations. All of our
recommendations are intended to Improve the quality of: vocational educa-
tion programs, and thereby to begin .to raise their status.

As we saw in Chapter 1, the challenges to vocational education posed by,
a changing world .economy are complex and numerous. New entrants into
the labor force reqUire a level and range of skills different from those needed
by past generations. Older workers in fading industries must.develop new
skills or accept lower wages, sometimes both. Productive members of
society:will 'increasingly be expected to modify, upgrade, and update their
knowledge and skills in response to a pace of technological change at least
as rapid as occurred during the great industrialization of America a century
ago.

The proportion of the American work' force employed in manufacturing
occupations has been declining for nearly four decades, and employment
growth has been concentrated in service jobs. While there is disagreement
as tothe future growth in output of the.manufacturing sector in the United
States; there is agreethent that employment opportunities in Manufacturing
industries will not increase. Any growth in manufacturing output will be
due to the adoption of .a more capital-intensive technology. As a con-
sequence, not only will there be fewer jobs in manufacturing in the future,
butalso those that exist are likely to require different skills than are needed,
today. Moreover,, the skills necessary for the service, financial, and other
growth sectors are obviously diffprent from those traditionally necessary in
manufacturing. The problem of designing vocational education programs to
meet these changing skill requirements is that there is no agreement on what
these.skill requirements will be or even on the general direction of change.

The precise direction this change will take.. is r-.\-,-A more difficult to
specify. For example, while it is clear that the revolution in information

processing has just begun, we cannot predict precisely the range of applica-
tions, the speed with which they will be adopted, and the skills that workers
will need in the new indtistries that this revolution is generating. Given the
uncertainty regarding the skill requirements of the economy, it is essential
that the education of America's young'people is designed to enhance their
abilities to adapt as necessary to these changing requirements.
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When change is rapid and its precise direction is difficult. to predict,
;institutions that must adapt to these changes _should be flexible. They
require multiple channels _through which information about economic,
technological, and educational change* can be processed. The decision
pointS regarding how and when to implement change should be as decen-
tralized as feasible, but local administrators or decision makers need in-
formation from national and state levels. Adaptation at the local level can be
encouraged through the supply of sufficient information for detiSion mak-
ing. Decentralization allows for flexibility and adaptation in some parts, of
the system, even if others remain sluggish 'and slow to respond.

As Chapter 2 noted, vocational education institutions in the United States
on the whole are highly varied, contain an extraordinary range of points of ..

decision, and have a considerable capacity to adapt to change. Just to name
the types of vocational educational institutions is to emphasize their diversi-
ty. Yocatienal programs in comprehensive high schools are perhaps the
most nunierous and best known. At th:. level there are also specialized
vocational high schools,- regional technical institutes, and area vocational
centers, 'which high- school students attend on a part-time basis.

Postsecondary vocational education s even more varied and complex.
Junior and community colleges provide extensive, varied, and highly
flexible set of vocational programs.- in addition, there are proprietary
schools; regional occupational centers; on-the-job training .prOvided direct-
ly by industry, CETA, or JTPA- centers; trade schools; 0411 apprenticeShip
programs.

The mix. of these institutions and their mode of operation vary,greatly
among states.and among regions within states. In some parts of the country,
postsecondary scbool, play the dominant public role. In other states,
regional technical schools are key. In still others, specialized vocational
high schools mal7e lIspecially valuable contributions.

While some policy analysts may object to the variety and overlapping
responsibilities of vocational-education institutions-, the committee believes
that the complexity of the system contributes-to its strength, To the extent'
that vocational progi-ams compete with one another for students, for teach-
ers, for public resources, and for contacts with local business and industry,
these institutions have incentives to modify and adapt their training to the
changing labor market. The revolution in word and data processing, for
:Ixample, has generated a strong market demand for workers with skills
relevant to the operation of computers. Actions to supply training programs
came first from industry. Postsecondary schools and proprietary institutions
and now the more advanced high-school programs are upgrading their
offerings in these areas. Those parts of the country in which program
innovation was most rapid are reaping the economic advantages. Other
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states and localities are now making their own assiduous efforts to.catch up,
usually through state or- regional economic. development plans.. Even
though sluggishneSs may be found in so'me'places, it is doubtful that a more \

centrally planned vocational education system would have responded to
technological 1:liange more quickly.

As decen,i;ized and flexible as the American vocational educational
system is, however; many of its components have become rigid and stag-
nant; and it is in these areas that institutional reform, is especially needed.
The greatest problems are found at the secondary level, particularly in
comprehensbie high schools. Here public vocational education across the .

country. began some six or seven decades ago, and here past practices have
become so deeply embedded in an institutional framework that flexibility
and responsiveness are more the exception than the rule. Requirements
governing the recruitment, certification, promOtion, compensation, and
retention of teachers are so well defined that adaptation to new technologies -
is costly and slow. AlsO problematic are rules. governing the allocation of
resources, the acquiSititin.of equipment, and the use of facilities.

The. Role of Vocational Education in -Economic Development

In economic terms, vocational education can be viewed as an investment in
human capital to the extent that it contributes to the future earnings (and
thereby increases the productivity5 of its graduates who are employed.
Some people enroll in vocational education programs while they are work-
ing in order to upgrade their skills, thus increasing their prOductivity and
attractiveness to their employers: Other students, particularly those in high
school, are not working in jobs they will continue to hold after they graduate
and will look for jobs once they graduate from school. Obviously, vocation-
al education programs can improve the jobproductivity of their students
Only if there are ultimately job openings for thoSe students to fill. Therefore,
a healthy local economy clearly increases the retums to vocational educa-
tion programs.

13,1t can vocational education programs actually create a healthy local
economy? While it is true that strong economies have skilled work forces,
that firms consistently rate-the presence of a skilled work force as an
important determinant of their location decisions, and that vocational edu-
cation programs increase the skill levels of their students, it does not follow
that vocational education programs can create a pool of skilled labor in an
economically depressed-area. Because the skilled graduates of vocational
education prograins most often leave distressed areas that cannot provide
employment opportunities, a skilled labor pool cannot be developed and
kept in place for any period of time A strong vocational education program,
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can nonetheless be an important component in local economic development
initiatives. If .a 1661 vocational 'education. program has the capacity to
provide the training required by particular employers considering an area
for relocation, the vocational eduCation program itself can be aStrong force
in attracting them. It is the capacity of the program to, meet or adapt to
specific needs of employers, not the number of students trained or the pool
created, that has the potential to attract jobs.

Responsibilities of the Public Education System

We have noted the critical need for young adultS to master the bask
educational skills and work ..habits required to achieve employability,
whether college bound or not, and to attain more specific vocational skills
and experiences. We also have noted that far too many high-school gradu-
ates are deficient in bask or vocational skills, work habits, or all 8I these.
The comprex array of individual, family, and community factors that
contribute to such socially unwanted results 'notwithstanding., we believe
that the public education system.must take responsibility for ensuring that
young people are effectively prepared for -both employment and further
education. Every, young person, must be prepared, upon graduation from
high school; for employment; further study, or both. All too often prepara-
tion of college-bound high-school students has in the:practices of high
schools taken precedence over preparation for employment, with the un-
happy result that vocational education students have inadequate basic and
occupational skills. We believe that providing an effective array of voca-
tional education opportunities Is a role of publiC high schools :equal in
importance to their role.of preparing students for college.
:While we do recommend expanded efforts at collaboration between

vocational education and the private sector, we do not believe that employ-
ers should assume greatly increased re§ponSibility for education and train-
ing. The economics of the private sector would work against employers
assuming major responsibility °for educating and training their employees.
Probably only large firms _could afford to do a substantial. amount of
training. Once trained, the workers would become a marketable commod-
ity; firms would compete to hire them. The trained employees would be
hired away from' the firms that paid for the training, thus eventually
removing their incentive to train. This situation is full justification for
keeping the responsibility for employment training or vocational education
in the public sector, where it is now.
.5. The diversity of educational institutions5,1which we support in general,

makes it all trio easy for each school or program to avoid assuming:the
responsibility for ensuring that students have adequate grounding in basic
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. and vocational skills. Paradoxically, the fragmentation seems most severe
in comprehensive high schools, which Muse academic, general, and voca-
tional education programs. The teaching of basic educational skills is
problematic both because of their importance and because of the ill-defined
'nature of the responsibility for teaching them'. Vocational education teach-
ers and administrators can shift the .responsibility for failing to teach
students who are not competent in the basic skills to other parts of the school-
system; in fact ,'teachers of academic and general eduCation most Soften have
not wanted vocational teachers.to assume responsibility for teaching basic
educational. skills.

The primary responsibility for teaching basic skills should be borne by
elementary-.schOol teachers and. administrators. Introducing occupational
information in the elementary grades can, we believe, help to motivate
some students who are otherwise uninterested in learning school subjects.
Remediation at the high-school level is a more difficult probletn, one that
'often has ill-defined responsibilities. Issues to be resolved include who
should bear the costs of 'remediation in high schools, how to motivate
students, and which teachers are the best equipped to teach baSic skills at
this level.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND mut; PRIVATE SECTOR

As we have seen,, 'Collaboration between educatois and business or labor
leaders is not a new idea. The Vocational Education Act of 1963 established
the.polic.y of involving the private sector in vocational education planning
throughnational, state, and local advisory councils. Employers and unions
have been involved in the activities of vocational student organizations for
many years. There are national organizations for people who tarry out
collaborative. activities, such. as the National Association of Industry-
Education Cooperation and the National Work-Education Consortium.
Close ties with business and labor seem to be typical of high ;quality
vocational education program's. The committee believes that collaboration
between education and employMent is needed in far more settings. We
believe that collaborative ventures should be extended to other programs
and situations and that a wide variety of options is open to those who want to
improve their vocational programs through collaboration with employers.

. Why should businesses use their resources tohelp public schools prepare
students for work? When most businesses are dealing with difficult eco-
nomic conditions, incentives to collaborate with schools must include more
than an appeal totheir sense of civic responsibility. Collaborative efforts
must be demonstrated to be adVantageous to them...

The availability 'a trained work force may prove incentive; enough to
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limas that otherwise would have difficulty hiring qualified workers. Thusit
is rather.easy to see why there are already links between such etriplOyers and
high-quality vocational education programs. In such situations collabora-
tion works to the advantage of all involved. However, using coliaboratiVe
efforts to imprOye weak program's may require that educators be induced to
improve their programs and change their adthinistative procedures and that
businesses be induced to use their resources to help improve the qualifica-
tions of program graduates.

The benefit's of collaborative efforts accrue principally to employers,
who gain access to better-trained potential eniployees, and to students, who
receive better training and occupational experience; Schools benefit in that
they can provide better training. Teachers benefit if they receive training or
work experience from private-sector. emplOyers. Insofar as collaboration
improves the'education and training of future workers, it benefits society by
increasing jhe workers' productivity and enhancing economic growth.

Education and training are improved by collaboration with private - sector
employers in four ways. First, with aid from the private sector, schools Can
gain access to better, up-to-date equipment and can then modify their
curricula accordingly in order to train students in up-to-date job skills...--
Second, through collaboration and the sharing of inforrnagon, schools can
prepare students for jobs that are likely to be, available when the students
graduate. Third, students who have contact with employers through their
school programs are likely to develop positive work habits and may find it
easier to get jobs once they graduate. Fourth, through their supervised work
experiences, students establish an employment record that may help them
get jobs.

Characteristics of.Successful Collaborative Efforts

Most-successful collaborative efforts are initiated locally, but some are
organized at the state or regional (within the state) level, and some success-
ful local ventures expand to the state or even the national level. The types of
projects-that are- successful in local situations vary greatly. Collaborative
efforts are created in response,to a perceived local need or problem. What
works in Boston may fail in Houston:And a Work-study arrangement that is
effective for the Continental-Illinois Bank in Chicago may not work fora
graphics firm in the same city. From this enormous diversity we can draw -

generalizations based-on studies of collaboratiVe projects..that have been
judged successful,

Collaborative projects area like any, other human endeavor in that their
success depends on the individuals involved. The personal commitment of
top leadert on all. sides,is'etitical. And, of course, the competence of the
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people actually running tare project is essential. The best way to, initiate and
sustain a collaborative project may be through a "catalytic agent," that is,

one key individual who is committed to' the project, who can effectively
cpmmunicate with theessen Oa] parties on all sides, who has a sense of what
will generate success and what will fail. The catalytic agent May come from
the school, from the business firm, froth it. labor 'union; Or from a ,,,X
coMmunity-based organizatiOn, but he or she must understand the roleS of/
all in :the joint effort. Collaborative ventures, by, their very nature, are
voluntary and will. be effectiVe only if all the individuals involved are
committed to the endeavor and are active, contribpting participants., In `such

projects there are only active participants; none' of the principal parties
serves in a purely advisory role.

The locus of the initiative for any particular project doesinot determine its'
suceesSorfailure; schdols and businesses are equally likely to start success- ..
ful partnerships..Some projects involve only One program'or school and one

business firm, 'perhaps also With:the participation of a Iabor;,union or a
community -based organization. A' vocational eduCation program may, for.
example, .modify/slightly its curriculum to adapt' to advances in an occupa-

tion :with the atisistar e of industry in the form of borrowed equipment,

borrowed personnel; supervised work,experience for,students, or summer

internships for teachers. In other instances, several firms needingemploy-

ees with the same 'general skills may band together to work.with several
schools in a district. The impetus for either type of project may come from.

any one' of participants. Reviews of collaborative efforts reveal that:.
most start on a rather modest scale, perhaps involving only one vocational

program or a few student :workers. Once the project is under way; opera-

tions can be modified i% necessary, and the endeavor can be expanded.

Frequently employers who have Once worked with the schools seek further
involvement,;perhaps innew areas such as basic skills or in clenientary

schools when they had previbusly worked exclusively with high-school

vocational education students. .

Some people believe it 'is easier tosell collabOrativ.e projects; that is, 'to

gain continued or increased support or' to initiate such an .effort in a new

setting, if their success can be demonstrated. Documentatibn ,may be

facililate'd if the goals of the undertaking are clearly stated and if,m'odestbut

. usable records of progress toward meeting those goals are_ maintained., In

this way, all concerned 1;arties----business people, educatOrs,labor leaders;T"
community leaders, student4, and parents---c. an judge ,the- value Of the

projects..
We have noted before that there are many examples 'of successful

collaborativeefforts, Kit many- more are needed. Why have they-hot arisen

sponianeOusly? SoMe require relatiVely 'small investments of money or.

8
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equipment, but all require a sizable inve:11ent of people's time.and energy.
. .

.

Public-school teachers or administrators are h.1,ical ones to reach but to _..i
bUsiness for assistance in Various forms, but they are exceedingly busy,
sometimes overburdened, with' the daily work of operating their programs .

or schools. SOmetimes, too, schOol personnel do not know how to make
contact with employers in the private sector. Cominunity-based organiza-

. . don's, labor unions, or employers themselves could assist in such instances.
Presinably, when enough vocational education teachers gain work exPeri:.'
enc.&

I

in industry,' this barrier can be overcome more easily.
Attitudes toward education and training are,glsocritic al to collaboration.

Educators must acknowledge that they do nothave a monopoly on teaching,
and that the traditional arrangements of teaching bray need to be altered to'
suit the needS of students, employers; and educators. Students and workers
shoUld look forward "to periodic retraining throughout their working lives.
Education should he viewed as an open process, one that encopasses all Of

.ii.pers
,

it's life, not just the hours spent in 'school and not just the school
years.. . .

.

Legislatibn has been proposed in the U.S. Senate that would offer tax
incentives to corporations to encourage them to contribute equipment and
other forms of support to .schools.. One_such bill; S. 1195, the High
Techn3logy Research and 'EduCational Development Act of 1983, would.
include' secondary and postsecondary vocational schools as well as
elementary schobIS in its 'proviSions.. Corporate contributions that. would

tax
.

carry x advantages ("enhanced deductions") include computer equip-
!

...ment,.software, and related ofientation, maintenance, and repair services;
,

.. .
scientific and technical equipment not more than three years old for use in .
education, research; and research training;.and financial supplementation g,
of faculty salaries.or the loan of instructors from business and industry i

1

personnel. .

...,, .

Recommendations
.1

CollabOration with Employers Mechanisms and incentives should be
'established, to induce educatorS. and . employers to work together. in the
planning and provision of occupational education. and training.' InCentives..
for teachers could include, releasing them' from teaching and administrative
duties, giving benuses for establishing links with private-sector employers,
and.pWarding'internships in buSiness. Education administrators should give
consideration to awarding school.credit to students who take courd es taught
in collaboration with employersin. the workplace or by corporate person -' .

nel. TaX incentives' may he appropriate to encourage- firms to donate
equipment to schools and to allow schools to Use the employers equipnient

I .
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for training purposes in the workplace. The equipment used for twining
need not always be neW,"butit should not be obsolete, Tax incentives may
also be usedlo encourage employers to lend personnel to teach or to help
sliffport vocational education teachers in the schoolS,

. EDUCATION FOR lomORROv,;IS JOBS

. .
. . %.:.

Coordination.of Vocational Education and Employment Training. Ilw,re
.. . ,

should LC as `much overlap tur feasible in, membershipson local ybcatioial
,:.:ducation councils and.Private industry councils and on-the state vocational
eddcation advisory committees and the state coordinating councils required
by the Job.Training Partnership Act. The committee endorses the provisions ,

of the JTPA intended to ensure coordination among employment training '.
organizations and the public school system. .

.
.

In urging better coordination between JTPA and public vocational educa-
tion, we do not wish to remove all apparentiedundancy.' As noted at the ' ,

beginning of this chapter, we .believe that a diverse and decentralized
system can better servelAividuals' educational needs, and respond more
quickly to changes in the ,economy thaii could .a monolithic education
system. We recommend Coordination in orderlo ensure the existence of an
appropriate array of sChoOls and training,centers with different approaches
necessary to meet the edUcational and training objeCtives of a 'diverse
population. ", - G. 0

a . .,

Supervised Work Experience for Students

As we described in Chapter 2, there are - three main types of work-
. .

experience programs in which vocational education students can partici-
pate: -coo e 've education, work-study, and apprenticeship programs.

. Whil each of these tends to have dgtirictive characteristics; good programs
share certain traits. The following comments apply least of all. to work7.
study progrims, however, since their primary purpose is.to,give economi-
cally disadvantaged.students paid employment rather than work experience '

as an adjunct to training.
The two components of arsupervised work-experience rogramthe

education and 3hdemploymentshould be clbsely_related to' one'.
This principle is obvious, but it is not always followed. The iMpOrtanceand
relevance of the skills taught in school should be made eYideht to the _
students both while they are in school and while theyarewOrking. Like-
wise, the work required of the ,students on the job should be as close as

. possible to that required once the training program is completed., that is, in
regular full-time jobs:- ,

The best programs ,withlwork-experience comp6'nents are ones in +i,vhich

. completion is determined on th Ii4is.of mastery Of certain knowledge and
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skills, not simply on the passage of time. The objectives of the training and
the -work should be clearly stated before students enroll in the programs. I

Progression toward 'competency in both components of theprogram should
be determined at; reasonable iraivals throughout the program.

. The work-experience component of the program should be carefully
supervised, by the 'employer and also by a teacher or coordinator from the
school. While this is standard practice.in high-quality programs, it is nit
universally done. By saying that teachers or education coordinators should ,

Monitor the work of students, we do not mean that school personnel should
be given authority over employees in the workplace. They should visit the
students on the job periodically to see the work conditions, the work
assignments, the type and extent of supervision, the nature of contact with
other employees, and the like. This coordination by school personnel is k

essential to the meshing of the components of the program and also to the
assignment of school credit for the work portion of the program when it is
applicable. .

Wherever feasible the employers and education coordinators should
make arrangements that enable students to Work alongside other employees.
so that they see what fullAimepaid employment is really like. In this way,
the-gudents haVe the best opportunity toobserVe practical and-4i..:tiVe
work habits. It is important for them to 'see which of their habits or
expectations are at variance with the:behavior employerS wish to see in their,
employees. In some industrial settingsit.may not be possible for students to
be totally integrated-with the regular work fOice. Cencems for security or
occupational safety or constraints iniposed by the students' limited skills
may militate against their being incorporated into the regular work environ-
ment. In such cases, and we hope they are few, extra efforts should be made
to give the students routine exposure, albeit on a limited basis; to regular
employees and their work:

Reniediation of deficiencieS in basic educationalskil Is should be separate
from the work experience. It is not reasonable, to expect employers,to
remedy these deficipcies or to employ students seriously in ..need of
educational remediation. However, the schools can and should provide
remediation to students who need help in mastering the basic skills before
they participate inwork-experience programs, Lack of competence, in the
basic skills contributes to the problem of access to high-quality vocational;
pogroms, which is discussed later in this chapter. The committee believes`
that to burden the employment component of such programs with remedia-
non is to doom them to failure. Similarly, to expect employers to hire

:students who have not mastered the basic educational and occupational
skills required on the job is : employers -must be alloWed to set -
reasonable criteria for selecting students for work- experience 'programs.
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° Competency -Based Work-Experience Programs \Unions, educators, and
. .

ernployers.should work to change the requ rements for the completion of
cooperative education and apprenticeship program$; they 'should be based

on competence rather tharitime:---This-change will hefraught with diffical-
ties and will require the expenditure or considerable, money ,,,,c--,- rime; : but

iwe believe it is extremely important. Curre i tly the most common arrange-
ment requires that people participate in .pprer-.ship programs fora

period of time, after which they become !!rnemen. In cocipera--
five education programs, high-school g4duatio,, :Jiifies completion.
Some unions are working to modify apprenticeship.systeins, but progress is

slowed by competing demands for the p4sonnel and financial resources
necessary to make the required changes. The difficulties' in trying to revise
.programs along these lines are analogous to those in instituting minimum
competency tests as the basis for awarding high-school diplomas. The
difficulties in deciding what competencies should, be included, deciding
what levels of skill are required, and determining how to measure these

abilities are not to be underestimated. I I

I- . . '1
, *.

Apprenticeship Programs The Office of Vocational and Adult Education

in the U.S. Department of Education shoUld work with the Federal Commit-

tee on Apprenticeship and the Bureau of Apprenticeship Training in the
U.S. Department of Labor to revise the criteria for completion of appren-

ticeship programs. Completion should be based on competence rather than
the period of participation .in the programs. These groups should take_the

lead in developing appropriate training curricula and competency/testi for
apprenticeship programs. The Departinent of Labor should fund work by

1 ,
Unions to develop criteria for completion and Competency tests.

I

IMPROVING VOCATIONAL JEDUCATION PROGRAMS
' 1

We have identified three main area in which we think public "vocational

educatiOn needs improvemeni. Oui /general approach is -to recommend
methods or,policiesthat work in some settings and to apply them to the
institution with the greatest need forlimprovementpublic comprehensive.
high sdhools. ! !

Our fiiv concern is vocational education teachers,..particularlyl, at the

high-sChOol level. We recommend changes in their pre-service and in-

-

1

set-vice training, in `their certification; and in the policies governing their
hiring and pay. Our second concern is the funding of public Vocational

I

1-

/
0 40 'jr
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education programs. We highlight problems mike recommendations
based on our collective experience about what tlPws in other situations.

Our third concern is access to high-quality vocatPona! education pro-
grams, particularly for economically or educationally disadvantaged stu-
dents. In this case We take a different tack. A significain part of the problem
is the deficiencies in basic educational or occupational skills or work habits
of disadvantaged students. We believe it would do no good for us simply to
recommend stronger basic education and more effective socialization of
these students. Therefore, we have chosen to recommend experimentation
with a radically different way of improving access to programs and alsO'
remedying deficiencies in the basic skills of students. We acknowledge that
our approach. will meet With immediate and strong opposition from some
quarters. We are willing \to take the risk since more conventional nieans
have not proved.effective. We want to.urge, however, that these particular
recommendations be used to supplement and not to supplant current efforts
in remediation and improving access. In other words, the funding of regular
programs should continue at no less than the current levels and should not be
diminished by experimentation.

Strengthening Teaching :

The primary place of training and certification ofi'vocational education
teachers- is in colleges of education, which seem to operate primarily to
prepare teachers of academic subjects. By and 'Sege they haye not paid
special attention to vocational education and the differences in teaching
methods requirEd for vocational in contrast to other education. Occupation-

experience in industry, which can be extremely valuable for those who
teach vocational skills, is often not awarded College,credit, nor is itcon-,
idered in the certification process.,
Certification requirements are set at the state or local lei,e1, so there is

variation across the country. Public-high-school teachersvocational and
,otherare usually required' to hold teachers' certificates. earned through
work at teaChers' colleges. Certification requirements often specify particu-
lar courses or particular teacher training institutionsrequirements that
reduce flexibility in hiring and eliminate the possibility of discovering
whether other types of preparation are effective. Requirements are not as
stringent at the postsecondary level, so administrators have more flexibility
and a potentially larger pool of teachers from which to choose. The single
most important difference in vocational education at the two levels is that
postsecondary schools can hire people who have gained their occupational
training in business rather than in the classroom. This isgenerally viewed as.
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an option that should he available to high schools, a view that the committee
shares.

The committee is not convinced that the benefits of certification require-
ments ,for vocational education teachers Outweigh the costs. We do know
that the requirements limit the pool of potential teachers, some of whom
might be talented and effective. We believe there should be university-
based training for teachers, but we believe that allowance should be made

for other types of training, particularly occupational training or experience
in the workplace.- .

We believe that the best way of determining the most effective means of
preparing teachers is to let education administrators choose those people
who appear to haVe the requisite occupaiional and teaching skills. Adniinis -.

trators' choices will b_ e made !carder and riskier because of the difficulty in

trying to predict who will be effective teachers. Such choice currently exists
at the postsecondary but not generally at the secondary level. Nevertheless,
we believe the risk is worth taking, at least on a trial basis,_ in order to
improve the preparedness.of vocational:education teachers. If administra-
tors select teachers who have no formal training in teaching, they should.
provide and require in-service training in these skills. Taken together, these
provisions would allow greater" flexibility in hiring teachers while giving

some insurance against potentially harmful deficiencies in teaching abili-
ties.

Awarding tenure to teachers is often thought.to remove some of their
incentives to adapt to change. This is of particular concern for vocational
education, given the constantly and rapidly changing world of work to
which vocational prOgrams must adapt. The problem of keeping programs
current is especially severe at the high-school level, in large. measure
because of the high proportion of tenured high-school teachers. Seniority,
especially as b' factor in deciding who is fired in a reductionin the teaching
force, contributes to the problem of keeping vocational education teachers

current in their occupational fields..
0- Pay structures for high-School teachers vocational or othergenerally

do not differentiate pay levels by field or competence.: This makes it
extremely difficult for schools to attract and retain teachers in subjects that
are in high demand (such as comPuter-related or technical fields) or to
reward especially effectiveteachers. While there has been widespread and
vehement resistance to changing pay scales, experiments or new policies.

are being instituted in several places across the country. -
"The level of teachers' salaries is an extremely sensitive issue. As noted at

a convocation on precollege science and mathematics education held at the
National Academy of Sciences (National Academy of Sciences and Nation-,
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al Academy of Engineering', 1982), opinions vary about how to raise the
quality of high- school teachers. Some think pay for all teachers is too low to
attract qualifitkl people: Other. think differential pay should be instituted so
that narkc forces can work to adjust.the salaries of teachers. Houstoriand
Memphis are experimenting with differential pay scales, bUt the projects are
still-under way and the effects of the experiments have nett been determined:
Others,,think that tow morale is a more severe problem than low pay and that
recognition for outstanding performance and freedom from noninstruction-
al duties would imProve 'the. quality of teaching.

Recommendations

Certification of Teachers. Requirements hit:. the certification of vocation-
al education teachers should be-modified to'reflect the needs of vocational
educationin particular, the importance of occupational training or experi-
ence in industry. Certification should be based on judged competence in
both teaching and the relevant occupation rather than on completion of a
bachelor's degree in teacher education, which may be largely ifrelevant to
vocational education programs.

Training of Teachers 'To serve adequately the needs of vocational educa-
tion, teacher training institutions should develop, in addition to the standard
curriculum, special curricula for people who have gained most of their
occupational knowledge and experience through employment and not in
college. The curricula for vocational education teachers should be short,
effective, and aimed at teaching practices in a wider variety of instructional
settings than curricula in many other education programs. They should
allpw people trained' in the workplace to demonstrate their occupational
skills and be exempted from some occupational courses.

In-Service Training of Teachers In-service training programs for vt
tional education teachers should offer a variety of opportunities fortee0
with different strengths and weakneSses. Effectiveness in teaching should
be stressed for those teachers (most often those who learned their occupa-
tional skills in industry) who have little experience in teaching. Internships
in business should be made available on a_regular basis so that all vocational
education teachers can periodically sharpen .their occupational skills and
knowledge. Such work experience should be considered part of in-service
training for teachers and should be awarded appropriate'credit in a system
that requires such.
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Part-Time Vocational Eyhtcation Teachers Once certification rcquire-
ments are changed appropriately, high-school administrators should take
advantage of opportunities to hire part-time teacher's for vocational educa-
tion programs. Recruitment efforts should be focused on employees in the
private sector Who are competent both in their occupations and in instruct-
ing others in their areas of expertise. This practice ha% been effective in
postsecondary institutions, and we believe it could be used to ease the

problems in high schools as well. ,

Pay Scales for Teachers Pay systems that reward the excellence of indi-
vidual teachers and permit differentiation by field should be instituted
wherever possible. Such arrangements should be included in collective

bargaining agreeements.

Strengthening ina g

For *ding purposes vocational education might well be viewed as more
similar to university research programs than to other secondary education.
VoCational program -costs are highly variable and depend on equipment

costs to a greater degree than many academic programs. The costs, of
keeping programs current with'changing technology and of initiating new
programs in reponse to the demands of the economy often exceed available

funds. These costs for any program, while notincurred annually, need to be

accommodated by the annual budgets of local and stateeducation agencies.

As we have seen, Capitation financing formulas for school programs limit

the ability of education administrators toallocate funds according to chang-
ing priorities or differences in program costs. Capitation funding is a
disincentive to schools' allowing students to attend classes in other schools.

Funds available to accommodate changing priorities within vocational
education and 1.7, improve or update programs are limited. The problein is
particularly acute at local levels, where programs are modified and
collaboration with the private sector is undertaken. Funds for program
improvement tend to be spread thinly over many purposes; with little
opportunity to assemble a critical mass of funds to achieve needed change in

any one area.
Finding funds to purchase or lease eXpensive capital equipment is often

difficult, especially in local school districts, and arrangements' to exploit

fully the available equipment among different programs, Fchools are

sometimes difficult to implement. The need for expensi-_, t!-,,Aipment is

often short term, offering tile opportunity forseveral prograwa; or schools to

use the came equipmqnt if barriers to sharing can be overcome.
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Recommendations.

Funding. Forthulas' In addition to enrollnient figures, vocational .educa-
lion program funding fdrmulas should includeactors that reflect determi-
nants of .program cost, such as the educational\disadvantage of students.
(requiring remediation), the costs of capital eq14ment, the salaries of-a
teachers and administrators, curriculum revision, and, the like: Formulas
should permit a phased shift in funding for students who\are jointly enrolled
in. two schools. or who shift from one school to another.

Pooling Equipment Statewide and regional pools of expense equipment
that reasonably can be shared should be established. At the\local level
capital equipment resources, both public and private, should be Identified,
and means for scheduling their use among several: programs shuld be
established. Opportunities for 'leasing equipment, particularly. for 'short-.
term trainin;:r programs or. economic development efforts, should bn-
vestigated.. Similarly, opportunities for borrowing equipment from busk
nesses should be sought,

Funding for Program Improvement If public schools are to accomplish
.. the goal of providing Um-to-date and effective .vocational education for all

students who want, it, they should have Stiff it resources not only to
maintain .the good programs they have, now t. also to modify existing
programs and initiate new ones .to teach the skills required by employers.
They will also need 'additional money. to provide remediation for education-
ally.-disadvantaged students.

Improving Access to Vocational Educatim;! Programs

Yoisrg people who live in economically depressed rural areas or inner cities
frequently find it difficult to gain access to high-quality education and
training program's. Where high-quality programs are available, students
with deficiencies in basic skills may be denied .access because there are
more qualified appliCants than places in the prograMs. In such cases, t1 re
is virtually no incentive for schools to provide reinediation For the basic
skills deficiencies of the students who apply for admission to the programs:
Administrators of superior programs have little incentive to seek out inner-

' city or rural young people as students or to help them nieet quickly the'
academic requirements of admission.

A second barrier to enrollment for disadvantaged students is.the.simple
undersupply of sound vocational programs in many but by no means all
depressed inner-city or rural communities. There may be.few high-quality

8,9
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programs that are located within commuting distance. of inner -city or rural
-residents. If economically disadvantaged young people from these areas
move to an area in which _there, are better training opportunities, they
generally do not have the financial resources necessary to enroll in the better

programs.
The committee has considered two plans, which seem to merit ex-

perimentation, designed to ameliorate the problem of access to higg-quality
vocational education programs. The first is a system of vocational incentive
grants, patterned after basic education opportunity grants. Such a syStem
would provide grants to institutions on behalf of students between the ages
of 14 and 18. The size of the grant would be scaled to the student's economic
resources; generany including family income and economic obligations.
The grants could be used 'to obtain vocational training in Public or private
schools anywhere in the country, without regard to the previous residence
of the student. The grants would provide for training for each-eligible
student at maximum value equal to 100-120 :percent of national average
expenditures per student in secondary vocational education programs.
Students could use their grants any time during their four years of eligibility
and for sufficient time to complete their programs. .

We believe that such .a program would encourage the development of.

good training programs in'geographie areas it,-.1abited by low-incoine fami-
lies: The funding. mechanism would provide a stronger incentive than.
currently exists for training institutions to low-income youth. Such a
program should supplement existing programs and efforts to improve
access. The amount paid to an institution would .be independent of other
resources--4ublic or pri vateavailahle to the accredited institution. Public
vocational schools would have some advantage in competition with private
schools because they would receive not only the vocational incentive grants
but also the usual public funds. We have deliberately suggested a relatively
high maximum amount for each grant to ensure adequate attention to basic

skills as. well as to vocational education needs. A vocationalincentive grant
program could give low-income students a larger choice 'in vocational
programs than they currently have.

The second model is adapted from the approach now used to design
education programs for students with handicapping conditions. Under this
arrangement state and local education agencies would be required to de-
velop an individualized vocational education plan for every. high-school
student who sought.it for any of the standard program offerings: The plan
would specify objectives for both basic 'skills, and vocational education as
well aSthe programs through which the objectives could. be met. To the
extent thatohe objectives could not be met by the local public school,
arrangements could be made with the active, assistance and oversight of the..
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state agency to make use of any appropriate resourcespublic or.private,
local or other,---to meet those objectives. Federal; state, and local resources..
that ordinarily could be used for the education of the student could be
applied to meeting the plan objectiVes, and the local and state agencies
would be accountable for the quality and appropriateneSs of the vocational
education provided.

The primary advantages of this approach lie in the required focus on the
needs of individual students. the increased potential for recognizing prob-
lems and assigning responsibility, the increased participation of relevant
people in the education decisions, and the potential use of community-wide
resources to fulfill objectives. The primary disadvantages-lie in the sub-
stantially increased cost, especially in htiman resources, of preparing the
plans: the disiticentives to enroll more students, since they May request such
plans: and the relatively weak incentives to create new program opportuni-
ties.

The committee recognizes that these two approachesvocational incen-
tive grantS and individualized vocational education plansrepresent signif-
icant departures froM current practices and istherefore unwilling to recom-
mend rlational implementation of either model without substantial empiri-

. cal study. We have far more confidence in thepracticality and effectiveness
of vocational incentive grants, however, and frame our recommendations

'accordingly. We know that such grants are likely:to Meet with strenuous.
opposition within the education community. Still, we believe experimenta-
tion is warranted and should help to,improve vocational education programs
and disadvantaged students'. access to better programs.
. An important and anticipated effect of vocational incentive grants is the
promotion of competition and entrepreneurship in the 'provision of voca-
tional education. Private and Rublic schools alike would compete to enroll
students, presumably by strengthening their programs. and by actively
recruiting' to enroll students with such grants. This open competition offers
the advantage of flexibility, but it also raises the issue of consumer protec-
tion. Students should not unknowingly waste their grants and their time on
ineffective:training programs. TWo procedures could avoid this: One is
accreditation 'of training institutions, and the other is a requirement for
`.`truth. in training.' Truth in training, as outlined in our recommendation
below, is.the less cumbersome procedure and; if carried Out effectively, is
likely to provide a greater degree of protection Overall: It Would be relative.'
I y easy.tO implement, since vocational eduCators are. accustomed to evaluat-
ing their programs in terms of completions and placements otstudents and
in terms of employers' views of training.' The . two proc'edures are not
mutually incompatible and could . well be used jointly: '

For programs that have been in existence three or more years, the
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truth-in-trainingt evaluation should include data on enrollments, comple- -
tiOns, placements, and beginning wages. The academic qualifications of .
program completers shOuld be described. A forecast of job Openings for the'
next two years should be given. Upon request, potential applicants should
be given the name address, and telephone number of the personnel office of
firms that have hired graduate.. FOr newer programs, the materials pro-
vided to prospective students should include as much.of the above informa-.
tion as possible, together. with a soy -what more thorough. prospectus
describing the skills to be taught, the t' .s of training and work experience,
the expected size of the job 'marke Minimum academic' qualifications
required of Student, and .the training .,nd experience of faculty.

Recommendations' .
Vmational Incentive Grants The federal government should initiate,
substantial experiment in vocational incentive grants for high-school voca-
tional eduction students. The experiment should be designed to test eligi-
bility .criteria, appropriate grant !eV-els, and implernentatiOn processes and
to assess the effects on students and educational institutions..The purposes
and authorities of the Job Partnership A'aseetri appropriate to this
experiment, and'the resources therein, together with those available to the
U.S Department of Education, should b'e used to finance this wa.',

Consumer Protection in Vocational Education All training institutions
that accept vocational incentive grants or that receive Vocational Education
Act funds should. be required to provide to any interested party detailed .
deScriptions':of their programs, including courses offered. skills taught,
relirementS for enrollment, and opportunities for work experience, as well
as written eValuations of each of their programs.

CoNct.usiON:
.

In this chapter we have outlined ourfindings and conclu.sions regarding the
vocational education system, its relation to the changing economy,eits role
in economic development, its

and
with private-seetor. employers,

and its institutional strengths and weaknesses. Readers who would like to
place a Vastly increased responsibility .for .training, on employers will be .
diSappointed with:our recommendations: We firmly believe that it is the
responsibility of the: public edUeation system to prepare students for both
emplOyment and further education.' We do not think that responsibility
should be shifted to private employers,- although Vve.dothink-employers can
help significantly in the way. we have outlined.
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We believe that sonic important and fundamental changes need' to be
made in the vocational education system if it is to do its job effectively.
Probably the most important °I.-those changes are intended to strengthen the
teaching and financing of vocational education. One central change that we

..see as 'desirable seems virtually impossible to legislate or i stitute. We
would like to see vocational education become an equal artner with
college-preparatory education in the edueation system as a wh le. The most
effective vocational programs are deserving, of that respect now,,, and we %

would like .to see all programs raised to that level of quality and esteem.

is
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APPENDIX Selected Tables on
Youth Employment
and Unemployment

The following tables are drawn from "A Descriptive Analysis of Employed
and Unemployed Youth," written for the committee by Michael E. Boms:
The paper will appew in modified form in a book on youth employment
1roblerns to be published by W. E. Upjohn Institute for. Employment
Research. These tables were created from data in the National Longitudinal
Surveys of Youth Labor Market Experience.

The National Longitudinal Surveys of Youth Labor Market Experience
are conducted annually with over. 12,000 young people. When weighted, as
in the following tables, they represent the national population born in the
years 1957 through 1964 (for further details on the NLS, gee the National
Longitudinal Surveys Handbook published bY the:Center_for_
source Research, Ohio State University, 1982). 'Special analyses were
made for this report using the spring,1981 survey. wave. These data are used
to describe the characteristics of employed and unemployed young people
as of that time Most of the analises are limited to those who were ages
16-21 at the time of that interview. Since the interviews were conducted in .
spring 1981, some .born in 1965 had their 16th birthday prior to the

.rinterview and are excluded from the NLS:, As a result, the data presented
here underrepresent 16-year-olds, including only those whose birthdays fell
after the spring. The approximately 800,000 youngest 16-year-olds in the
population rare not represented _in the sample. This biases slightly the
employment-to-population ratios (upward) and the unemployment rates
(downward).
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92 'Appendix A

Some questions on diScrimInation and other perceived barriers, to em-:
ploxment were asked of all young peOple in 1979 and were not repented. For
these variables, the data presented include all those ages' 16 -22 as of spring
1979. It is unlikely that there have been substantial changes in theSe
perceptions between 1979 and the present.

TABLE A-1 Percentage Distribution of Young People Ages 16-21, by
Sex, Employment Status, and Age, Spring 1981

16 17 18

. Females
Employed 38 43 52

(581) (893) (1,034)
..- Unemployed 16 - -17 15

(245) (353) (303).
Ow of labor 46 .40 33

'force (710) (830) (650)

Unemployment
rate 30 .28' 23

Males
Employed 38 50 i 57 :

(620) (1,071) (1,096) .

Unemployed -* 18
.,

. 22 "-: 17:
(226) (463) (323).

Out of labor 44 29 26

force (729) (612) (492)
Unemploymont

rate 32 30 23

Total . .

Employed. 38 47 55

.(1',201) (1,965) (2;129)

19 20 21 Total

60
(1,225)

.11
(214)

30

62
(1,244)

7

(140)
'31

61

(1,242)
10

(210)
29

°

53
(6,218)

12

(1,466) .

34

(61Q) (633) (597) (4.030)

15 10 15

64 . 64

(1,232) (1,244)
45 . : 15

(285). (291)
21. 21 .

(413) (402) ,

r ..

Unemployed' 18

(541)
Out of labor 45

force ; (1,439)

19

(816) :
34

(1,442)

29

16

(625)
29

(1,142)

23.
Unemployment

rate 31

, 84 58
(1,474) -: (6,736)

10 16

(192) (I ,849).
, 16 : 26

(325) (2,973)

19 19 12 22

'62 63 67 56

(2,457)2. (2,487) .(2,715) (12.954)
13 1 i "10 14

(500) (431) (402) (3.315)
26 26 23 30

(1,023) (1,035) (922) (7,002)

17 15 13. 20

NOTE: Those age .16 born in 1965 (i.e.; those haviq their birthday between January I,
1981, and the interview date).fire not included: This reduces the number of 16-year-olds by
approximately 21'percent. Numbers:in parentheses represent thousands.
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TABLE A-2.''PeEcentage Distribution of Young People Ages 16-21, by
Sex, EMployment Statusg.and Race, Spring .1961

Mack Hispanic White Total

Females
Employed

Unemployed

Out of labor
force

Unempldyment
rate

Males .

Employed

Unemployed

Out of labor
force

Unemployment
rate

Total
Employed

Unemployed

Out of labor
Force --

Unempro nent

35

,(582)
22

(364)
43

(715)

38

45
(714)

24
(383)

31

(495)

33

40
(1,296)

23
(747)

37
(1,209)

37

47

(341)

(90)
41

(298)

21

57

20

(151)
23

(168).

26

,.
52

(762)
16

(242)2)

(466)

24

. 57
(5,2R6)

II
(1,011)

32
(3,018)

16

6r
(5,601)

(1,315)(1,51
2.5

(2,310)

23 .

59
(10,896)
". 12

(2,326)
29

(5,328)

18.

53
(6,218)

12

(14466)
34

(4,030)

19

58
(6,736)

16

(1,849)

(2:973)°

22

56
(12,954)

14

(3,3315)
30

(7,002)

.. .20

NOTE: ThoSe age 16 born in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between January,l,
1981. and the interview date) are not included. This reduces the number of 16-year-olds by
approximately. 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands.

10.
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,TABLE A-2 Percentage Distribution of Young People Ages 16-21, by.
Sex, EmplQyment Status, and Enrollment Status, Spring 1981

Females
Employed 3.3 43 52 72

(522) (1,615). . (1,295) (2,781)
Unemployed 20 15 . 6 . If

(309) (555) . (153) (448)
Out of labOr 47 . 42 42 17

force (730) ° (1;583) (1,064) (646)
Unemployment

rate : 37 26 II' __.14 19

Males . ._ .

Employed 60 45 52 ----. 79 58

(4,082) . 6,871) (1,232) ...(2,551) (6,736)
Unemployed 25 . 18. - .6 15 ;.lb

(447) '(767) (150) (479) (1,849)
Out of labor 15 . 36 41 6

force . (269) ' (1,518) (972) . (212) (2,973)
. ..Unemployment

rate 29'..-. 19 I I 16 23", ..

Total ,
Employed 6 -'48 ..44 52 75 56

(1,603). .. (3,486) (2,527) . (5,332) (I i .954) ..
Unemployed 22 17 6 13 14

(756) (1,322) (303) (928) . (3,315)
Out of labor 30 39 42 12 30

force (1,000) (3,101) (2,037) . (859) (7,002).
Unemployment

rate 32 27 11 15 20

Enrollment Stanis as of .1981 intenhew ,

High:School
High-Sc liool Enrolled in Enrolled in Graduate, Not
Dropout High School College. Enrolled Total,

53
(6,218)

12

-(1,466)
34

(4,030)

:NOTE: Those age 16 born in 1965 (i.6e those having their birthday between January 1.
1981, and the interview date) are not included. lids reduces the number of 16-year-olds by
approximately 21 percent. Numbers in'parentheses represent thousands. School enrollment
status was not available for .17,500 young people.
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TABLE A.-:4 Perc8nnige Distribution of Young People Ages 16-21,.by
Sex,'Employment Status, and Educational Attainment, Spring 1981

Higl est Grade Completed as of 1981 Interview

SOme
Less Than High
8th Grade School

12th
Grade

1-3 Years 4 Years Graduate
College College School :rota!

_

Females
- -- _

EmplOyed '20 42 65. 67 96 0 33 '
(71) 12.065) (2,702) (1,356) (18) (0). (61218)

Unemployed 22 16 12 5 4 .12

(74) . (790) (488) (113) (I) (0) . (1,466)
Out of labor 58 42' 24 33 0 34

force (199) (2,114) 084) (727) (0) (0) (4,030)
Unemployment

rate ' 51 28 15 8 '5 19.

Males
Employed 49. 50 72, 58. 92 100. 58

(224) .(2,729) (2,797) (972) (13) l'i,736)
Unemployed 26 20 . 13 6 0 .0 16

(119) (1,095) (521) (108). (0) (0) (1.,849)
Out of labor 25 30 15 36 8 0 26

force (116) (1,671) (573) ° (611) (1) (0) (2,973)
Unemployment

rate 35 29 16 22.

Total . .

.10

Employed 3 46 68 60 94 100. 56
(294) (4,795) (5,499) (2.328) .(31) (I) (12. ,954)

Unemployed 24 18 12 6 2 0 14

(194) (1,885) (1,008) (222) (I) (0) (3,314)
Out of labor 39 36 19 '34 3 0 30

force (315) (3,785) (1,557) (1,338) .(1) (6) A (7,002)
Unemployment

rate '40 28 15 9 3. 0 20

-NOTE: Those age 16 bony in 1965 (Le., those having their birthday between January 1,
.1981, and the interview date) are not included: This reduces the number of 16-year-olds by
approximately 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses s-represent thousands. Educational attain-
ment was not available for 17,500 young people.
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TABLE A-5 Peicentage Distribution of Young People Ages 16-2.1, by
Sex, Employment Status, and Marital Status, Spring 981

Marital Status
a

Mairied;.
Never Spouse
Married Present Other: Not AVailable TOtal

Females 0

Employed 54 ' 48. 53 43 ° 53

45,104) ' (902) (151) (61T (6,218)

Unemployed ' 11 12 - 19 19 12 '

force (13,1623635); , (72461981)

(55) (27)

- (81) (53).

(1,466)

Out of labor 28 .38
(4,030)

Unemployment
rate 19 ` . 19 27 31 19

Males cri

Ennploye . 56 . ... 85 87 65.. 58

(5,868) --",. (662) (87) (118) (6,736)

' Unemployed , 16 -'' -12 10 18. - 16

(1,113) (94) -.....(10). (32) - :. (I,849j
Out of labor' 28 3 --3-, 17 ' 26

force (2,912) (25) (3) -------- (32) (2,973)

Unemployment c

.

te 23 12. 10 21 22

FO°Total
Employed 55 59 62 .55 56

(10.972) (1,564) (238) (179) (12,949)

Unemployed 14 12 17 18 14

(2,8.78) (312) , (64) (60) (3,314)

Out of labor , 30 .30
(6,039)

22
(94) (85)

26 30

force (7,002)

rate 29

(794)

21 25 20._Unemployment

NOTE: 'Those age 16 bor;t in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between fkuary'l ,
1981., and the in(crview date) Ore not included. This reduces the number of 16-year-;olds by
approximately 21 percent. Numbers .in parentheses represent thousands. Inform;tion on
maritarstatus was not available. for 323,700 young people.
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TABLE,A-6 ,Percentage Distribution" Young People Ages (6-21, by
Sex,.EmPloyment Status, and Presence of Respondent's Children in the'
Household, Spring 1981

Chiidrtn in Children Not
Household in Household

.
Total.

. _
Females :_ . , -

Employed 33 . 57 53
(564) . (5,654) (6,218)_ .

Unemployed 15 . 12 12

(258) (1,202) (1,466)
52 31 34

-(902) (3:126) .. (4;030).
, .

31 18 . 19

Out of labor
force

'Unemployment
rate :

Males .*
Employed

Unemployed

i
.. 76 58 58

(342) - (6.394) .(6,7341,

Out of.iabor
force .

Unemployment
rate

Total
Employed

. Unemployed

Out of labor
force

Unemployment
rate

17 1.6

(76) (1,773)
8 '. , 76

(34) (2,939).

18 , 22

42 = 57

16

(1,849)
. 26'.

(2,973)

22

56
(905) (12,049) (12,949)

15 14

(334) (2,976)
43 29

(936) (6,065)

27 g 20

.14
(3,314)

30
(7,002)

20

NOTE: Those age 16 born in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between January 1,
1981, and the interview date) are not included. This reduces the number of 16-year-olds by
approximately 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands. Information on
children in the household was not available for 6,900young tropic
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TABLE A1.7 Peicentage Distribution tot' Young People Ages.16-21, by
See, Employment Status, and Living Arrabgements at Time of 1981

-Inter-view

Away From .
Household ,

Living with in College, . Living in Own
Parents or Military : Hausehold Total

Females ,

Employed

Uttemployed

Out of labor
force

.Unemployment
rate

4 Males,
Employed

Unemployed
. .

Out of labor .

force
Unelnployment.

rate
Total . ..

.-. Employeil

. Unemployed
. .

Out of.labor
force

3 ; Unemployment
rate

'54
(4;007)

14 , ,

(1.Q71)_1
(2.292).

21

57.
(4.888)
' 18

(1.556)
25

(8.89n
16

(2,628)
1 28,

(4 12

39

(3938)

. (34)
57

(580)

8

- 34.
' (365)

.7.0)
59

(630)

- 16

37 .

(763)
5

(I04)°
58

0.

(1. 8143)'
11

(360).

(1.158) -

17 .

.' 77 '''
(1.484)

12 '
1222).

12

'(223)

13

...
63

(3.296)
.11

(583)
.26

(1.38fr

15.

..

'."

53
(6.218)

*12
(1.,46115)

34.
(4.030)

i9

4/' 58'.
i(6.736) :-

(1.84%) A
26 "

2.97,3,).

22

".' (12,949) '
. s 14 .

(3.3.14)
. '30 ..'

(7,002)

. 20

NOTE: Those age 16 bore M.1965 (i.e.. those having their birthday between January I.
1981, and the interview date) are not Included. This reduces the number of 16-year-olds by r
approximately 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands.

e 0
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TABLE A-.8 Percentage Distributhroof young PeOple:Ages le-21. by
Sex, Employment Status, and,Region of-Residence. Spring 1981

t
Females

gmployed -
. '3
Unemployed

Out of labor
tUrce .

Unemployment '
° erate

N1a16.:
Employed_.-

UnelUvityed

Out of labor
force

Unemployment
rate

Total .
Employed

Unetnployed

Out of labor
. force

Unemployment
"rate 1

Northeast
North
Central Smith . . Wes( Total

--.

'

56.

11.271)
.14.

(312)**
31.

(709)

20

, .

62

56
"(1..966)

II
(391)

33
( I .140)

17

56

'

.

46
(1.871).'

13

(515)
41

(1.648)

-_-

55

',- 59
-. (1.109)
'. 13

(248)
28

(531)
--._

I8e ..

:.65 . .

I .,53
(6.218)

12

(1.466) '.

34
(4.030)-:__

j9

58

(1.453)
12 .

(387)

(2.022,
.- 21 ,

(751.)

(2.025)
14

(535)

,(1.234)
14.

(216)

. (6.736)
16

(1.849)
26 - .. 23 %_ 30 20 26.

(618) (839) . ( I .123) (386) . :(2.973)...
" '

16 - 27 .21 18 - 22

59 "56 50: 62 56

(2,724) (1988) , (3.896) (2,343) (12,94)9)
, .13 16 , 14 14 ,i. 14

(599) (1.142); (1.050) (523) (3.314)/ 28 28/ 36 . 24 '30

(1.327) .(1.980) .(2.770) '(911) (7,002) ...

18 22
. 2) 18 - .. .21.t

. NOTE: Those age 16 born in 1965 (i.e.(thoseliving their birthdaybitwecnJanUaryl,
7T981Traarthe interview date) ate not inclUda this reduces the-numberot 16;year-olds,by''.

approximately 21 percent...Numbers iniliarentgeses represent thousands. Information on...
'region of residence was not available/tor 12.600 yolitg people. a .

. /

9
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TABLE A-9 Percentage Distribution of Young People Ages 16-2-1, by
Sex, Employment Status, and Residgnce in Rural or Urban Area,
Spring 1981

Rural Urban Total

Females
Employed

- .

r
48

(1,252)
54

(4,956)
53

(6,218)
Unemployed I I 13 12

(281) (1,185) (1,466)

Out of labor .. 41 32 34

. force //'" (1,072) (2.956) (4;030)

A.Unellploymeint
ratelta , 18 19 19

Malei
Employed 54 ` 60 58

. (1,411) (5,320) (6,736)

.0 Unemployed 15 16 16

(389) . (1,460) (1,849)

Out of labor 31 24 .26
force (798) (2,155) (2.973)

'Unemployment
rate 0, 22 22 22

Total 6
Employed 51 57 56

(2,663) (10,271) 112,9491

Unemployed A 13 15 14

(670) (2.644) (3,314) --

Out of labor
force 1

36
(1,870)

28.,
(5';1225

30.
(7,002) __I

Unemployment - - -- ___
.rale 20 20 -20_____

NOTE: Those age 16 born in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between January 1,
1981, and the interview date) are not included. This reduces the number of 16-year-olds by
appro,ximately 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands. Information on area
of residence was not ayailable for 25;,100 young people.

1 `I

7
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TABLE A-10 Percentage Distribution of Young People Ages 16-21,
by Sex, Employment Status, and Residence in the Central City of a
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA),'Spring 1981

ti

"Not in
SMSA

Not in
Central
City

In Central
City oF
SMSA

In SMSA,
Residence
.in Central
City
Unknown Total

Females
Employed

Unemployed

.

48
(1,4;79)

12

(364)

v.

57
(2,263)

12

(466)

47
(1,005)

15

(310)

36
(1,4361

(327)

53 ...

(6,218)
12

(1,466)
Out of labor 40 31 38 32 34

force (1,168) (1,212) (804) . (825) (4;030)
Unemployment

rate 20 17 24 ' 19 19

Males .
Employed ' 56 61 56 59 58.

(1,756) (2,301) (1,182) (1,455) . (6,736)
Unemployed 16 15 17 18 16

(490) (550) (365) (444) (1,849)

Out of labor 28 24 27 23 26

force (894) (909) (574) (576) (2,973)
Unemployment

rate
22 19 24 23

Total
Employed 52 59 52

57(3,186) (4,564) (2,187) (2,891) (12,94569)

Unemployed 14 13 16 15 14

Out of labor . 41

(853)
34

(1,016)
27

; (675)
32

(770)
28

(3 314,
30

force (2,b62) (2,121) (1,37g) (1,402) , (7.002)
Unemployment 0

rate 21 18 24 21 20

NOTE: Those age 16 born in 1965 (i.c., those having their birthdayibe( tween January I,
1981; and the interview date) are not included. This reducesthe number of 16-year-olds by
approximately 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands. Information on
residence location in an SMSA was not available for 165,800 young people.0
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TABLE A-I I Percentage Distribution of Young People Ages 16-21,
by Sex, Employment Status, and Lotal Unemployment Rate in County
of Residence, Spring 1981 x.

Unemployment Rate

3.0-
5.9%

6.0-
8.9%

9.0.
11.9%

12.0 -
14.9% Unknown Total,

Females
Employed 57 ' . 53 42 *51 40 53

(2,325) (2,971) (455) ,(384) .. (82) (6,218)
Unemployed -12 12 13 18 22" 12"

(490) (656) (142) (133) (45) (1 466)
Out of labor 31 35 45 32 . 37 E* 34

force' (1,287) (1,939) (490) (240) (74) (4-,030)

Unemployment ____ -

rate 17 18 24 26 35 19

Male's
Employed 61 57 51. 62 64 58

(2,397) (3,136) (502) (529) (172) (6,736)
Unemployed 14 16 22 21 22. 16

(537) ,(857) (219) (177) (58) (1,849)
Out of labor 26 . 28 27 17 - 14 26

force (1,019) (1,511) (263) (141) (38) (2,973)
Unemployment .

.

rate 18 21 30 25 25- 22

Total
Employed 59 55 46 57 54 56

(4,723) (6,107) (958) *(913) (253) (12,949)

c Unemployed 13 14 17 19 22 14

(1,026) (1,514) (361) (310) (103) (3,314)

Out of
force--

29
(2,306)

31
(3,450)

36,
(753)

24
. (381)

24
(112)

30
(7,002)

. Unemployment
---'

..

rate.. 18 20 27 25 .29 i?' 20

NOTE: Those age 16 born in 1965 (i.e., those haying their birthday between Janu6ry 1,
1981, and the interview date) are not included. This reduces the number of 16-year-olds by
approximately 21 percent. Numbers in parenthaes represent thousands.
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TABLE A-11 Percentage. Distiibution of Unemployed Young People
Ages 16-21, by Sex and Reasons for Looking foi. Work, Spring 1981

Reasoa Looking for Work Females Males Total

Need money
°o

Lust job

Family expenses

Support self

Left school

Enjoy working

Other

No reason given

Total

50 48 .49
(737) (879) (1,616)

8 12 II
(125) (228) (353)

10 8 9

(151) (151) (302)
4

(71) (50) (121)
3 3 3

(40) (56) (96)
4 3

(32) (69) , (100)
5 2 3.

(7) (29) . (96)
11 11 11

(168) (206) (374)
5 10

(76) (180) (256)..
100 100 100

(1,466) (1,849) (3,315)

NOTE: Persons 16 years of age born in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between
January I. 1981, and the interview date) are not included. ThiS reduces the number of
16-year-oldsJay apiiroximately,21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands.
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,,TABLE A-13 'Percentage Distribution of Unerriployed Young People*
Ages 16-21, by Sex and Method of Job Search, Spring 1981

Method of Job Search Females

Checked directly with
employer 58

Looked in newspaper 38

Placed or answered ads 16

Checked with.state
employment agency 15

Used schoOl employment
service 6

Checked with private
employment agency

Checked with friends or
relatives 14 °

'fither method 10

Males Total

58

26

58

31

3

9

.16

10

NOTE: Persons 16 iears of age born in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between.--
January 1, 1981, and the interview date) are not included. This reduces the number of
16-year-olds by approximately 21 percent.
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TABLE A-14 Percentage Distribution of Unemployed Young People
Ages 16-21, by Sex and Occupation Sought, Spring 1981

Occupation Sought Females Males Total

Professional, technical,
and kindred

.4 4
(52)

3

(55)
3

(107)
Managers and 0 1 I.

administrators (2) . (20) (22)
Sales workers 12

., 4 8
(74) (77) (251)

Clerical and kindred 28 5. 15

(415) (85) (500)
Craftsmen and kindled 1 12 -. 7

(20) (215) (235)
Operatives, except

transport ' .

2

(34)
6

(117)
5

(151)
Transport equipment 0 3

openitives (5) (51) (56)
Laborers, except farm 2 14 9

(30) 0 (255) (285)
Farmers and farm / : ' 0 0 .0

managers (0) ° (0) (0)
Farm laborers and 0 1 1

foremen (1) (18) (19)
Service workers, except 20 12 16

private (291) (225) (516)
Private household 3 0. 1

workers (47) (0) (47)
Any,itind of job 27 ° 40 34

(396) (731) (1,127)
- -Total' 100- 100 100

(1,466) '(1,849) (3,315)

NOTE: Persons 16 years of, age born in 1965 those having their.birthday,between
January 11981, and the interview date) are not included. This reduces the number of
16-year-olds by approximately 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands.
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TABLE A-15 Percentage. Distribution of.Onemployed Young People
Ages 16-21, by Sex and Minimum Hourly Wage Necessary to Induce
them to Accept a Job for Which They Were Looking, Spring 1981

Reservation:Wage Females Males Total -

Less than $2.50

$2,50-$2.95

$3.00-$3.24

$3.25-$3.34

--' $3.35 (federal minimum wage)

2
(32)

1

(17)
11

(160)
4 8

(118)
38

1,
(24)

2
(28)

' 8
(148)

7
(123)

33

2
(57):'

I

'(44)
.9

(309)
7

(241)
° 36

(561) (6f6) (L176)
$3.36--$3:49 ---- 4 2 3.

(58) (40)_ .. (98) "----'
$3:50-$3.99" 14 .11 12

(200)- (212) .(412)
.$4.00-$4.49 8 . 11

'(350)(110) (241)
$4.50-$4.99 2 3 - 2

(27) (58). (84)
$5.00.-$5.49 3 6 5

(50) (117) .(166)
$5.50 oi'more 3 7 5.

(42) (127) (169)
Data not available 6 6 6

Total
(91) (116) (207)
100 100 .100 .

(1,466) .(1,849) (3,315)

NOTE: Persons 16 years of age born in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday, between.
_January. I, 1981,,and the interview date) are not included. This reduces the number of

16-year-olds by approxiMately 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands.
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TABLE A-16 Percentage Distribution of Employed Young People
Ages 16-21; by Sex and Occupation, Spring 1981

Occupation b , Females- Males Total

ProfessionaLtechnical, 4 4 4
(556)

2
(324)

. 8
(1,086)

and kindred (257) (299)
Managers und 2 : 3

administrators (140) (184)
Sales workers, 10. 3

.., (598) .. (488)
Clerical and kindred 37 9 . 23 ;'

. . '(2,306) (632) (2,5038) '.
Craftsmen and kindred 2 14 8.

Operatives, except
transport-

Transport equipment
operatives

Laborers,,,exceptia.rm '.

Farmers and farm
laborers

.Service workers except.
private household

Private household
.workeis

Total

(110)
6

(372)
0

,(21)
2

(100)
0

(34)
30

(1.883)

(386)
.. 100

''.

.

(971)
13

(885)

(314)

(1,081).
10

'(1,257)

(336)
18

.(1,223)

(.1(,429229233).)-

0 .

(13)
100

10 .
(1,323) ^

2
(263)26 ,

(3,376)
2 3

(399)
100

(6,218) (6,736) (12,954)

`' NOTE: Persons 16 years Of age born in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between
January I, 1981, and the interview date) are not. included. This reduces the number of
16-yeargilds by approihnately 21 percent. Numbers in parenTheses represent thousands.
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TABLE A-17 Percentage Distribution of Employed 'Young People
Ages'16-21, by Sex and Industry, Spring 1981

Industry Females '. Males Total

Agriculture, forestry
...

1 5 3 '
and fisheries (66) (315) . (380)

Mining
#"-'

, 0 2 .. 1

(9) (101) (110)

Construction 8 4
1 :i- (18)- (559) (577)

-Manufacturing, durable
0

goods .

.5
(289) -

- 11

(725)
. 8

(1,014)
Manufacturing,. nondurable 6 8 :

7goods (389) (530) (9 12)

Transportation, communications, 2 3 2

and other public utilities . (118) (182) . (300)
46, Wholesale trade : 2 t. 4 . 3

. (118) (234) (352)
',Refaiihrade. . 0 38 34 36

(2,368) (2,318) (4,686) .:

Finance, insurance, and . 8 2
real estate (494) (127) (621) .

. Business and repair services 2.0 8
(130) , (513) (644).

Personal services ' 10 3' 6

(600) (1`'94) (7 94)

Entertainment and recreation 2 3 2

services .. (109) (174) (283)
Profes5ional and related 22 10 160

services (1,362) (641) (2,004)
Public administration 2 2 2

(150) . (256)
Total 100

_(107)
100 . 100.

(6,218) (6;736) . (12,954)

NOTE: Persons 16 years of age bom in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between
. January.:., 1981, and the interview date). are not included.. This redUces the number of

16-year-olds byIPPfaximately 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands. '. '
1.
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TABLE A-18 Percentage Distribution of EmplOyed Young People
Ages 16-21;by Sex and Hours Worked, Spring 1981

Hours Malty Worked, per Week Females Males Total

0-19 31 24 28
(1,934) (1,639) (3,573)

20-34 25 , 25 25

(1,553) (1,689) (3,242)
35-40 38 34 36

(2,370) (2,259) (4,629) :

40 or more 6 16 11

(328) (1,095) (1,423) ---"N
Total 100 100 100

(6,218) (6,736) (12,954)

NOTE: Persons 16 years of age'bom in 1965 (i.e.,.those having their birthday between
January 1, 1981, and the interview date) are not included. This reduces ['ICI number Of
16-Year-oldsby approximately 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands.

TABLE A-19 Percentage Distribution of Employed Young People
Ages .16 -21, by Sex and Shifts Worked, Spring 1981

'shifts Usually Worked Females Males Total

Day

,Evening

Night

split

Variable hours

. Total

50 47
1(3,126) (3,165)

.

49
(6,291) g.

15 16 16

(959) (1,094) (2,054)
6

8(352) (5.36) (888)
3 4 4 3

(174)' (234) (408)
25 25 25

(1,588) . (1,686) L -(3;274)
? 100 100 100

:(6,218) (6,736) (12,954)

NOTE: 'Pei-sobs 16 yearsof age born in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between
January .1, 1981, andthe interview date) are -not included. This reduces the number of
16-year-olds by approximately 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands.

. .
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TABLE A-20 Percentage Distribution of Employed Young Pail) le
Ages 16-21, by Sex and Hourly Wage, Spring 1981.

Hourly Wage Females Males ,Total

Less than $2.50 11 5 8

(676) . (335) (1,011)

$2.50-$2.59 5 5 5

(334) (323) (657)

$3.00-$3.24 .6 6. 6

(402) (410), (813)

13.25-$3.34 4 4 4

(231) (252) (483)

$3.35 (federal minimum wage) 13 10 11

(820) (662) (1,482)

$3.361$3.49 / 6 . 4. 5

...., ^ (368) (255) (623)

$3.50-$3.99 17 15 16

--- -- ... (1,037). (1,021) (2,058)

$4.00-$4.49 12 12 12

(771) (802) (1,573)

$5.00-$5.49
.

6 8

(374) (510) (884)

$5.50 or more 22 15 19

(1A88) '(926) (2,414)

Data not available 4 4 4

(274) (241) (515)

total. 100 100 100

(6,218) . (6,736) (12,954)

NOTE: Persons 16 Years of age born in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between

January 1, 1981, and the interview date) are not included: This reduces the number of
16-year-olds by approximately 21 percent. Numbers in parenth:ses represent. thousands.
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TABLE A-2I Pereentage'Distribulion of Employed Young People
Ages-16721, by Sex anti Genegal Education Required by Occupation,
Spring 19810

General Education Required Females Males Total

Up to 8 years 17 38 28
(1,074) . (2,526) (3,600)

9;11 years 59 44 51
(3,682) (2,968) (6,650):

12 years 16 12 .` 14

T1,021) (779) (1,800)
. Over 12 years '5 7 6

(331) (458) (790)
Total 100 100 100

(6,218) (6,736) (12,954)

_NOTE: Persons16 years of age born in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between
'January 1, 1981, finll the interview:date) are not included. This reduces the number of
16-year-olds by approximately 21 peraent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands.

TABLE A-22 Percentage Distribution of Employed Young People
Ages 16-21, by Sex and Specific Vocational Preparation Required by
Occupation, Spring 1981

Vocational Preparation Required Females Males. 6Total

Short demonstration . , 49 44 46
(3,037) (2,974) (6.012)

Up to and including 21 22 22
..

30 days (1,327) (1,465) (2,792)
31 days, tip to and . 22 16 19

including 3 months (1,349) (1,057) (2,406)
.3 months, up to and 4 13 8

including,6 months. (235) (848) (1,084)
6Jnonths to 1 year 2 2 2

(116) (170) (286)
1 2 1

(73) (112) (185)

V (711)
2

(105)
1

(175) .
100 100.. 100 ,

(6,218) ,(6,736) (12,954)

1 to 2 years

More than 2 years

Total

.

NOTE: Persons 16 years of agi-born in 1965 (i.e., those having their birthday between
January 1, 1981, and the interview date) are not included. This reduces the number of
16-year-olds by approximately 21 percent. Numbers in parentheses represent thousands.
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TABLE A:23 Pe ventage Distribution of Young People Ages 16:22..
Indicating That Ce tiin ,Problems Had Caused Them Difficulty in

Getting a Good Jo , by Sei and Race, Spring 1979

Problem

Age discrimination__ 4

Sex discrimination 1

Race or nationality
discrimination 22

lack of
transportation 37

Lack of experience 13

Lack of education 7

emales Males 43

Black HiSpanic White Black Hispanic White' Total

,` Problem with English 4

44 47 47 47 42 45

13. 13 7 5 4 9

16 . 3 21 20

37

16

12

30 43 35 25

17 11 12 11

6 7 5

30

14

6

.18 2> 5- 18 2 3

SOURCE: David Shapir1 9 198+, "Perceptions of Discrimination and .Other Barriers to
Employment," p. 482 in Michael E. Borus, ed., Pathways to the' Future. Columbus: center

for Human Resource Research.

i
i
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COLN C.. BLAYDON became dean of the Amos Tuck 'School of BuSiness
Administration at Dartmouth College in fall 1980. From 19751intil 1983 he
was vice;provostfor academic policy and planning and professor of policy
sciences Sand business administration at Duke University. From 1973.to
1075 he Was deputy ;4ssocate director,,Office of Management and Budget.
Hellas conducted Wide-ranging research in finance, budgeting, and regula-
tory

,
econortp6. He holds A.M. and Ph.D. degrees in applied mathematics

from-Harvard University and B.A. degree in electrical engineering froth
the. Univqsity'of. Virginia:

- /-

W1.1.12,0m A. MORRIa. has been Oresident of Mathematica Policy Research in
Princeton, New Je,sey,- since L977, Before that he kid posts in the Energy,
Policy an)d Planning Office of the White House; the. Office of Planning and
Evaluation in'the U.S. Department of Health,Education, and Welfare;. the
Office of Management and Budget and several defense-related government
offices; He hasa master.'s degree in public' administration from Syracuse

.--UnlYersity and-a baae1or'S degree. frwi Wesleyan University.
°

CHARLES S. BENSON is kofe'ssor of the economics of educationcat the
-University of California at Berkeley, a positiOn he has held since 1964. His
.research has.foctised resource allocations in edueation, public-sector
cost and revenue projections; and productivity analysis in the public sector,

...'and he has considerable consulting experience in the educat ;on programs of

113
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foreign countries. He has M.A; and Ph.D. degrees from Columpia.UniVer-
sity and a B.A. degree, froml3rhiceton University, all in econthinici.,

CHARLES E. BRADFORD is thiector of the organizing department of the
:International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, where he

also served as. director of the apprenticeship emplOy' vent -and training
programs. From 9:.1968 to 1979 Worked' with the AFL-CIO's Human
Resource's DevelopMent Institute becoming executive director in 1975: He
has worked extensively`to use the resources of organized labor,to. initiate
and" perate employment and training programs for veterans, minorities;,
women, native Americans, and people with handicapping conditions..
ts

PAT CHOATEJS senior policy analyst for economics at'fiRyi, Inc:, Washing
ton, D.C. He`has wbrked in a variety of management and policypositions in
federal and state governments. His research involves managemerit, devel=
opment, economic policy, and:public adrninistration. He received a Ph.D.

..degree in economics from the UniverSity of Oklahoma.-

PEDRO GARZA is president of SER-Jobs for Progress, Dallas, Texas. He was .
previously planning division administrator, deputy director for planning
and development, and regional director. Before joining SER in 1972, he

was a senior planner for the Economic Opportunities Development
Corpoiation in San Antonio, Texas. He holds an M.A. degree in public_,

affairs 1 from Princeton UniVersity and a B.A. degree in government from
Texas A&M

" JAMES M. HOWELL "is vice president and chief economist of the First National
Bank of Boston, which he joined in 1970. From 1962 to 1970 he held
positions-in the federal government in the Department of Commerce, in the
Federal Reserve System, and as economic adviser to the government of 13*

Chile. He has served as trustee or adviser` to, a number of oraanizationS,
including colleges, community groups, employment and training concerns,
and, economic development activities. He received a Ph.D. degret. h
economics from Tulane University and a B.A. degree from Texas A&M

University.

JANICE MADDEN is associate professor or re nal science at the University
of Pennsylvania; where stie has worked since -1972. Her research has
focused on human ,resources, regional economic' development, and the
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'employment of women. She has M.A: and Ph:D. degrees in economics
from Duke University and a BtA. from the Univergity of Denver.
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PALA. E. PETERSON has just become program director for governmental
studies at the Brookings Institution in Washington, D.C. From 1967 to
1983 he;was professor of political science and education and also chairman
of the Committee on Public Policy. Studies at the University of Chicago. His
research,involves urban politics and policies, especially as they relate to
race and education. He holds M.A. and Ph.D. degrees in political science
from the University of Chicago and a B.A: degree frOm Concordia College
in Moorhead, Minnesota.

s..
GEORGE R: QUARIrES is chief administrator of the Office of Occupational and

. Careei EduC'ation in the New York City Board.of Education. Previously he
served as director of the regional opportunity center program at the City :
University of New York, director of a manpower training skills center, and
teacher of vocational education. He has also taught at Rutgers University,
the University of the State of New York, and the New School for Social
Research. He has an M.A. degree in vocational education fiom New York
University and a B.S. degree in industrial education from the Hampton
Institute.

Wa.soN C. RILES iS now am-education consultant in Sacramento, California.
From 1971 Co 1983 he was superintendent of public instruction, California
State Department of Education, where he worked since 1958. He was a
teacher and adininistrator in the Arizona public schoois from 1940 to.1914.
He holds. an M.A. degree in school administpation and a B.A, degree in .
elementary education from Northern Arizona State College.

ISABEL V. SAWHILI: is a senior fellow and economist at The Urban institute in
Washington, D.C. Previously she was director of the National Commission
for Employment Policy. She has al: held positions at the Office of
Management and Budget and the U.S. Department of Health, Education;
and Welfare and has taught at Goucher College. Her research has focused
on employment and training issuesand human resources.- She holds Ph.D.
and B.A. degrees in economics from New York University.

RICHARD SCHUBERT became president of the American Red Crossiat the
beginning of 1983. From 1961 to 1982eZcept for a five-year lea' e
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absencehe worked for the Bethlehem Steel Corporation in a variety of_ !:
positions, including president and vice-chairman of the board. From'1970

to-1975-he-held-various-posts-in-the U.S. Department of. Labor, including
'those of solicitor and under secretary. His career has included work with'
various universities and community and business organizations. He re -.
ceived an LL.B. degree from the Yale University School of Law and a BA.
degree from Eastern Nazarene College,

FRANCIS T:TUTTLE has been state director of the Oklahoma State Depart-
ment of Vocational and Technical Education Since 1967. Before taking that
position, he held various teaching and administrative posts in vocational
education in Oklahoma. He has been a consultant for and evaluated voca-
tional education programs in a number of foreign countries. He received an
Ed.D. degree in school administration and an M.Ed. from Oklahoma
University and a B.S. degree from Oklahoma A&M College.

Dim) A. WisE is Stambaugh Profesv:.ri,:f Political Economy at the 'John F.
Kennedy School of Government, University, where he has taught
and conducted research since 1973. His research focuses primarily on youth
unemploymentits patterns, explanations, and possible cures. He has a
PhID. degree in economics from the University of California at Berkeley
and a B.A. degree from the University of Washington.

SUSAN W. SHERMAN served as study director of the COmmittee on Vocation
al Education and Economic Developynent in Depressed Areas. Previously
she served as study director of the,Panel on Testing of Handicapped People
and worked with several other committees of the Nationaliteseareh.Coun-
cil: Her principal professional interests include educational and psychologi-
cal measurement and policy issues in education and the social sciences. She
received Ph.D. and M.A. degrees in quantitative psychology froth the
UniVersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and an A.B. degree in psy-
chology from Queens College; Charlotte


